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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Herpes simplex virus infection is common with an estimated global prevalence of over

90%. Of those harbouring the dormant virus, around one third suffer from recurrent

episodic reactivation on the vermillion border of the lip, leading to herpes simplex la-

bialis (HSL), or a ‘cold sore’. The painful lesions associated with HSL are treated with a

range  of  therapeutic  approaches  globally,  from pharmaceuticals  to  complementary

and alternative medicines (CAM), many of which have  a limited  or absent evidence

base for efficacy  and safety. Honey is one such CAM product with growing evidence

for efficacy in wound healing, often applied topically for various  dermatological  ail-

ments and of interest in the management of HSL. 

Obtaining robust evidence of the efficacy and safety of novel therapies for HSL is a

complex and costly undertaking, traditionally requiring large randomised controlled

trials (RCT), and as such has been limited to pharmaceutical funded drug develop-

ment programmes. Given the paucity of high-quality evidence for many CAM ther-

apies there is a clear need for a novel research methodology to overcome the existing

barriers and ensure the timely recruitment of participants with an acute episode of

HSL and the collection of valid, standardised outcome data at a modest cost.

RESEARCH AIMS

The primary aim was to investigate the effectiveness, safety and tolerability of a kā-

nuka honey/glycerin cream compared to 5% aciclovir cream in the treatment of HSL.

The secondary aim was to establish whether it was feasible to conduct an adequately
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powered, interventional  RCT which includes electronic capture and transmission of

data within a New Zealand wide network of community pharmacies, the Pharmacy Re-

search Network (PRN).

METHODS

A phase III, open label, RCT of adults aged 16 and over presenting to a community

pharmacy with an acute episode of HSL was conducted between September 2015 and

December 2017. Participants were recruited within 72 hours of the onset of symptoms,

and  randomly  allocated  to  either  the  kānuka  honey/glycerin  formulation  or  5%

aciclovir cream, to be applied five times daily until skin returned to normal or study

day 14, whichever occurred first. All outcome data were collected remotely using a cus-

tomised digital system. The primary outcome was time taken for skin to return to nor-

mal at the site of the HSL lesion, analysed by Kaplan-Meier estimates with 95% Con-

fidence Internal (CI). The PRN was established for the purpose of undertaking this

trial. 

FINDINGS

952 participants with HSL presenting to one of the 76 pharmacies within the PRN

were randomised. For the primary outcome variable of time for skin to return to nor-

mal,  there  was  no  significant  difference  between  kānuka  honey/glycerin  and  5%

aciclovir cream, 9 (95% CI 8 to 9) vs 8 (95% CI 8 to 9) days respectively, Hazard Ratio

(HR) (95% CI) 1.06 (0.92 to 1.22) P=0.56. There was no difference between treatments

for all secondary outcomes, including healing time to ulceration, healing time from ul-

ceration to resolution, time to resolution of pain, maximal pain, acceptability and ad-

verse events. 
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The PRN was shown to be a robust clinical research infrastructure, able to fully recruit

a large-scale randomised trial at fractional cost of traditional models with acceptable

recruitment, attrition and deviation rates.

CONCLUSION

In one of the largest RCTs of a therapy in HSL, there was no evidence of superior ef-

fectiveness for either kānuka honey/glycerin or 5% aciclovir cream. This unique, real-

world PRN using electronic capture and transmission of data provides a model for fu-

ture research of CAM in the community setting. 
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 1 CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION

 1.1 THESIS OUTLINE

This work is formed of two main sections, each of which tests the hypothesis: that an

adequately powered randomised controlled trial (RCT) to assess the effectiveness of a

medicinal grade kānuka honey in the management of herpes simplex labialis (HSL) is

feasible within a novel, community pharmacy-based research network. 

First, the pathophysiology and management strategies of HSL, colloquially known as a

cold sore, are reviewed with a specific focus on topical aciclovir and complementary

and alternative (CAM) therapies, in particular the medicinal use of honey. This forms

the rationale behind the RCT subsequently  presented which seeks to  test  whether

New Zealand kānuka honey offers superior effectiveness in the topical management of

HSL compared to a standard treatment, 5% aciclovir cream. 

Second, the methodological barriers to conducting robust, randomised research into

the use of CAM therapies for over-the-counter ailments are discussed and how these

led to the inception and evolution of a globally unique, pharmacy research network

(PRN) anchored in 76 community pharmacies throughout the north and south islands

of New Zealand. The development of this network formed the methodological basis of

the hypothesis, that an RCT was feasible within a remotely managed, national network

of research trained community pharmacies. 

With the results of the clinical study dependent on the success of the novel method-

ology the two are intertwined and described throughout. 
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 1.2 HERPES SIMPLEX LABIALIS

Herpesviridae are perhaps the most studied of viruses. As with many other contempor-

ary disease terminologies,  the term herpes was originally used by Hippocrates around

1500 BC and in Greek literally means to creep, likely referencing his observations of the

natural history of  infection.1 Progressive study of  genitourinary disease over the past

two centuries established that Herpes  Simplex  Virus (HSV) was both infectious and

lifelong, followed by the discovery of two distinct subtypes and their taxonomic classi-

fication as herpes simplex viruses 1 and 2 (HSV-1 and HSV-2).2

HSV-1 and HSV-2 are members of the alpha-subfamily of herpesviruses that also in-

cludes another important human pathogen, varicella-zoster (VCZ). These highly viru-

lent organisms are responsible for commonly encountered clinical manifestations such

as facial  herpes (primarily HSV-1),  genitourinary herpes (primarily HSV-2),  chicken

pox (VCZ) and shingles (VCZ). Structurally HSV-1 and -2 each contain a double stran-

ded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) core, an icosahedral protein shell or capsid and an

outer lipid layer within which glycoproteins sit, responsible for host cell interaction and

subsequent penetration. Once located intracellularly, the HSV virion migrates toward

the nucleus where viral DNA is released for transcription by the host machinery. Viral

messenger ribonucleic acid  (mRNA) is translated  into viral  proteins and capsid as-

sembly proceeds with incorporation of replicated viral DNA and glycoprotein embed-

ded plasma membrane endocytosis resulting in complete virion release from the host

cell. The overall process (Figure 1) takes in the region of 18 to 20 hours.3
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Figure 1: Replication cycle of the herpes virus. Reproduced under the Creative Commons Attribution

license from Bailer. S. Venture from the Interior—Herpesvirus pUL31 Escorts Capsids from Nucleoplas-

mic Replication Compartments to Sites of Primary Envelopment at the Inner Nuclear Membrane.232

Herpes simplex is amongst the most pervasive of human viral infections with a high

global prevalence for viral sub-types HSV-1 and HSV-2.4,5 The most common clinical

manifestations of the viruses are oro-labial and genital disease with HSV-1 traditionally

associated with the former and HSV-2 the latter, however significant overlap exists.6–8

Primary infection with HSV-1 or -2 occurs when the virus invades through injurious

breaches of the epithelial, mucosal or corneal surfaces subsequent to contact between a

seropositive and seronegative individual. This may be asymptomatic or lead to a diverse

range of clinical manifestations such as recurrent HSL, gingivostomatitis, herpes gladi-

atorum, herpetic whitlow, eczema herpeticum and ocular infection (Figure 2).9
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Figure  2:  Various clinical  manifestations of Herpes Simplex Virus.  A:  Herpes Simplex Labialis.  B

Eczema herpeticum.  C:  Herpetic  Whitlow.  D:  Herpetic  gingivostomatitis.  E:  Dendritic  ulcer.  F:

Herpes gladitorum. Reproduced under the Creative Commons Attribution Licence from DermNet

NZ.

Often the initial infection can include a prodromal phase of general malaise, anorexia,

tender  lymphadenopathy and fever.  For oro-labial  HSV, this is  followed by painful

vesicular eruption and subsequent ulceration of the mucosal surfaces, which may last

for up to three weeks. In the very young, primary HSL can have potentially serious

consequences for feeding and risk spreading to other anatomical areas leading to com-

plications such as ocular herpes simplex. 

From an immunological standpoint, the attack and defensive interplay between viral

and host defences is multifactorial and complex. Host defences are triggered at various

stages of infection, from the initial innate response to localised viral invasion, through

to development of adaptive immunity.10 On initial membrane contact or virion endocyt-

osis, the capsid is transported through the cytoplasmic architecture and injects viral

DNA into the nucleus. Cellular responses to this are mediated via production of anti-
28



viral  cytokines such as interferon (IFN) alpha and beta,  which act to inhibit mRNA

translation and degrade viral RNA, thereby abrogating the viral replication process. 11

Apoptosis may also be triggered in an attempt to prevent viral synthesis, release and

further infection of other cell units. 
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Figure 3: Anatomical sites of HSV dormancy and reactivation during a recurrent episode of HSL. Re-

produced  under the Creative Commons Attribution Licence 4.0 from Nagaraj et al.233



HSV is a lifelong infection due to its ability to establish a latent state within the nuclei

of neuronal cells. During primary infection, the virion enters the terminal axon and

moves to the nucleus via retrograde transport. Here, it triggers the transcription of a

piece of virally coded RNA, the latency associated transcript (LAT), the products of

which  interfere  with  the  normal  host  processes  to  combat  intracellular  infective

agents, effectively hiding the virus in a dormant state. Periodically, HSV replication

will reactivate and resultant virions undergo retrograde axonal transport to the peri-

pheral cells innervated by infected neurones (Figure 3). During such a recurrent epis-

ode,  clinical  presentation  may  vary  considerably  from  completely  asymptomatic

through to a range of severity including small, non-blistering lesions to large ulcerated

wounds and secondary staphylococcal or streptococcal bacterial superinfection lead-

ing to impetigo or cellulitis. Reasons for reactivation are complex and varied between

sufferers but include systemic events such as menstruation, fever, emotional and phys-

ical stress and fatigue or local insults to infected neurones by sunlight, thermal ex-

tremes or trauma.

During a recurrent episode of HSL, the cytopathic damage to skin epithelium and con-

sequent accumulation of interstitial fluid leads to the characteristic blistering and asso-

ciated inflammation. These symptoms resolve within a median of 10 days, on appropri-

ate activation of innate and adaptive immune responses.12 In some patients, inborn er-

rors of antiviral defence, such as IFN defects, can result in life threatening manifesta-

tions such as herpes simplex encephalitis.13 When this process occurs within the ana-

tomical boundaries of the trigeminal nerve and its ganglion the defined disease process

of HSL occurs. There is a spectrum of signs and symptoms for HSL with episodes vari-

able between individuals, however a ‘classical’ natural history can be described within

defined phases (Figure 4).
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Prodromal (Stage 1)

The  prodromal  phase  of  a  recurrent  HSL  episode  is  often  signalled  by  a

localised paraesthesia or 'tingling', pain and itch at the vermillion border of

the lip. The prodrome commonly lasts for 24 hours or less, however may be

prolonged in some sufferers.

Erythema (Stage 2)

Erythema follows the prodromal phase of HSL as the inflammatory response

to acute viral replication increases in intensity. Pain and itch persist. 

Vesicular (Stage 3)

The next stage is the development of fluid filled vesicles that tend to last for 48

hours.

Ulcerative (Stage 4)

 The  vesicles  rupture  forming  ulcers,  the 'cold  sore'  that  develops a

characteristic crust which hardens over the first days. This is the longest phase

of a recurrent HSL episode, persisting up to day eight or nine and presents a

risk of secondary infection by common skin bacteria leading to complications

such as impetigo and cellulitis.

Healing - crust 
development (stage 5)

As healing progresses a protective crust develops over the HSL lesion. 
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Healing - loss of crust 
(Stage 6)

As the immune response controls viral replication and wound healing occurs,

the crust is lost leading to residual erythema. Whilst this visual evidence of the

HSL episode remains for a number of days prior to the return to normal skin,

the viral cycle is complete. 

Healed (Stage 7)

Complete resolution of the episode and a return to normal skin

Figure 4: Phases of a recurrent episode of Herpes Simplex Labialis. Adapted from Semprini et al.14

 1.2.1 MANAGING HERPES SIMPLEX LABIALIS

HSL is the most common herpetic disease process, presenting in an acute, but non-dis-

abling, condition that can result in painful, unsightly and distressing facial lesions (Fig-

ure 2A) for which, sufferers commonly access over-the-counter topical and oral ther-

apies from a high value commercial market.15 In 2014, the United States sales for the

only approved topical over-the-counter product Abreva (10% Docosanol) were $132 mil-

lion and in the United Kingdom, £11 million for non-prescription Zovirax (5% aciclovir

cream).16,17 Overall, market value estimate for HSL products in 2018 were $2 billion in the

United States market alone.18 In addition to the pharmaceutical treatments available,

there are many CAMs used for HSL, such as topical propolis, aloe vera, rhubarb, zinc,

copper, calendula and hypericum perforatum. Kānuka honey is one such CAM that has

a rationale for use in the management of  HSL,  through physicochemical  properties

common  to  all  honeys  and  bioactive  factors  that  may  confer  therapeutic  benefit

through anti-viral and wound healing mechanisms.19–21
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 1.3 HYPOTHESES

This thesis explores the hypotheses that a medicinal grade formulation of 90% kānuka

honey and 10% glycerin is more effective in the topical treatment of HSL than standard

5% aciclovir cream, and that the assessment of this is feasible through the develop-

ment of a PRN. 

 1.3.1 COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINES

Complementary and alternative medicines (CAM) treatments are varied, encompass a

range of modalities and are difficult to define, but broadly can be considered treatment

approaches not part of standard medical care used either in addition to (complement-

ary) or instead of (alternative) it.22 Use of CAM is widespread with an estimated 70% of

the world’s population reliant on it for routine health related needs in 1993 and more

recent, progressive surveying by the World Health Organisation (WHO) demonstrating

a significant increase in the presence of  CAM related national policy from 25 to 98

countries between 1999 and 2018 respectively (Figure 5).23,24 

Figure 5: Growth in WHO member states with a national policy on traditional and complementary

medicines, 1999 to 2018.23 Licence: CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO.
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Even in populations where highly regulated, evidence-based treatments are the stand-

ard of care, CAM therapy use is significant 25,26 and ensuring both the patient and clini-

cian find common ground around appropriate treatments may present a significant

challenge, particularly given the current paradigm of patient centred care. 27,28 This re-

quires healthcare professionals to be open to patient beliefs and wishes regarding the

use of CAM treatment approaches whilst promoting evidence-based standards. Some

modalities, such as spiritual therapies and homeopathy, may offer no  proven benefit

and therefore not be clinically indicated, yet also do no harm and allow both patient

and clinician to progress with a mutually accepted treatment strategy.29,30 Some CAM

products may be herbal medicines with known bioactivity, available over-the-counter

and  produced  to  a  high  standard  with  defined  composition;  however,  many CAM

products are not produced and packaged according to good manufacturing process

(GMP) and lack the appropriate quality controls to allow confidence in composition re-

quired for safe integration into a treatment regimen. This is often not clear, presenting

intrinsic difficulties for a clinician in facilitating the harmonisation of such treatments

with mainstream clinical care to deliver a mutually acceptable consult with their pa-

tient.  Indeed,  there have been reports of  substantive and dangerous contamination

leading  to calls  for  basic  quality  control  and  regulation.31 Furthermore,  there  is  a

propensity for some patients to conceal their use of CAM therapies from their clinician,

exacerbating their risk of adverse effects and interactions with concurrent medication.32

There is also a clear need for establishing an effective evidence base and pharmacovigil-

ance reporting system for CAM therapies to inform efficacy, adverse effects and interac-

tions with standard treatment. The increased clinical demand for integrative medicine

is reflected in the WHO 2019 Global Report on Traditional and Complementary Medi-

cines showing a growth in member states with active regulation of  herbal medicines

from 65 in 1999 to 124 in 2018 (Figure 6).24
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Figure 6: Growth in WHO member states with regulation of herbal medicines 2019.24 Licence: CC BY-

NC-SA 3.0 IGO.

 1.3.2 IS KĀNUKA HONEY EFFECTIVE IN THE TREATMENT OF HSL?

The therapeutic value of honey has been purported for millennia with perhaps the most

established and evidence-based indication as a topical aid to aid wound healing.33 New

Zealand has a strong apiculture industry with honey exports approaching 8,692 tonnes

in 2016 representing a $348 NZD million national revenue.34 Much of this is marketed as

having therapeutic potential across a range of  indications including wound and skin

care, oral and digestive health and allergy. The kānuka (Kunzea ericoides) and mānuka

(Leptospermium scoparium) tree are native to Australasia and part of the wider Myrta-

cea family. Honey derived from these species is considered high value due to a combina-

tion of preclinical evidence demonstrating unique bioactive constituents and highly ef-

fective marketing. High quality clinical data from adequately powered RCTs is, however,

lacking. This is due to two preponderant issues, the cost of conducting robust clinical

research and the negative perceptions in the context of pharmaceuticals around CAM

by both clinical professionals and patients. Testing this rationale requires a robust ran-

domised controlled trial able to recruit an adequate sample size achieving statistical

power for a clinically relevant primary outcome variable.  
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 1.3.3 IS AN RCT FEASIBLE WITHIN A COMMUNITY-BASED PRN?

Treatments delivered within modern healthcare systems are evidence-based, that is, are

required to be informed by robust scientific research providing both rationale and effic-

acy data for use in a particular therapeutic strategy. This approach, whilst undoubtably

improving health related outcomes and patient access to quality treatments, has also

made for conflict underpinned by stereotype, belief systems and commercial exploita-

tion  when  considering  the  merits  and  appropriateness  of  CAM.  For  those  CAM

products that are manufactured to a high standard, widely marketed and available for

purchase there is a potential to establish an evidence base for safety and efficacy in con-

ditions for which use might be rationalised. This established pharmaceutical approach

to product development is, however, rarely followed for CAM products, with a paucity

of robust, high quality evidence to provide accurate and allowable therapeutic claims.

Indeed, previous attempts to systematically review the use of  CAM in the European

Union failed due to the extraordinary heterogeneity in data and poor quality in meth-

odology and reporting.35 Reasons for this are many and include considerations of cost,

regulatory requirement, patient access and commercial risk. The cost of a clinical trial is

often many millions of dollars, with an average phase III dermatology study between

2004 and 2012 $11.5 million in the United States.36 This is exclusive of the product devel-

opment phases and production in an approved pharmaceutical GMP facility, the stand-

ard requirement in New Zealand in order to be able to make a medicinal claim.37 Much

of the cost of such trials is borne by the requirement for participants to visit a dedicated

clinical trials unit with associated staff and overhead costs. For many CAM therapies

that are available over the retail counter within existing markets this is not necessary

and indeed, previous attempts by the MRINZ to pilot such products in traditional clin-

ical trials models, such as our hospital-based clinic or general practice network, proved

difficult to recruit for and not cost effective for significant sample sizes.38–40 Despite the

move to more stringent regulation of CAM therapies in many jurisdictions,24 without an
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appropriate mechanism to conduct robust clinical research and obtain safety and effic-

acy data this may simply exacerbate the aforementioned conflict with healthcare pro-

viders more likely to engage in an integrative approach.

The medicinal grade honey formulation used within the randomised trial reported in

this thesis represents a product of quality and consistency appropriate to be subjected

to the robust process of an RCT. Challenges of patient access, trial cost and recruit-

ment form the basis of the methodology developed, namely the research infrastructure

and trial design required to successfully answer the question of effectiveness. The cre-

ation and development of a novel,  scalable PRN of 76 research trained community

pharmacies is described alongside the evolution of the network, attraction of further

stakeholders and studies and the expansion to an international clinical trials platform. 

 1.3.4 AIMS

 1.3.4.1 RCT AIMS:

1. To compare the efficacy of kānuka honey and 5% aciclovir cream for the topical

management of HSL

2. To establish the tolerability and safety profile of kānuka honey for the manage-

ment of HSL

3. To establish the acceptability of kānuka honey as a CAM therapeutic alternative

for HSL

 1.3.4.2 PRN DEVELOPMENT AIMS:

1. To establish a regulatory precedent through ethics and Standing Committee On

Therapeutic Trials (SCOTT) approval for the conduct of an interventional clin-

ical trial in the community pharmacy setting.
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2. To establish a trained network of pharmacist investigators.

3. To lay the operational foundations to improve PRN digital processes for study

set up, data collection and reporting.

4. To fully recruit, complete data collection and publish the results within an in-

ternational peer-reviewed journal for a PRN RCT.

5. To explore the advantages and disadvantages of the PRN in the context of tradi-

tional RCT models.

6. To formalise the PRN model as a relevant and accessible research capability

with the potential for international expansion. 
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 2 CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW

 2.1 TREATMENTS FOR HSL

In the immunocompetent host, recurrent episodes of HSL are usually non-serious and

self-limiting, although painful, unsightly and not without psychological impact on the

sufferer.15 There is, however, significant risk to uninfected, vulnerable groups such as the

newborn and the immunocompromised who may develop serious clinical  complica-

tions of primary infection. Overlap with HSV-2 genital infection from orogenital mu-

cosal contact is also becoming more prevalent.6 Consequently, there is much interest in

the cure, prophylaxis and limitation of acute HSL episodes leading to the establishment

of a highly lucrative therapeutic market.16 

Historically, pharmaceutical treatment of herpes simplex infection developed from the

early nucleoside analogues such as vidarabine used in ocular herpes infections41. These

nucleoside analogues act to disrupt viral replication within the host cells. For example,

aciclovir undergoes a series of conversions to aciclovir tri-phosphate which is a compet-

itive inhibitor of viral DNA polymerase (Figure 7).42,43 
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Currently there are a number of antiviral medications for a range of herpes simplex re-

lated indications.  The dominant class,  nucleoside analogues,  can been delivered via

both  oral  (aciclovir,  famiciclovir  and  valacyclovir)  and  topical  routes  (aciclovir,

penciclovir and triflurodine). 

The literature on HSL intervention consistently reports a primary outcome of time to

healing although the precise definition varies. Throughout the literature review for top-

ical HSL treatments that follows, the respective stage used in the study, described in fig-

ure four, is added in parentheses where possible. 
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Figure  7: Inhibition of intracellular herpes simplex virus replication by aciclovir.  Reproduced with

permission from Balfour HH Jr. N Engl J Med 1999;340:1255-1268. Copyright Massachusetts Medical

Society.



 2.1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature review was conducted within three individual searches, focused on topical

treatment approaches only, inclusive of light therapies for the acute management of

recurrent HSL. The first search focused on the general HSL clinical trial literature, the

second and third on aciclovir and honey respectively. The high heterogeneity in study

design, outcome variable definitions and investigational products rendered a complex

body of evidence. Included papers were therefore required to report a time to healing

in immunocompetent participants. Results were filtered for human, clinical trials. Ab-

stracts were reviewed, followed by full text review and summary of relevant studies.

All  non-English  language  papers  were  broadly  translated  via  an  internet  service,

‘Google Translate’, and reviewed for relevant outcomes. The primary treatment of in-

terest is listed within each section, with active comparators commonplace in many in-

terventional studies and therefore not duplicated in multiple sections. 

 2.1.1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW ONE:  ALL INTERVENTIONS,  EXCLUDING PRIMARY

INTERVENTIONS OF ACICLOVIR AND HONEY

A literature review was conducted to identify all studies of topical interventions in the

treatment of HSL, excluding aciclovir as an isolated therapy which is reviewed spe-

cifically in section 2.1.1.2. The purpose of this was to review the types of treatment ap-

proaches to HSL previously investigated,  including both pharmaceutical  and CAM,

and detail the study design, size and outcomes related to healing time. 

The National Library of Medicine Pubmed database was searched on the 28th May

2020 with the following terms and filtered for human, clinic trials:

(((("herpes labialis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("herpes"[All Fields] AND "labialis"[All Fields]))

OR "herpes labialis"[All Fields]) OR (("herpes"[All Fields] AND "simplex"[All Fields])
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AND "labialis"[All Fields])) OR "herpes simplex labialis"[All Fields]) OR (((("herpes la-

bialis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("herpes"[All Fields] AND "labialis"[All Fields])) OR "herpes

labialis"[All Fields]) OR ("cold"[All Fields] AND "sore"[All Fields])) OR "cold sore"[All

Fields])

232 results were returned, and all abstracts reviewed, with 88 remaining for full text

assessment. 47 relevant publications are summarised below, grouped by drug or inter-

vention type (Figure 8).
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 2.1.1.1.1 PENCICLOVIR

Penciclovir is a guanosine analogue anti-viral drug available in both oral and topical

forms. 

A randomised, double-blind trial of 541 participants with ultra-violet induced HSL le-

sions reported a significantly reduced time to healing for topical penciclovir at median

seven days compared to median eight days for aciclovir when applied upon onset of the

papule stage (stage two to three), every two hours during waking hours for four days.44

The setting was non-generalisable with HSL lesion induction by a single mechanism,

ultra-violet (UV) light, and participants required to attend clinic for assessment daily.

Limitations included use of a time to healing outcome not defined by lesion stage.

A small study of 20 adult HSL sufferers allocated either topical penciclovir or aciclovir

showed a significantly faster time to healing defined as loss of crust (stage six, Figure 4),

four days for  penciclovir compared to  six days for aciclovir.45 Treatment was applied

from the onset of the prodromal phase, every two hours during waking hours. Outcome

assessment was clinician led, indicating potential bias. Limitations of the trial include

inadequate justification for sample size, no apparent randomisation and an unclear as-

sessment process. 

A large definitive dataset from two randomised studies of 3,057 HSL episodes reported

a significant reduction in participant reported time to healing defined by loss of crust

(stage six) between 1% penciclovir at mean 4.6 days compared to placebo at 5.4 days.46

Investigator led assessment to loss of crust was also reported as a significant difference,

at mean five days for penciclovir and mean six days for placebo respectively.  Applica-

tion of investigational product was directed to be applied within one hour of prodromal

onset, a minimum of six times on day one, and every two hours during waking hours for

four consecutive days. This well designed study offered high quality efficacy data for
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penciclovir and a degree of geographic generalisability being conducted in both North

America and Europe. 

A randomised study of  248 HSL sufferers  compared 1% penciclovir cream with 3%

aciclovir and found no statistical difference in  any outcome measures between treat-

ment arms.47 Total time to healing was reported as mean five days for both intervention

groups for combined primary and recurrent HSL episodes but was not defined. ‘Cure’

was defined as re-epithelialisation with residual erythema allowable, equivalent to loss

of  crust (stage six) but not referred to subsequently in the manuscript. Confusingly,

mean time to loss of crust was als0 reported, at six days for combined primary and re-

current episodes – longer than the outcome for total healing. Participants applied treat-

ment within 24 hours of lesion onset, five times daily for up to seven days and were fol-

lowed up by a clinician for assessment on days three, five and seven. Notably the 3%

aciclovir used  in  this  study is  of  a  lower strength  formulation than any other en-

countered in the literature, being most commonly 5%. 

 2.1.1.1.2 VIDARABINE

Vidarabine is an analogue of adenosine and as such competitively inhibits viral DNA

polymerase. 

In a double-blind, placebo controlled randomised study of 3% vidarabine in 76 parti-

cipants mean time to healing not statistically different at 8.1 days for vidarabine and 8.7

days for placebo.48 Healing was defined as loss of crust (stage six). Treatment was ap-

plied six times per day for seven days and lesions assess at two or three day intervals by a

clinician. 

Iontophoresis  is  a mechanism to enhance trans-dermal  delivery of  drug  molecules

through a charged ‘push’ through the skin.49 A double-blind randomised study compar-
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ing a single iontophoretic delivery of vidarabine, aciclovir and sodium chloride control

showed a reduction in mean time to healing.50 When defined as dry crust (stage five)

mean healing time was significantly reduced for vidarabine at 2.4 days, compared to 5.2

for aciclovir and 4.8 for saline control. For time to complete healing (stage seven) there

was no significant difference shown at 9.4 days for vidarabine, 11.7 days for aciclovir and

11.6 days for saline control.  Subjects were required to present with a vesicular lesion

(stage three) and yield a positive HSV culture for inclusion in the analysis. There are

multiple limitations to the study with randomisation not statistician led allowing parti-

cipants to select from a set of masked treatment vials, the lesion was actively disrupted

at baseline using a scalpel for swabbing purposes and iontophoresis used a highly al -

kaline solution base promoting cellular entry of hydroxide over aciclovir.

 2.1.1.1.3 ADENINE ARABINOSIDE 5’ -MONOPHOSPHATE

Adenine arabinoside 5’-monophosphate is a nucleotide analogue and competitive in-

hibitor of HSV replication. 

A double-blind randomised vehicle-controlled study of 233 participants demonstrated

no topical efficacy for adenine arabinoside 5’ -monophosphate.51 The difference in mean

time to complete healing (stage seven) was non-significant at 8.2 days in the active and

eight in the placebo groups respectively. Lesion progress was assessed by clinicians. For

mean time to loss of crust (stage six) this was 7.5 days for adenine arabinoside 5'-mono-

phosphate and 7.3 days for control, also non-significant. Participants were not required

to present within a particular time window from symptom onset, however 90% presen-

ted within 24 hours. Stage of HSL lesion for enrolment was also not mandated, with a

range of  presentations between no physical lesion (stage one) through to ulceration

(stage four). 
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 2.1.1.1.4 ISOPROPYL-2'-DEOXYURIDINE 

A Hungarian study tested the use of a compound, ‘Hevizos’ - appearing to contain 5-

isopropyl-2'-deoxyuridine,  a nucleotide analogue, reporting within an abstract to be

more effect than placebo. The study was described as double blind, with no-randomisa-

tion confirmed. Unfortunately, the full paper is unavailable, but highlights the interna-

tional use of a variety of therapeutic approaches.52

 2.1.1.1.5 DOCOSANOL

Docosanol is a fatty alcohol thought to disrupt the fusion of the HSV envelope with the

host cell plasma membrane, thereby preventing cellular entry of the virion, but with no

inhibition of viral DNA replication.53 

The combined results of  two double-blind, randomised placebo-controlled trials as-

sessing 743 participants demonstrated  docosanol to significantly reduce time to heal-

ing, defined as loss of crust (stage seven) by a mean of 17.5 hours compared to placebo

(4.08 and 4.8 days respectively).54 Clinician assessment of lesions was twice daily for the

first seven days and once a day from day eight to 10. Treatment was initiated within 12

hours of symptom onset, at the first clinical visit with all participants at a pre-vesicular

stage. Whilst a high-quality controlled design, the studies undertook multiple sub ana-

lyses per group for a variety of efficacy related outcomes and therefore is likely subject

to multiplicity related type I error inflation.

A prior study found a reduced time from early initiation of treatment to re-epithelial-

isation with residual erythema (stage  six) with  docosanol use at mean 2.5 days and

mean 6.8 days with placebo, although numbers were too small to prove statistically

meaningful.55
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 2.1.1.1.6 CLOBETASOL

Clobetasol proprionate is a topical corticosteroid cream widely used for topical inflam-

matory-based disorders. 

A  double-blind,  randomised  placebo-controlled  pilot study of  42  HSL sufferers ex-

amined a combination regimen of topical 0.05% clobetasol gel and oral valacyclovir.56

This reported a significant reduction in mean time to healing, defined as return to nor-

mal skin (stage seven) in the subgroup with classical lesions (n=10) of 5.8 vs 9.3 days.

Participants were instructed to commence randomised treatment within one hour of

onset of an episode of HSL and return for clinical assessment within 24 hours. Out-

comes were clinician assessed every three days until return to normal skin. The time to

healing secondary outcome was presented for classical lesions only, providing confid-

ence in the efficacy for wound-based HSL stages but limiting generalisability in overall

healing time for all  lesion types. Further limiting interpretation, healing times were

defined after consideration of the thrice daily participant reporting and every third day

clinical assessment. 

 2.1.1.1.7 PROPOLIS EXTRACT

Propolis is a bee product formed from bee saliva, wax and variable resin dependent on

the surrounding flora which has a long history of traditional therapeutic use.57

A  double-blind  randomised,  active  controlled  trial  of propolis  extract  against  5%

aciclovir in 397 randomised participants reporting a significant difference in median

time to  healing defined as  crust formation  (stage five) or complete epithelialisation

(stage six), of three and four days respectively.58 Participants were required to be at the

vesicular stage (stage three) with no more than 30 hours passing since symptom onset

and treatment was applied five times daily, no cessation point was defined. Assessments
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of healing were performed by clinicians at enrolment, days one or two, and days three,

four and five. For participants with unresolved lesions, further assessments were under-

taken at days seven, nine and ten. The relatively late point of enrolment stage and the

use of a contradictory definition of healing time which could be interpretable as crust

formation or the following stage where the crust is lost revealing complete re-epithelial-

isation renders interpretation difficult in terms of the current body of evidence. 

 2.1.1.1.8 EPIGALLOCATECHIN-3-GALLATE

AverTeaX is a topical lipophilic epigallocatechin-3-gallate thought to interfere directly

with viral and cellular proteins required for virion entry into cells.

A double-blind, randomised placebo controlled trial reported a reduction in time to

healing, defined as loss of crust (stage six), of  median 4.5 days for epigallocatechin-3-

gallate, compared with nine days for placebo in 40 participants.59 Healing was defined

as loss of  crust (stage six) with participants required to initiate treatment within 24

hours of symptom onset with application six to eight times daily with no cessation date

defined. Daily clinic visits for lesion assessment were scheduled until the healing out-

come was met. The reduction in time to healing in this study of 50% is extraordinarily

optimistic in the context of the literature, and of note the nine-day time to loss of crust

for placebo does not align with larger studies assessing an equivalent outcome. Further-

more, the study reported a 66% reduction in the blistering/ulcerative stage from three

days in the placebo arm to one day in the active. Together these outcomes would make

epigallocatechin-3-gallate amongst the most effective HSL treatment studied, however

comparative studies against standard, established therapies such as 5% aciclovir are

needed to corroborate this. 
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 2.1.1.1.9 LIGHT THERAPY

Near infrared light therapy has long been of interest in the management of various der-

matological conditions, in particular HSV infection. Precise mechanisms are not estab-

lished but suggested to be due to immune modulation.60 

A double-blind randomised, trial of red light therapy compared to a placebo form was

found to have no significant effect on the time to healing in all herpes simplex lesion

types.61 When defined as complete healing (stage seven)  in the oro-labial  subgroup

(n=33) the  mean  was  7.5 days for light therapy and  7.0 days for placebo.  For time to

crusting (stage five) in the same oro-labial sub-group (n=39) the mean was 5.1 days for

both red light and placebo light. Participants were required to initiate treatment within

48 hours of symptom onset and exposed to 15 minutes of light, which was repeated at

four and 24 hours later. Clinician led outcome assessment was every third day until

healing was complete. Interestingly red-light therapy appeared to have an adverse effect

on the rate of recurrence at the sites treated for the oral lesions. The lack of reference to

any participant diary implies a reliance on participant recall establishing any precision

in time to healing outside of the assessment pattern, every third day. 

A double-blind randomised, active controlled trial compared use of narrow waveband

light to aciclovir in four groups comprising light alone (n=15), light plus placebo cream

(n=15), aciclovir alone (n=15) and aciclovir plus placebo light (n=15). For the pooled res-

ults a significant reduction in time to healing was reported defined as loss of  crust

(stage six) at a mean of 4.3 days for light therapy compared to 8.5 days for aciclovir.62

Light treatment was applied as a single dose over five minutes, compared to topical 5%

aciclovir which was applied five times daily until resolved. Participants were required

to initiate treatment within 36 hours of symptom onset and there appeared to be no

stage dependent entry criteria.  Participants recorded the time of healing, and were

subsequently  required  to attend clinic for  a  nurse assessment,  the mean times  for
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which were dramatically extended at mean 7.8 for pooled light therapy and 11.3 for

pooled aciclovir groups respectively.

A double-blind randomised,  placebo controlled  study of  1072nm narrow-band light

therapy in 32 participants demonstrated a reduction in self-reported mean time to re-

epithelialisation  (stage  six)  of  6.3 days for  light treatment and  9.4 days for  placebo

device control.63 Participants were required to attend for a treatment administration at a

clinical visit within 36 hours of symptom onset. Device therapy was applied for three

minutes, three times daily for two days in both groups. The outcome data was self-re-

ported during telephone calls every two to three days, with a high degree of recall reli-

ance. 

A randomised,  placebo controlled study of  1072nm light therapy was compared  to

placebo exposure in 87 participants in the initial 36 hours of a HSL recurrent episode.

The active treatment group reported a significant median time to loss of crust (stage

six) of 129 hours compared to 177 for placebo group.64 Active or placebo device therapy

was delivered three times daily for two days and required initiation with the first 36

hours of symptom onset. No specific reference to blinding control was described, how-

ever the identical nature of the devices was confirmed. There was no formal sample size

calculation, based solely on feasible recruitment within the study duration. Participants

reported outcomes at clinical visits held every two or three days until the healing out-

come was met, in the absence of specific reference to participant reported outcomes

within a more frequent diary this implies the possibility of recall bias. 

 2.1.1.1.10 MONOCAPRIN AND DOXYCYCLINE

Monocaprin is a compound with demonstrable activity against HSV and doxycycline an

antibiotic with established anti-inflammatory effects.65 
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A double-blind randomised, placebo controlled study of monocaprin alone and mono-

caprin in combination with doxycycline was conducted in 96 participants. Treatment

groups were initially stratified  into prodromal  HSL presentations in whom healing

defined as loss of  crust (stage six) and vesicular presentations in whom healing was

defined as return to normal skin (stage seven).66 Participants were subsequently alloc-

ated to  sub groups which received either placebo alone, monocaprin alone or mono-

caprin with doxycyline. For the prodromal group mean time to healing was 7.3 days for

placebo, 7.6 days for monocaprin and 5.3 days for monocaprin/doxycycline.  For the

vesicular group mean time to healing in days was 7.4 for placebo, 6.4 for monocaprin

and 5.5 for monocaprin/doxycycline. The reduced time to healing was significant in

both monocaprin/doxycyline subgroups. The study has significant limitations. It was

powered to detect a very large difference in healing outcome of 40%, in contrast to prior

literature reports, was very complex with multiple analyses across multiple subgroups

inflating  type I  error and  ultimately stopped  prematurely due to recruitment diffi-

culties. 

 2.1.1.1.11 NANO EMULSION

Nano emulsions are colloidal formulations that have potential to improve the delivery

of topically applied pharmaceuticals.67 

A deep penetrating nano emulsion formula, NB-001 containing soybean oil, poloxymer

20 and cetylpyridinium chloride (a quaternary ammonium cation with antimicrobial

effects) demonstrated a reduced mean time to healing of 1.3 days compared to placebo

in a 482 participant RCT.68 Treatments were applied five times daily for four days. Only

the paper abstract was available. 
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 2.1.1.1.12 OXYGENATED GLYCEROL TRIESTERS

Oxygenated glycerol triesters have been used as oral lubricants to treat conditions such

as xerostomia with  clinical  outcome data suggesting  anti-inflammatory and wound

healing effects.69 

A topical formula containing oxygenated glycerol triesters,  suggested to maintain op-

timal conditions for wound healing, was tested against both placebo and aciclovir in a

randomised controlled trial of 106 participants.70 The primary outcome focus was func-

tional symptom relief, for which it proved superior; for time to loss of crust (stage six)

or time to normal skin (stage seven) as a combined end point, assessed at day seven and

14 there was no difference between groups. Participants were enrolled with 36 hours of

a new lesion onset and there was no stage requirement. Given the demonstrably broad

time between these distinct stage of  HSL healing,  compounded  by the assessment

points being at weeks one and two, any inference around efficacy regards healing is lim-

ited. 

 2.1.1.1.13 SILICA GEL

Silica-base dressings enhance drug delivery to sites of wound healing and have been

found to actively enhance the process.71

The efficacy of topical silica gel as compared to aciclovir cream was assessed in a 74 par-

ticipant RCT.72 Amongst secondary outcome variables similar proportions in each inter-

ventional group reported  loss of crust  (stage six) at  seven days.  Participants were re-

cruited within 24 hours of symptom onset with no staging requirement, around 40% in

each group presented within the prodromal stage (< stage four). There was no rationale

or mechanism discussed for the use of silica bar clinical experience.
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 2.1.1.1.14 HYDROCOLLOID PATCH

Hydro colloid patches are physical barriers with the aim to optimise the wound healing

environment.73 

Compeed® is a hydrocolloid  cold sore patch and has been tested against 5% aciclovir

cream for the treatment of  HSL.74 The mean difference between groups for subject's

global assessment of therapy (SGAT) was not statistically significant and non-inferior-

ity was concluded. However, the study lacked the statistical power to rule out superior-

ity due to the SGAT upper bound exceeding the nominated minimum clinically import-

ant difference, for which there was no justification. Median physician assessed time to

healing, defined as return to normal skin (stage seven) was also similar between groups

at 7.57 for the patch and 7.03 for aciclovir.

 2.1.1.1.15 WISTERIA FLORIBUNDA,  TRAPA NATANS,  TERMINALIA CHEBULAE,  COICIS LACHRYMA-

JOBI, GANODERMA LUCIDUM AND ELFUINGA APPLANATA

A mushroom-based,  herbal  mixture,  Wisteria  floribunda,  Trapa natans,  Terminalia

chebulae,  Coicis  lachryma-jobi,  Ganoderma  lucidum  and  Elfuinga  applanata

(WTTCGE) was assessed in 13 Japanese recurrent HSL sufferers, the mechanism is not

elucidated  but  rationalised  as  involving  increased  natural  killer  cell  activity.75 The

primary outcome was time to ‘complete recovery’ defined as an intact state, which likely

indicated loss of crust (stage six) and for WTTCGE reported as mean 4.0 days compared

to mean 7.8 days for the episode immediately prior to active treatment. The study was a

single group non-randomised study, with no power calculation or associated sample

size requirement defined. 
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 2.1.1.1.16 DIOCTYL SODIUM SULFOSUCCINATE

Dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate (DSS) is a sulphated surfactant with capacity to induce

viral envelope disruption. 

Traditionally used clinically as a laxative, DSS was assessed in a randomised feasibility

study using participant reported outcomes and reported a total mean time to return to

normal skin of 6.6 days for the active treatment group and 7.7 days in the placebo. 76

This study represented an early internet-based model of recruitment with participants

directed to a screening form on a website, and if eligible print, sign and mail a consent

form to the investigators who confirmed identity from medical records. Study product

was sent out with instructions to apply immediately on the onset of an HSL recurrence

and every two hours until healing. The HSL pictorial staging score was the basis of the

system used in the thesis RCT. Interestingly a lack of generalisability was attributed to

the selective availability of the internet at the time of the study (2004), with the reverse

true for the kānuka honey trial presented. 

 2.1.1.1.17 ZINC DERIVATIVES

Zinc derivatives have been shown to inactivate HSV in various formulations in vitro.77,78 

A Swiss study reports efficacy in terms of improved healing time for a zinc sulphate for-

mulation ‘Virudermin Gel’, however the data set is unavailable.79

In a double-blind randomised placebo controlled study zinc oxide cream demonstrated

a reduction in time to healing, defined as ‘when only crusting remained’  (stage five)

from 6.5 days in the placebo arm to 5.0 days in the active treatment groups in a 46 parti-

cipant RCT.80 Participants were required to enrol within 24 hours of symptom onset and

were followed up using daily diaries to assess healing with a final investigator led visit
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on episode resolution. The study considered a reduction of one day in HSL lesion dura-

tion as clinically significant. 

 2.1.1.1.18 MELALEUCA ALTERNIFOLIA

The presence of compounds such as the monoterpenes has been suggested to confer

anti-viral activity as seen in vitro for tea tree (Melaleuca alternifolia) complex extracts.81

A randomised, placebo controlled, single blind pilot study of a CAM therapy, Australian

melaleuca alternifolia complex oil extract in 20 participants reported a median time to

re-epithelialisation (stage  six) of  nine days in the active and 12.5 days in the  control

group.82 Participants were identified and required to present to clinic as soon as possible

from the onset of a new HSL recurrence. Eight participants in the active and six in the

placebo groups presented at the vesicular stage or beyond. Participants were seen daily

in the clinic for assessment. As a pilot study the trial was not powered to assess efficacy,

although describes an ongoing full RCT, however review of the literature and clinical

trial registries reveals no record for this. 

 2.1.1.1.19 RHUBARB AND SAGE EXTRACT

Rhubarb has been shown in vitro to inhibit the viral attachment, entry and replication

phases of HSV; sage extracts have been shown to confer anti-herpetic activity in vitro

likely through phenolic activity.83–85

A herbal  CAM  preparation containing rhubarb and sage extracts was examined in a

three arm study of 149 participants and found  the mean time to healing  for rhubarb

and sage in combination, aciclovir and sage alone at 6.7 and 6.5 and 7.6 days respect-

ively with no significant differences.86 This was corroborated by Kaplan-Meier survival

analysis also finding no significance in healing times between treatments. Participants

were required to present in the pre-ulcerative stage and commence treatment within
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one day of onset, applying every two to four hours until day 10 to 14 or healing occurred.

The definitions for healing relative to crust formation are confusing with the former oc-

curring earlier than the latter by reported means. The post-hoc non-inferiority calcula-

tion within the results section was not defined a priori and as such is subject to type I

error and inappropriate. 

 2.1.1.1.20 LOCAL ANAESTHETICS

Local anaesthetics offer clear benefit in managing the pain of  HSL lesions and have

been suggested in vitro to inhibit viral membrane fusion with cells.87

A topical anaesthetic cream containing 1.8% tetracaine demonstrated low quality evid-

ence for a significantly reduced time to loss of crust at 5.1 days compared to placebo, 7.2

days.88 Participants were required to present with 48 hours of symptom onset with no

staging criteria and applied the treatment tow hourly up to six times daily. The rationale

was derived from unpublished observations of HSV inhibition in vitro. The study repor-

ted no a priori sample size calculation with justification of a minimum clinically im-

portant effect, although the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was appropriate. 

A small study of seven participants with recurrent herpes simplex labialis reported in a

letter to the editor, administered either lignocaine/prilocaine cream and placebo in a

cross over trial  treatment.89 For the topical local anaesthetic was mean 2.6 days com-

pared to 7.3 for placebo. Treatment was applied four times daily until healing, defined

as disappearance of visible lesions (stage seven). Outcomes were participant reported

daily with clinical visits on days three, seven and 14. No sample size calculation of justi-

fication  of  meaningful  clinical  differences  was  reported  and  although  adequately

powered through the significance in healing time reported, the difference seen to com-

plete healing is atypically short in both the active and placebo groups. 
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 2.1.1.1.21 MINT EXTRACT BALM

Mint extracts have been demonstrated in vitro to have a direct virudicial effect on HSV,

presumed to involved direct disruption of viral envelope glycoproteins.90 

A double-blind placebo controlled randomised study of mint balm was conducted in 66

participants receiving treatment to be commenced within four hours of symptom on-

set.91 Participants were treated for five days applying product four times daily with data

collection at clinic visits on days one, two, three and five only. The study was powered to

detect  a  difference  in  symptomatic  outcomes  with  the  authors  briefly  stating  a

shortened duration of the healing period for the active group in the manuscript abstract

but no detailed description in the text. 

 2.1.1.1.22 UNDECYLENIC ACID

Undecylenic acid is a monounsaturated fatty acid present in sweat, that disrupts viral

envelope glycoproteins and has been shown to confer anti-microbial activity.92

In an RCT of  560 participants using a 15% topical formulation versus placebo time to

healing,  defined as complete  re-epithelialisation (stage six),  was 164.6 hours for un-

decylenic acid and 154.2 hours for placebo.93 For time to crust formation (stage five), un-

decylenic acid reported 40.2 hours and placebo 42.5 hours. Neither outcome reached

statistical significance. Participants were required to present within 30 hours of symp-

tom onset and be at the papule stage or before (stage three) and applied treatment

three hourly during waking hours until crust formation, followed by thrice daily until

healed. Assessment was via daily diaries and clinic assessments. No sample size justific-

ation was presented, and the study was inadequately powered to assess all outcomes lis-

ted in the statistical analysis plan. 
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 2.1.1.1.23 FOSCARNET

Foscarnet is a pyrophosphate analogue that inhibits the lengthening of DNA through

the prevention of pyrophosphate exchange.94 

3% foscarnet was assessed in a double-blind RCT of 143 treated participants showing a

mean time to healing, defined as complete re-epithelialisation (stage six), of 6.1 and 7

days for foscarnet and placebo respectively with no significant difference.95 Participants

were required to be at a stage of HSL progression of no later that one hour after the

formation of vesicles before enrolment, and applied treatment for five days, two hourly

the first and every four hours for the remaining period. The assumed reduction in time

to healing was 40% for the active group compared to placebo, a large clinical difference

based on other therapeutic data for HSL.

A 302  participant  randomised double blind  study compared the use of  3% foscarnet

cream and vehicle control in UV light induced HSL.96 Time to healing, defined as ves-

icle appearance to loss of crust, was not reduced by foscarnet at 168 hours, compared to

control  at  173  hours, for all  lesions. However,  a  significant  reduction  was seen for

delayed classical lesion types, defined as those manifesting between 48 hours and seven

days post UV irradiation of the lip. Treatment was applied two hourly immediately post

UV exposure and continued for seven days, or longer if required to ensure any HSL le-

sions that developed were treated for at least four days. The exclusion of the prodromal

period to ulceration renders interpretation of the time to healing data limited in the

context of over all natural history. 

 2.1.1.1.24 ASCORBIC ACID

In vitro work found that ascorbic acid inhibited the replication of a number of viruses

including HSV, suggesting free radical formation and direct binding to be responsible.97
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A small,  randomised double blind study  of  46 participants  examined the use of  an

ascorbic acid containing solution, Ascoxal, reporting a mean nurse assessed scab dura-

tion of 5.9 days for the active compared to 3.4 days for placebo, however as this appears

to be the number of full days where the presence of a scab was recorded the full episode

healing time is difficult to place in context with similar literature.98 Treatment was ap-

plied for the first day only, through three, two minute applications of product soaked

cotton wool to the lesion area 30 minutes apart. The design was intended as a highly

complex randomised crossover study over two phases, one involving nurse led and one

a participant led data collection. Failure of this process and lack of reported sample size

calculation render interpretation highly limited. Furthermore, both placebo and active

tablets contained cupric acid, a compound of current interest in HSL treatment that

has been shown to bind to viral DNA and disrupt the replication cycle.99

 2.1.1.1.25 DENOTIVIR

Denotivir is an isothiazide derivative of  5-amino-3-methylisothiazolocarboxylic acid,

marketed as Vratizolin in Poland for the treatment of  HSL. Although specific data are

unavailable a 1993 abstract claims efficacy.100 More recent preclinical study of isothiazide

derivatives has not demonstrated any antiviral activity on HSV-1 however.101

 2.1.1.1.26 IDOXURIDINE

Idoxuridine was the first marketed nucleoside analogue.

Initial efficacy in HSL was reported in 1966 at 3.5 days to loss of  crust compared to

placebo at 5.45 days for the vehicle control of dimethyl sulphoxide.102 Participants repor-

ted with 24 hours of symptom onset and applied treatment thrice daily for three days.

The study was not designed with an a priori sample size calculation or defined clinically

important difference and did not report any measure of statistical significance. Con-
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temporary in vitro work has also indicated that dimethyl sulphoxide may have inde-

pendent activity against HSV-1 further limiting confidence in the isolated efficacy of

idoxuridine.103

15% idoxuridine in dimethyl sulfoxide was subsequently tested in a double blind RCT of

301 participants with an acute recurrent  HSL episode.104 Idoxuridine demonstrated a

significant  reduction in mean healing time to loss of  crust  (stage six)  compared to

vehicle control at 6.3 and 8 days respectively. Time to complete healing was not signific-

antly different between groups at mean seven and 7.5 days. Treatment was dispensed

prospectively, commenced within one hour of self-diagnosis of an HSL episode in the

pre-vesicular stage, and was applied six times daily for four days. Outcome progress was

assessed daily in the study clinic until ulceration, then every other day until healing.

The study definition of complete healing was confusing, allowing for residual erythema,

which is the case for many HSL lesions at the loss of crust stage which tends to occur

with complete re-epithelialisation. Furthermore, the initial time point used to calculate

time to outcome variables was the papular stage which may represent abrogation of the

overall estimate through excluding of  the prodromal stages of  infection (stage one).

There was no reported sample size calculation or defined minimum clinically important

effect. 

A trial reported in a letter to the Editor of 10% idoxuridine gel compared to 5% aciclovir

cream reported no difference in time to healing defined by loss of crust (stage six), how-

ever no numerical values and statistical rationale were reported.105

 2.1.1.1.27 BETA-INTERFERON

Interferon production and signalling in vivo promotes viral clearance by host cells and

addition of beta interferon to HSV cells in vitro has been shown to reduce viral produc-

tion and protect trigeminal neurones.106 
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Topical beta interferon was compared to placebo in double blind, randomised study of

14 cold sore suffers amongst a combined cohort of oro-labial and genital disease. A sig-

nificant reduction in duration of episode was reported, the end point defined as disap-

pearance of visible lesions (stage seven), from seven days using placebo to 4.7 days with

active therapy.107 Participants were preallocated treatment and instructed to apply it im-

mediately from symptom onset through to disappearance of  visible lesions;  topical

chloramphenicol was also applied, presumably to avoid superimposed bacterial infec-

tion. All episodes of HSL over a two year period were included. Upon onset of a new re-

currence,  or  every  three  months  participants  were  required  to  attend  clinic.  The

method of data collection for healing was unclear, listed as subjective grading from one

to three. No statistical rationale for sample size or meaningful effect was reported. 

In a 30-month double blind, cross over study in 28 cold sore sufferers, topical beta-in-

terferon was shown to  significantly  reduce the mean length of  attack from 8.2  days

prior to treatment use to 4.7 days with.108 The article is accessible as an abstract in

Hebrew  and  no  specific  outcome  data  comparing  placebo  with  beta  interferon  is

provided with no capacity to appraise the quality of design and reporting. 

 2.1.1.1.28 TROMANTADINE

An adamantane derivative, tromantadine  shown to inhibit a late replication event in

HSV replication,109 is reported to have similar efficacy to aciclovir from two randomised

trials, however the results of the studies were unobtainable.110,111

 2.1.1.1.29 BUTYLATED HYDROXYTOLUENE

Butylated hydroxytoluene is an antioxidant known to inactivate lipid enveloped vir-

uses.112 
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In a double-blind, randomised, placebo controlled pilot study,  time to total  healing

(stage seven) was median 9.9 days for topical use of butylated hydroxytoluene, a com-

pound shown to inactivate viruses through envelop membrane disruption, compared to

11 days for placebo, however the difference was non-significant.113 Participants applied

the treatment four times a day for five days and were required to present within the ini-

tial 24 hours of symptom onset. It is unclear whether the follow-up points on days one,

two, four, six, then every three to four days until completely healed was face to face at

clinic or remotely. 

 2.1.1.1.30 2-DEOXY-D-GLUCOSE

2-deoxy-D-glucose  is  a  glucose analogue shown to inhibit  sugar focused  metabolic

pathways and recently suggested in animal models to inhibit topical skin disease pro-

cesses such as dermatitis.114 

Early studies of 2-deoxy-D-glucose indicated efficacy against genital herpes, 115 through

disruption of  glycoprotein dependent cellular fusion and entry,116,117 however two sub-

sequent studies did not show clinical benefit for HSL.118 The data were combined and re-

ported in a short letter to the editor with no statistical rationale, small sample sizes and

inadequately defined definitions of time to healing. 

 2.1.1.1.31 ETHER

The anti-HSV properties of ether have long been established, through the dissolution of

viral lipid membranes.119,120

Topical ether was compared to placebo in a double blind, randomised trial finding no

significant difference in outcomes between groups, including time to lesion healing re-

ported for loss of crust (stage six) at mean 9.1 days for placebo and 8.2 days for ether. 121

For time to complete healing (stage seven) placebo was 9.1 days and ether 9.8 days. In-
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terestingly, 75% of participants using ether and 77% using placebo reported subjective

efficacy in terms of lesion severity and healing, highlighting the difficulties in assess-

ment and apparent placebo effect.

 2.1.1.1.32 CHLOROFORM

Chloroform is a lipid solvent with activity against enveloped viruses.122

In a randomised study of chloroform versus a camphor-in-oil placebo comparator, no

significant difference in times to healing were reported in 50 participants.123 For parti-

cipants presenting within the initial 24 hours of HSL onset mean time to healing (un-

defined) was 5.7 days for chloroform and 6.1 days for placebo; for those presenting at 24

to 48 hours mean times were 5.8 and 6.2 days respectively. Participants were required to

present within 48 hours of  symptom onset and applied treatment via a swab for 10

minutes once daily for three days. Analysis was via photographs assessed by two observ-

ers.  There was no a priori  sample calculation and limited numbers indicated inad-

equate powering of the study. 

 2.1.1.1.33 5-CARBOXYMETHY-3-P-TOLY-THIAZOLIDINE-2,4-DIONE-2-ACETOPHENONEHYDRAZOLE

5-carboxymethy-3-p-toly-thiazolidine-2,4-dione-2-acetophenonehydrazole,  is  a  treat-

ment that has been shown to inhibit HSV replication.124 

Data was pooled from two small studies reported as placebo controlled with no refer-

ence to randomisation or blinding. A reduction in attack duration  for the active arm

compared to placebo ointment is reported with the mean duration of ‘attack’ 7.3 days in

the first study of 46 participants and 7.6 days in the second study of 17. Duration is

given for a single group which is not specified as being the active or placebo, however

the mean shortening of  attack is reported as 3.4 days in the first group which com-

menced therapy between 12 and 24 hours after symptoms and 7.1 days in the group
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commencing treatment between four and 10 hours after onset. No design and statistical

rationale is provided rendering a highly limited interpretation. 

 2.1.1.1.34 SUMMARY

In summary, there is a diverse range of studied topical treatments for HSL, from com-

plex traditional medicine formulations through to pharmaceutical grade products. For

some, a specific mechanistic rationale is  presented,  for others justification is  anec-

dotal. The quality of trial design and reporting is highly variable with many studies not

defining  a  clinical  meaningful  effect  for  the  primary  outcome,  omitting  a  formal

sample size calculation or indeed any form of statistical analysis plan. Many studies

are small and inadequately powered. A majority were placebo or vehicle controlled

and potentially subject to unintended therapeutic effects of a comparator intended to

be inert; a number incorporated active controls in established topical treatments such

as aciclovir. 

The preponderant clinical assessment of therapeutic efficacy in HSL trials appears to

be a measure of time to healing, however this can be considered an extremely broad

concept with significant heterogeneity in dependent parameters apparent, such as le-

sion stage, time from symptom onset at treatment application, clinician versus parti-

cipant assessment of healing, wide spread of outcome data collection points, use of

pictorial versus numerical severity scales for lesion staging and the definition of the

primary healing end point itself. The inconsistency in the latter is the most important

with studies reporting time to treatment success based on definitions as early as scab

development, scab loss or return to normal skin, the outcomes of which differ dramat-

ically. Very few studies were generalisable to real-world topical self-management of

HSL in the community, with recruitment, treatment application or outcome assess-

ment highly artificial incorporating strategies such as pre-allocation, daily clinician led

assessment or targeted induction of HSL recurrence in highly selective populations. It
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was evident that a generalisable study design in a representative population, reflective

of the community-based, self-initiated treatment for an HSL recurrence was required. 

 2.1.1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW TWO – ACICLOVIR SPECIFIC

Aciclovir was the chosen comparator for the RCT of kānuka honey study given its es-

tablished history of topical use for HSL in the New Zealand market since 1984, global

recognition under household brands such as Zovirax, justified and proven mechanism

of action with relative quality of evidence supporting its clinical use. The purpose of

the second literature review was to provide a contemporary appraisal of the existing

evidence for topical aciclovir use in HSL, including study methodology and clinical ef-

fect. 

The National Library of Medicine Pubmed database was searched on the 28th May

2020 with the following terms and filtered for human, clinic trials:

((("acyclovir"[MeSH Terms] OR "acyclovir"[All Fields]) OR "aciclovir"[All Fields]) OR

(("acyclovir"[MeSH Terms] OR "acyclovir"[All Fields]) OR "aciclovir"[All Fields])) AND

(((("herpes labialis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("herpes"[All Fields] AND "labialis"[All Fields]))

OR "herpes labialis"[All Fields]) OR (("herpes"[All Fields] AND "simplex"[All Fields])

AND "labialis"[All Fields])) OR "herpes simplex labialis"[All Fields])

79 results were returned, and all abstracts reviewed with 19 undergoing full text assess-

ment. 10 studies met the criteria with aciclovir alone as the primary intervention, as

summarised (Figure 9). 
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A double blind, three-arm randomised, cross-over study of 40 participants assessed 5%

aciclovir in a novel liposomal carrier, or ethosome,  compared to vehicle control and

standard formulation 5% aciclovir.  A significantly reduced mean time to crust forma-

tion (stage  five)  was reported at 1.6 days as compared to standard 5% aciclovir at 4.3

days and vehicle control at 4.8 days.125 Participants were required to present to clinic

within 24 hours of symptom onset, be in the pre-vesicular prodromal stage and able to

be assessed for up to three HSL episodes during the trial period. Outcome assessment

was clinic focused each day for the first three, followed by every two to three days until

the lesion had healed. The paper defined the primary outcome as time to crust forma-

tion (stage five) but defined healing as time to loss of crust (stage six), only the former
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reaching statistical significance. There was no a priori sample size calculation with a

defined clinically meaningful difference between groups, although the authors acknow-

ledged this recommending an adequately powered study to confirm the findings. 

In a study of iontophoretically applied (to enhance penetration through charged mo-

lecule movement through the skin) 5% aciclovir cream in a placebo controlled random-

ised pilot study the median time to healing,  defined from loss of crust (stage six) was

significantly improved in the active group at 113 hours vs. 148 hours in the placebo.126

Participants were required to be in the papule/oedema stage and assessed in clinic each

day up to day 10. Use of Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was appropriate, although being

a pilot no pre-defined clinically important difference or subsequent sample size ra-

tionale was defined.

In the two seminal randomised placebo-controlled studies of  topical  aciclovir mean

time to healing, defined as loss of crust with permissible residual erythema (stage six)

was 4.3 and 4.6 days for aciclovir compared to 4.8 and 5.2 days for vehicle control. 127 A

total of 686 and 699 participants treated active lesions in the studies who had been pre-

allocated randomised treatment with instructions to apply within one hour of  HSL

episode recurrence then five times daily for four days. Follow-up was daily at clinic until

healing occurred in conjunction with participant completed diaries containing photo-

graphic stages of HSL lesions provided; the primary outcome of interest was the clini-

cian assessed time to lesion healing. A clinically important difference of half a day was

defined  a priori resulting in a sample size requirement of  652 participants for each

study based on an iterative simulation procedure, with over randomisation planned to

account for the episodic nature of HSL. No justification was given for the clinical effect

or standard deviation and it is stated that the study was continued until treatment tar-

get numbers were met with the implication of sample size based on treatment received

over treatment assigned;  this leads to potential  bias in estimation of  the difference
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between groups. Whilst the primary outcome was a time to event variable, this was ana-

lysed inappropriately using a t-test rather than survival plots with Hazard Ratios (HR),

although the latter was subsequently presented indicating a median duration of epis-

ode to stage six between 4.5 to five days. 

A randomised, double-blind, vehicle controlled dual episode study of 5% aciclovir in a

modified aqueous cream base reported no difference in mean time to complete healing

(stage  seven)  between active  (7.0  days,  7.1  days)  and  vehicle  control  (7.7  days,  8.1

days).128 Treatment was required to be initiated within one hour of prodromal symptom

onset and applied every four hours for five days or until clinician assessed healing was

confirmed. Clinic-based assessments were daily for the first five days and every other

day thereafter with daily participant diaries also completed. There was no pre-defined

sample size calculation or use of a stated clinically important difference in time to heal-

ing  between groups.  Participants  had  all  previously participated  in  a  study of  oral

aciclovir for HSL, although a three month washout period was mandated to mitigate

any risk of cross over effect.

From an abstract report of an 80 participant double-blind, placebo controlled random-

ised trial of 5% aciclovir ointment in a polyethylene glycol base, no difference in healing

between groups was reported.129 Participants were assessed for two HSL episodes each.

In a double-blind, placebo controlled, randomised study of  10% aciclovir cream in 69

participants a prolonged healing time of median 6.0 days in the active treatment group

was reported compared to median 5.2 days in the placebo.130 Healing was defined only

as ‘complete’, likely stage six based on subsequent definitions by the same lead author.

Participants were pre-allocated treatment and required to initiate treatment during

the pre-vesicular stage only followed by application eight times daily for five days.

Outcome assessment was clinic led daily for the first five days, followed by days seven,
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10, 14, 18 and 22 if healing had not occurred. There was no sample size calculation

based upon a meaningful clinical effect between groups. 352 HSL sufferers were pro-

spectively dispensed randomised treatment, yielding only 69 eligible episodes. Median

time to treatment application from symptom onset was two minutes for aciclovir and

eight minutes for placebo, impressive but non-generalisable. 

A double-blind, placebo controlled, randomised trial reported a significant reduction in

mean time to loss of crust (stage six) between 5% aciclovir and placebo at 5.7 and 8.3

days respectively in  the initial episodes of  30 participants.131 The authors conducted a

pooled analysis of all episodes in the study period including 19 re-entries,  showing a

non-significant difference of 5.4 days for aciclovir and 6.6 days for placebo. Participants

were required to start treatment within 12 hours of HSL recurrence and apply five times

daily for five days. Clinic led assessment was at least every other day or daily. The small

study size and lack of a priori sample size calculation suggests inadequate powering of

the study. 

A  small,  13  participant,  double-blind,  placebo  controlled  randomised  study  of  5%

aciclovir reported a median time to healing at six days for aciclovir and eight days for

control,  however whether this  was loss  of  crust or return to normal  skin  was not

defined.132 A total of 31 episodes across all participants were used in the analysis. Parti-

cipants were pre-allocated treatment and instructed to apply it as soon as possible after

prodromal symptom onset.  For subsequent episodes, re-randomisation occurred but

the authors report use of previous treatment allocations for these limiting data integ-

rity. Whilst survival analysis was appropriately presented, no predefined sample size

calculation with a stated clinically important difference between groups was reported. 

In a double-blind, placebo controlled study of 5% aciclovir in 49 participants a faster

time to ‘complete healing’ (either stage six or seven) was reported for aciclovir at me-
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dian four days compared to median six days for placebo.133 This was maintained for both

the first episodes for each participant and subsequent one within the study period, with

re-randomisation occurring after initial completion of treatment. Participants were re-

quired to attend clinic with 24 hours of initiating treatment and daily thereafter. No

sample size calculation or clinically important effect was described. 

A double-blind, placebo controlled, randomised trial of 5% aciclovir reported time to

complete healing (stage seven) as mean 7.2 days for both aciclovir and placebo and for

mean time to loss of crust (stage six), 6.4 days and 7.3 days respectively.134 There was no

requirement for stage at presentation however 98% of all participants were at the pap-

ular stage or beyond rendering a potential for bias toward shorter times to healing if

more advanced HSL presentation formed a significant proportion of the group. The

study subsequently focused on the sole statistically significant outcome, reduction in

viral titre for the group treated with aciclovir. No minimally important clinical effect

was pre-defined nor a sample size calculation reported. A duplicate publication de-

rived from the presentation of the same dataset at an aciclovir symposium was not in-

cluded in the literature review results, however interestingly reported different out-

come values for healing to the manuscript, with those randomised to aciclovir reaching

complete healing (stage seven) in mean 7.8 days compared to the placebo group at

mean 7.3 days; for time to loss of crust (stage six) the mean time was 7.2 days and 7.3

days respectively.135 The differences in time to healing were non-significant between

treatment groups in both reports. 

 2.1.1.2.1 SUMMARY

In summary there is evidence that topical aciclovir is an effective and safe treatment of

HSL. However, the issue of inconsistency in healing outcome definition, lack of a priori

sample size calculation and omission of, or inadequately rationalised minimal clinically

important difference persist in the body of  literature for aciclovir,  despite being the
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standard over-the-counter topical treatment for HSL. This reinforces the need for an

adequately powered, generalisable randomised trial that reflects the true performance

of topical aciclovir in the community setting it is most often used. An attempt to meta-

analyse the 10 topical aciclovir studies reported was rendered unfeasible due to four tri-

als reporting median values only, two reporting mean values but no standard deviations

and one lacking any data within the abstract version available. However, a 2017 system-

atic review and meta-analysis of all nucleoside antiviral drugs used for HSL provides in-

sight as to time to healing, including aciclovir, compared to placebo.136 A sub-group ana-

lysis of all topical nucleosides used for classical lesions, those progressing through the

vesicular and ulcerative stages of HSL, reports a difference in time to healing of 0.8 days

in favour of treatment (95% Confidence Interval (CI) -1.15 to -0.45). For aciclovir in both
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topical and oral formulations the mean difference favours active therapy at -0.79 days

(95% CI -1.12 to -0.46). 

 2.1.1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW THREE-HONEY SPECIFIC

The third literature review was focused on evidence for clinical use of honey in the

treatment of HSL. The National Library of Medicine Pubmed database was searched

on the 28th May 2020 with the following terms and filtered for human, clinic trials:

((("honey"[MeSH Terms] OR "honey"[All Fields]) OR "honeys"[All Fields]) OR "honey

s"[All Fields]) AND (((("herpes labialis"[MeSH Terms] OR ("herpes"[All Fields] AND

"labialis"[All Fields])) OR "herpes labialis"[All Fields]) OR (("herpes"[All Fields] AND

"simplex"[All  Fields])  AND  "labialis"[All  Fields]))  OR  "herpes  simplex  labialis"[All

Fields])

The search yielded five results of which two were publications of the study included in

this thesis, one was not accessible137 and one was a commentary letter on the remaining

randomised trial. One additional study was added through knowledge of  the literat-

ure.38 (Figure 10). 

One study was a proof-of-concept clinical trial of a multi-floral honey from the United

Arab Emirates, in which eight participants were assigned topical honey or 5% aciclovir

for the first episode of HSL and crossed over for the next. 138 Randomisation was uncon-

trolled through simply requesting the participant to use the other treatment for the

second episode and the study unblinded given the impossibility  of  masking honey

with an aciclovir comparator. The mean time to healing was defined as return to nor-

mal skin (stage seven) and reported as significantly improved for honey at 2.57 days

compared to aciclovir control at 5.86 days. Participants were required to initiate treat-
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ment within one hour of symptom onset and report to clinic within 24 hours. Treat-

ment with honey was through gauze soaked compress over 15 minutes,  four times

daily and aciclovir was applied six times daily, both until healing occurred. Assessment

was clinician-led each day until resolution. There was no sample size calculation or a

priori definition of meaningful clinical effect between groups and t-test analysis was

performed instead of a more appropriate survival analysis. 

The other study was the pilot study for this thesis, an open-label, randomised, cross-

over study of kānuka honey (Honevo) conducted in New Zealand general practice,

chosen due to an established network in place and the potential to conduct the study

outside of one major centre.38 Median time to healing, defined as return to normal skin

(stage seven), was nine days for honey and 8.5 days for aciclovir with no significant

difference between groups. Participants were required to present to clinic for random-

isation via coin toss, to either honey for the current episode followed by aciclovir or

the reverse, with treatment to be applied as soon as possible, five times daily until res-

olution.  Participants  self-reported  in  daily  diaries.  As  a  pilot,  the  study  was  inad-

equately powered and suffered from difficulties in recruitment. A clear methodological

limitation of the pilot study was the use of the general practice setting, in terms of rel-

evant participant access and compounded by a prospective recruitment strategy in that

participants were required to enrol and wait for a recurrent HSL episode. The elapsed

time from first enrolment to final data collection was 452 days, during which only 15

participants were recruited, of which nine suffered a recurrent episode of HSL.  

 2.1.1.3.1 SUMMARY

In summary, the clinical evidence for use of honey in HSL is limited due to the small

size of both studies and other methodological issues. Both studies incorporated an act-

ive,  aciclovir  control  versus  placebo.  The United  Arab Emirates  multi-floral  honey

study, whilst very small in the context of existing literature and suggesting inadequate
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power,  showed a statistically significant difference favouring honey,  which reduced

time to complete healing by 3.57 days compared with aciclovir, far superior to the 0.79

day reduction from the meta-analysis for topical nucleosides such as aciclovir. 136 Given

the recurrent nature of HSL and significant, but not impairing or life-threatening clin-

ical symptoms, it is unlikely that the majority of sufferers would present to general

practice for treatment, as shown in the Fingleton et al study.38 In New Zealand the cost

of an appointment would be an additional barrier to success at this recruitment inter-

face  with  patients  more  likely  to  visit  a  pharmacy  to  obtain  one of  the  over-the-

counter therapies available, either topical (e.g. 5% aciclovir) or tablet (Famivir) form. 

 2.2 HONEY AS A TOPICAL THERAPEUTIC

Honey is a natural substance produced by certain bees. Nectar is collected from the

nectaries of flowering plants and stored in a specialised ‘honey’ stomach, or crop, for

transport back to the hive. Here, the nectar is orally passed from one bee to another

until the water content reduces from 80% to 20%, and, through the addition of en-

zymes, complex sugars have been converted into simpler forms. The resultant con-

densed and supersaturated solution is transferred to honeycombs where further evap-

oration occurs to produce the final honey product at around 18% water content. 

The composition of honey is complex and highly variable, dependent on the particular

species  of  bee,  environmental  influences  and  flowers  nectar is  sourced  from.  The

primary constituents are monosaccharides, followed by disaccharides the specific sub-

composition of which varies with fluctuations in temperature. The protein content of

honey is also significant (up to 3%), mostly derived from pollens and honeybee salivary

secretions, in the form of amino acids and more complex enzymes. Vitamins and min-

erals are also present in variable proportions, some of which confer dietary benefit and

some such as heavy metals that are potentially harmful  in excessive quantities.  All

honeys are mildly acidic due to the presence of organic acids, which, in combination
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with the hypertonicity derived from the high osmolarity of honey, is responsible for its

preservative effect. Another major component in honeys are the phenolic compounds,

broadly divided into phenolic acids and flavonoids which have intrinsic bioactivity via

antioxidant and other mechanisms. In preclinical assays, some isolated flavones such as

chrysin have been shown to abrogate proliferation and induce apoptosis in cancer cell

lines along with many other potentially beneficial physiological activities.139–141 

Illustrating well the influence floral origin has on biochemical composition and result-

ant clinical manifestations is honey derived from the Ericaceae family of plants, collo-

quially known as ‘mad honey’. This unique honey, common to Turkey, contains signific-

ant concentrations of grayanotoxins, compounds which bind to ‘open’ group two sites

on voltage gated sodium channels, preventing inactivation and leading to persistent de-

polarisation.  Clinical  manifestations are variable but include significant cardiac ar-

rhythmia,  prolonged  vagal  stimulation  with  associated  cholinergic  symptoms,  and

altered mental status.142,143

The physicochemical properties common to all honeys, in combination with variable

bioactivity dependent on location and floral origin, have promoted a long history of

medicinal use referenced in four millennia old Chinese literature and evidence for har-

vesting of honey and associated products such as beeswax dating back over 8000 years

in rock paintings.144 In Ancient Greece, medical application of honey was widespread

with Hippocrates employing its use for gastrointestinal, ocular, upper respiratory, skin

and wound disorders.145 In the recent era of evidence-based medical practice, honey has

attracted increasing therapeutic interest for numerous clinical conditions with a signi-

ficant base of literature exploring both preclinical rationale and efficacy in formal clin-

ical trials. 
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 2.2.1 HONEY AND WOUND HEALING

There are four distinct phases to the wound healing process, haemostasis, inflamma-

tion, granulation and remodelling.146 A significant interest in honey as a treatment for

wounds is reflected in the literature with systematic reviews for use in burns and ul-

cers  reporting significant benefit in  healing,  although the quality  of  reporting was

deemed limited.147,148 Honey has a number of intrinsic physiochemical properties com-

mon to all forms, that may confer benefit to the wound healing process. 

1.  Hypertonicity: Being  a  supersaturated  sugar solution,  honey is  hypertonic  and

highly viscous creating both a physical barrier and an osmotic gradient to draw out

lymph from the injured tissue,  thereby facilitating delivery of nutrients and cells and

establishing an environment of  autolytic debridement; this mechanism effectively is

mirrored by the contemporary use of negative pressure wound dressings to achieve the

same aim. These benefits are, however, dependent on maintaining the high osmolarity

of honey and reduce with increased dilution by lymph.

2. pH: The acidity of honey promotes increased oxygen delivery to surrounding tissues

and abrogates protease activity thereby stabilising the fibrin matrix necessary for effect-

ive granulation, during which new connective tissue and vasculature form on the sur-

face of a wound.

3. Hydrogen peroxide: All honey contains hydrogen peroxide, a reactive oxygen spe-

cies with diverse physiological effects.  Hydrogen peroxide  has effects on all stages of

wound healing including platelet activation, recruitment of leucocytes, stimulating in-

creased expression of  pro- inflammatory, pro- tissue remodelling and angiogenic cy-

tokines. Activity appears to be concentration dependent, with promotion of healing at

lower concentrations and delayed healing at higher concentrations.149
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Kānuka honey has been shown to confer significant anti-inflammatory effects in vitro,

over that shown by mānuka, clover and a blend. 150 The mechanism was found to be

pathway specific via Toll Like Receptors 1 and 2 implicating a downregulation of inter-

leukin 1β (IL- 1β and nuclear factor kappa light chain enhance of activated B cells (NF-

KB), mitigating the inflammatory response associated with wound healing and promot-

ing optimal regulation of cytokine response. Kānuka honey was also shown to more po-

tently stimulate tumour necrosis factor-α in vitro than mānuka and clover honeys. 151

The mechanism responsible for this pro-healing immunomodulatory effect was de-

termined to be via arabinogalactan proteins present in the honey. 

 2.2.2 ANTIBACTERIAL PROPERTIES OF HONEY:

1. Osmolarity: The high osmolarity of honey creates a water trap to deny microorgan-

isms sufficient water to multiply and actively dehydrates them. In addition, the typically

acidic environment of honey further inhibits the growth of many bacterial species. Tra-

ditional clinical uses of hydrogen peroxide involve application of relatively high concen-

trations as an antiseptic acting through the destruction of bacterial cell walls.

2. Methylglyoxal: When diluted, honey loses the viscosity dependent physiochemical

efficacy against micro-organisms, and the presence of  compounds such as hydrogen

peroxide and methylglyoxal (MGO) are responsible for sustained anti-bacterial effect.152

MGO is an organic compound found in most honeys that induces non-specific damage

to cellular DNA, RNA and other macromolecules; it is present in relatively high concen-

trations in mānuka derived honey which has recently been subject to aggressive mar-

keting and efficacy claims based on this.  However recent research is calling into ques-

tion the reliability of anti-microbial effect that can be derived through quantification of

MGO levels, also known as Unique Mānuka Factor (UMF).153
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3. Defensins: In addition to the most commonly cited honey derived anti-microbial

compounds, hydrogen peroxide and MGO, there are myriad other factors that contrib-

ute to the overall bioactivity of a particular honey type. Defensins are a heterogeneous

family of peptides found throughout most species that confer immunomodulatory and

anti-microbial function; bee defensin-1 is one such peptide demonstrated to have signi-

ficant anti-bacterial influence in particular honeys, independently of MGO.154,155

4. Inhibition of quorum sensing: Quorum sensing is a process used by bacteria to

communicate and promote pathogenicity based  on population density through the

controlled expression or down-regulation of  specific genes.156 Biofilms are formed by

highly populated groups of bacteria, leading to a stable and complex structure that is

much more difficult to combat compared to the same organisms in their planktonic

state. Various honeys and other plant compounds have demonstrated inhibitory effects

on both biofilm formation and quorum sensing of specific bacterial species in laborat-

ory and human studies and are of  interest as another much-needed potential thera-

peutic approach to the progressive issue of bacterial antibiotic resistance.157,158

 2.2.3 HONEY AS AN ANTI-VIRAL

 2.2.3.1 PRECLINICAL

The preclinical evidence base for the anti-viral effect of honey is developing with activ-

ity demonstrated in preclinical studies. 

The anti-influenza effect of a variety of honeys was demonstrated in vitro cell culture

and plaque inhibition assays,  with the strongest effect seen for mānuka. 159 Whilst a

lower inhibitory effect was reported for honey alone compared to the neuraminidase in-

hibitors oseltamavir and zanamivir a synergistic effect was seen. These data were cor-
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roborated for mānuka honey in a subsequent study reporting effective inhibition of the

replication  of  a  number  of  influenza  virus  strains  and  a  synergistic  effect  with

neuraminidase inhibitors.160 The mechanism was reported to be due to the strongly

virucidal activity of MGO, through disruption of viral surface proteins impacting inter-

actions with host cells. 

Both mānuka and clover honeys were reported to confer anti-viral activity against vari-

cella zoster virus in vitro, another member of the herpesvirus family.161 The study ap-

plied both honeys to cell cultures infected with varicella and showed dose dependent

reduction in plaque size for both, with a marginally lower half maximal effective con-

centration for mānuka.

A Tunisian honey was tested against rubella virus in vitro, reporting anti-viral effect as

measured by reduction in viral number.162 Mechanisms were not established. 

A potent anti-Human Immunodeficiency Virus 1  (HIV-1) effect was demonstrated in

vitro for six out of eight Iranian mono-floral honeys. Healthy cells were cultured and in-

fected with HIV-1 followed by treatment with honey solutions. 163 Antiviral effect was

correlated with the level of MGO in each honey which was shown to act at a late stage

of viral replication, post reverse transcription, likely inhibiting virion assembly. 

Likely contributing  to any demonstrable anti-viral  action of  honey is  the flavonoid

driven, up regulation of IFN synthesis, known to promote the cleavage of viral genetic

material, inhibit viral protein translation and enhance physical resistance to viral entry

by virions.164 Together the existing literature suggests promise in potential direct and

synergistic anti-viral effects for honey however supporting clinical evidence in humans

is lacking. 
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 2.2.3.2 CLINICAL

A genital herpes sub group of the United Arab Emirates trial of topical honey reported a

significant reduction in mean time to healing from 6.28  days in those participants

treated with aciclovir to 3.71 days in the group randomised to honey.138 

In addition to the clinical trials using honey for HSL described in section 2.1.1.3, a ran-

domised double-blind, active controlled study of 100 children with acute herpetic gin-

givostomatitis has been reported. Herpetic gingivostomatitis is a severe complication of

HSV oral infection, resulting in widespread oro-mucosal lesions throughout the buccal

surfaces, gums, tongue and lips (Figure 2D).165 The study administered a combination

suspension of honey from an undefined origin and aciclovir versus aciclovir alone. Sig-

nificant median time to resolution of herpetic lesions was reported as three days in the

combination group compared to six days for aciclovir.

An open-label, RCT of Tualang honey, administered orally to HIV positive Malaysian

prisoners reported that honey at intermediate or high dose,  presents a reduction in

CD4 count compared to low dose and control groups.166 The authors proposed a general

immune boosting mechanism of action was responsible, with potential for direct anti-

viral effects of bee products such as propolis and bee venom, which have been shown to

confer anti-HIV effects in vitro.167,168

 2.2.4 PAIN REDUCTION PROPERTIES OF HONEY

There are a number of potential mechanisms through which honey could provide anti-

nociceptive  benefit  via  both  topical  and  oral  use.  Prostaglandin  E2  and  other

arachidonic acid derivatives are a common target of  non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs and involved in inflammatory related pain both centrally and peripherally. 169 An-

imal models have reported that direct infiltration of  paw tissue with honey reduces
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murine  local  pain  response  with  an  associated  reduction  in  nitric  oxide  and

prostaglandin E2.170 

In a randomised, placebo controlled study 60 children were administered either amox-

icillin-clavulonic  acid,  paracetamol  plus  placebo  or  amoxicillin-clavulonic  acid

paracetamol  plus  honey  during  the  immediate  recovery  period  post  tonsillectomy.

There was significant improvement in subjective assessment of pain over the initial two

days, and significant reduction in analgesic use for the first eight days in favour of the

honey treated group.171 As a pilot study there was no predefined sample size of clinically

meaningful effect, and no follow-up confirmatory study has been published. 

Topical application of honey (Medihoney dressings, a proprietary blend) has also been

tested within a descriptive, non-randomised feasibility trial of 40 patients with chronic,

non-healing venous leg ulcers. 50% of participants reported a reduction in ulcer related

pain over a 12 week period.172 The precise compounds mechanistically responsible have

yet to be elucidated, but likely involve both phenols and specific bee-derived peptides.20

In summary, these four properties of honey provide rationale for use of New Zealand

kānuka honey for the topical treatment of HSL with outcome variables focused on as-

sessment of time to resolution, time to healing of ulcerated episodes, degree and time

to resolution of pain and associated adverse events. 

 2.3 SUMMARY

Overall, the literature base for therapeutic strategies in the management of recurrent

HSL  is  diverse,  in  terms  of  study  design,  interventions  and  replication  of  results

between studies. By far the most dominant strategy is still centred around use of nuc-

leoside analogue drugs such as aciclovir, penciclovir and famiciclovir, both for acute

and prophylactic use systemically with topical formulas readily accessible over-the-
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counter in many countries. The overall quality of the studies was limited with missing

sample size calculations, adequate rationale as to an important clinical effect, appro-

priate statistical analysis of time to event outcomes and numerous pilot studies report-

ing significant effect but no confirmatory study. The diversity of entry requirement for

lesion stage and onset and the definition of the point at which a lesion is defined as

healed requires caution in interpreting relative efficacy between studies.

The topical therapies investigated over the decades are numerous and target multiple

points in the  HSV replication cycle.  A current (29th May 2020) search of  the World

Health Organisation International Clinical Trials Platform for ‘Herpes Simplex Labialis’

lists 87 trials since the start of  the record in 2005,  with 5 registered in the past 18

months alone.  This perhaps  either  reflects the inadequacy of  current treatment ap-

proaches to one of the most ubiquitous infectious diseases encountered by humans, the

pharmaceutical market opportunity this extraordinary prevalence provides, or indeed a

combination of the two. 

The historical lack of generalisable data and reliance on an artificial clinical trials unit

methodology for the topical management of HSL is striking, particularly considering

the over-the-counter access to treatment for most patients. Given the preference for

self-purchase of non-prescription medications for HSL it stands to reason that thera-

peutic  performance should also  be assessed in  a  real-world setting,  subject  to  the

delays in obtaining and applying treatment, routine stressors and formal assessment of

convenience of use within day-to-day life. 

The evidence underpinning the rationale for use of medicinal honey for acute HSL re-

currence is compelling pre-clinically, and the preliminary clinical data warrants fur-

ther investigation. The variability in honey composition must also be considered when

drawing specific conclusions of efficacy. The progressive increase in use of CAM such
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as honey for medicinal purposes urgently requires effective data collection methodolo-

gies to analyse claims for specific, quality products, through RCTs in order to establish

safety and tolerability for informed use. 

The RCT subsequently presented, conducted in the specifically developed PRN infra-

structure, was designed to answer the following questions: 

Is medicinal grade, kānuka honey more effective in the treatment of recurrent HSL than

the standard 5% aciclovir treatment available over-the-counter in New Zealand? 

Is the conduct of a gold standard randomised controlled trial possible in the community

setting relevant to the real-world clinical experience of HSL sufferers presenting with a

recurrent episode?
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 3 CHAPTER THREE:  KĀNUKA HONEY VERSUS ACICLOVIR FOR THE

TOPICAL TREATMENT OF HERPES SIMPLEX LABIALIS - STUDY METHODS

 3.1 STUDY SUMMARY

In order to determine the safety and efficacy of topical 90% kānuka honey / 10% gly-

cerin (Honevo) for the treatment of HSL a phase III, open label, parallel group, ran-

domised controlled trial was conducted between 10th of September 2015 through to the

17th December 2017 (Appendix 1). This was conducted through a community-based net-

work of research trained pharmacy investigators who recruited, consented, randomised

and dispensed study investigational products to enrolled participants. 952 participants

were randomised across 76 community pharmacy localities across the North and South

islands of NZ.

 3.2 STUDY HYPOTHESIS

That a topical formulation of 90% kānuka honey/10% glycerin is more effective than

topical, 5% aciclovir cream for the acute treatment of recurrent HSL. 

 3.3 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The primary objective was to compare the effectiveness of topical Honevo with stand-

ard, over-the-counter topical 5% aciclovir for the treatment of HSL. 
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Secondary objectives were to establish the safety and tolerability of Honevo, further

define differences in healing times for distinct phases of the HSL episode, determine

any difference in maximal pain and time to pain resolution. 

 3.4 STUDY INTERVENTIONS

Participants were randomised to receive either:

1. Medicinal grade, 90% kānuka honey/10% glycerin (Honevo)

2. 5% aciclovir cream (Viraban)

 3.4.1 HONEVO

Honevo is a medicinal  grade,  90% kānuka

honey / 10% glycerine formulation produced

under Cosmetic Toiletry and Fragrance Asso-

ciation  (CTFA)  certification  by  Zealand

Health  Manufacturing  in  Tauranga,  New

Zealand (Figure 11) (Appendix 2 and 3).  All

honey  undergoes  flash  pasteurisation  to

>80°C prior to sterile storage at the apiary. The pasteurised kānuka honey is then tested

to ensure it is within range for the following parameters: pH 3.4 to 3.8; measured in

triplicate sub-sampling for each batch with 5g honey diluted with 20ml of distilled wa-

ter prior to assessment with a calibrated digital pH monitor. Water content is determ-

ined by refractometry (Bellingham and Stanley standard model  Abbe-type refracto-

meter) and required to be <18%. Acceptable honey is processed in 20kg batches under

certified wet-room conditions  to a ratio of 90% kānuka honey and 10% glycerin,  fol-

lowed by immediate filling  and sealing of  sterile product packaging.  Each batch of
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honey is subjected to a ‘chemical fingerprinting’ assay which profiles specific markers

proven to classify a honey as kānuka or not (Appendix 4). All batches were required to

meet the standards set out in table 1.

Compound Required Concentration (mg/kg)
Leptosperin ≤150
2’-methoxyacetophenone ≤2
Methyl syringate ≥5
3-phenyllactic acid plus 4-methoxyphenyllactic acid ≥500*
Table 1: Chemical markers used in the classification of kānuka honey

Honevo units are required to be stored between 6 and 35°C and maybe gently warmed if

crystallisation has occurred, in order to return the product to a fluid state. Potential ad-

verse effects of the topical use of honey include pain/stinging due to mild acidity and

allergic reaction which is due to the residual presence of pollens and bee body material.

The risk of the latter is mitigated by the use of medicinal honey, which is pasteurised

and filtered. 

For trial purposes, participants were instructed to apply Honevo five times a day until

skin had returned to normal, or 14 days, whichever was sooner. 
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 3.4.2 VIRABAN

Viraban is a 5% aciclovir cream, manufactured by

Pinewood  Healthcare,  Ballymacarbry,  Clonmel,

Ireland and distributed  by AFT Pharmaceuticals,

Auckland,  New  Zealand (Figure  12).  The  base

cream  is  formulated  from  polyethylene-glyceryl

stearate, dimeticone, acetyl alcohol, liquid paraffin,

white soft paraffin and propylene glycol (Appendix

5). A white cream, it is applied to the HSL lesion as

early as possible, five times a day. Potential adverse effects are mild and include pain,

drying and flaking of the skin, itch and a rash. Viraban should be stored below 25°C.

The choice of aciclovir as the active control comparator for a novel HSL intervention is

supported by the relatively large proportion of reported studies providing evidence for

it’s use, well established mechanism of action, affordability and availability. Other top-

ical nucleoside analogues such as penciclovir are not available over-the-counter in New

Zealand and the other main alternative approved for over-the-counter use in the United

States, docosanol (Abreva®), is not registered or approved for use.

For trial purposes, participants were instructed to apply Viraban five times a day until

skin had returned to normal, or 14 days, whichever was sooner. 

 3.5 OUTCOME VARIABLES

The natural history of a classical HSL lesion involves an uncomfortable prodrome fol-

lowed by a vesicular eruption,  open blister and subsequent wound granulation and

healing.12 To most adequately assess the effectiveness of  an HSL product in the real-
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world setting, time to event data was deemed most appropriate to assess differences in

the objective and subjective symptomatic course of each episode. 

 3.5.1 PRIMARY OUTCOME VARIABLE

The primary outcome variable was healing time from randomisation to the return to

normal skin.

There is marked heterogeneity in the definition of healing across the HSL literature,

with common use of soft or hard crust formation or loss of crust and allowing for resid-

ual erythema.173 This is likely based upon the rationale that at the point of lesion heal-

ing, the viral replication cycle has ceased. Given the more pragmatic focus on effective-

ness of the investigational products within a real world clinical setting of community

pharmacy, the typical treatment interface for most HSL sufferers, return to normal skin

was chosen as the definition of healing, stage seven on the pictorial chart used in the

study (Figure  4 and 15). Furthermore, the known aesthetic priority for treatment for

many sufferers, in addition to managing the pain, itch and general discomfort of a clas-

sical HSL lesion, provided further rationale for this. 

 3.5.2 SECONDARY OUTCOME VARIABLES

A number of secondary outcomes were assessed to further define any difference in

clinical course between the two interventions used. 

 3.5.2.1 SPECIFIC STAGES OF HEALING

Time from randomisation to stage four (open wound) and time from stage four to

stage seven was specifically assessed in order to establish any stage of wound/healing

specific benefits for each (Figure 4 and 15). It was hypothesised that Honevo would

provide a faster progression from open wound/ulcer to return to normal skin, due to
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known effects  on wound healing.  Similarly,  topical  aciclovir  might  be expected  to

provide earlier stage benefit when applied in the pre-ulcerative phases due to mechan-

istic effects on the HSV replication cycle. 

 3.5.2.2 PAIN 

Pain is a significant symptom of HSL and aciclovir has demonstrable effects on pain re-

duction.127 As such, and in lieu of the reported analgesic effects of honey in various cu-

taneous conditions,171,172 time to pain resolution was assessed through comparison of re-

duction of pain intensity using an 11 point numerical rating scale from 0 (no pain) to 10

(severe pain). Highest pain severity was also assessed, defined as the maximal parti-

cipant reported pain score during the study period. 

 3.5.2.3 PARTICIPANT ACCEPTABILITY

Acceptability of randomised treatment was reported by each participant at the end of

the study period, using a scale from 1 (unacceptable) to 10 (acceptable). Generalisable

data, collected in a real-world setting was a core objective of the Honevo trial and PRN

development.  Comparing  the  use  of  topical  Honevo  for  the  management  of  HSL

versus the long established and widely used 5% aciclovir allows for a meaningful con-

text in terms of participant acceptability and potential uptake in an over-the-counter

setting. 

 3.5.3 POST HOC OUTCOME VARIABLES

In order to benchmark the presented study with other, high profile clinical trials of

HSL, a post hoc analysis was performed for time from randomisation to stage six (re-

sidual erythema), (Figure 4 and 15) a criterion often reported in the current evidence

base. Additionally, the proportion of aborted episodes that did not reach the blistering
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stage was estimated, defined as those participants whose baseline stage was three or

less, and who progressed to stage seven, without recording stages four, five or six.

 3.6 PARTICIPANTS AND STUDY SETTING

 3.6.1 PARTICIPANTS

Participants were required to be aged 16 years and over, with an acute episode of HSL

and able to present to a study pharmacy within the first 72 hours. The rationale behind

this was to ensure that the prodromal phase was captured, whilst allowing sufficient

time for participants to attend their local study pharmacy for enrolment. Whilst other

physician led, prospectively recruited studies initiated treatment within 24 hours, this

was likely too restrictive for the generalisable design and recruitment interface and

would have potentially excluded a large number of otherwise eligible participants. 

 3.6.1.1 INCLUSION CRITERIA

1. Aged 16 years or over at the time of enrolment.

2. Presentation to a pharmacy for treatment of a cold sore.

3. First cold sore symptoms (including prodromal symptoms) within 72 hours.

 3.6.1.2 EXCLUSION CRITERIA

4. Pregnant or breastfeeding.

5. Known allergy or suspected allergy to honey, bees, aciclovir, and/or glycerin.

6. Any other condition which, at the investigators’ discretion, it is believed may

present a safety risk or impact the feasibility of the study or the study results.

7. Participant has used oral aciclovir or other antiviral medicine, or any topical

treatment, medical or complementary, on the current HSL lesion.
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8. Participants planning to take/use any concomitant medications, which in the

opinion of the investigators, could affect the HSL lesion during the course of

the trial. This includes any topical product, medical or complementary, on the

HSL lesion, oral aciclovir or other antiviral medicine, oral complementary ther-

apies for HSL, such as lysine, any other medications.

 

There was a broad scope for exclusion given to the pharmacy investigators in terms of

other medications, conditions and factors that may influence a decision to proceed

with enrolment. This was in part to reflect the real-world setting of access to over-the-

counter medications via the pharmacy interface and in part to streamline the recruit-

ment process on recognition of unique time and resource limitations in the context of

a clinical trial. 

 3.6.2 STUDY LOCALITIES

The recruiting study sites were all community pharmacies located within NZ. There

were no restrictions for involvement such as membership of an established corporate

model or being an independent business. In total 76 pharmacy study sites met the re-

quirements and undertook the registration and initiation process described in chapter

four. Following approval from Medsafe and Health and Disability Ethics Committee

(HDEC) to  receive  investigational  product  and commence recruitment,  each phar-

macy study site was visited in person by myself for formal site training and initiation.

Overall there were 209 pharmacist investigators trained and registered to conduct the

RCT. 
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 3.7 STUDY PROCEDURES

Potentially eligible participants were identified either prospectively through social me-

dia (Figure 13), advertising placed within the pharmacy using posters and ’shelf-talkers’

or opportunistically at the time of presentation to the pharmacy while seeking treat-

ment for HSL. 
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Figure 13: A typical Facebook advert for the study that

was delivered with a 30km radius of Waitara in the

North Island of New Zealand



 3.7.1 VISIT ONE

 3.7.1.1 SCREENING

Upon first presentation to a pharmacy study site, each participant was read a general

study description:

'This is a trial for people over 16, who aren't pregnant, with a cold sore that has started

in the last 72h for which no other treatments have been used. People must not be allergic

to honey, bees or glycerin.’ 

This was composed to specifically screen out ineligible or unwilling participants prior

to the recording of any identifiable information and thus mitigating the need to obtain

consent, imperative to avoid wasteful progression through the enrolment process prior

to realising ineligibility. Due to the nature of the recruitment interface in the phar-

macy,  embedded  within  a  busy  hybrid  clinical  and  retail  environment,  effective

screening of all potentially eligible participants was limited for Consolidated Standards

of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) reporting. Consequently, no data were collected for

participants prior to the point of progression past the screening statement. 

 3.7.1.2 INFORMED CONSENT

Following participant agreement, the pharmacy investigator assigned the next sequen-

tial, unique study ID indicating the site code and participant number. This was taken

from a pre-constructed participant pack, containing the participant information sheet

and consent form (PISCF) (Appendix 6), back-up paper study diary (Appendix 7) and

pre-paid and addressed return envelope. PISCF documentation was provided for read-
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ing and discussion, prior to obtaining signed informed consent when the investigator

was satisfied the trial related risks, benefits and procedures were understood. 

 3.7.1.3 BASELINE DATA COLLECTION

The pharmacy visit one work sheet (Appendix 8) was then completed with the parti-

cipant, collecting baseline HSL episode scores for pain and stage, a brief narrative of

medical history, current medications, demographic data, inclusion/exclusion assess-

ment, ethnicity, average number of cold sores per year, time since last cold sore and

contact information. 

 3.7.1.4 RANDOMISATION AND BLINDING

On completion, the participant was assigned their randomised study medication by

the pharmacy investigator who opened a sealed, opaque envelope containing the al-

location derived from a securely held master randomisation schedule generated by the

study statistician.  This  was dispensed with written instruction to apply the topical

product five times daily until skin had returned to normal (stage seven) or fourteen

days elapsed, whichever occurred first. Finally, the participant was given the back-up

paper diary and envelope and free to leave. 

Unfortunately, the physical characteristics of honey precluded the blinding of study

participants to treatment allocation. Pharmacist investigators were also privy to ran-

domised treatment at the point of dispensation, however, central Medical Research In-

stitute of New Zealand (MRINZ) investigators remained blinded with only the study

physician (myself) unmasked in the event of an adverse event. 
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 3.7.1.5 DATA TRANSFER FROM PHARMACY TO COORDINATING STUDY TEAM

Paper copies of the case report forms were certified on each individual page prior to

being faxed by the recruiting pharmacy investigator to  a  centralised number.  This

number was derived from an internet cloud-based subscription service ‘eFax’, which

receives traditional facsimile data and converts this into a portable document format

(pdf) which is then emailed immediately to an address of choice. This system allowed

notification and receipt of recruitment data immediately and to any location via mo-

bile device thereby allowing review of appropriate inclusion, real  time actioning of

protocol  deviations  and violations  and review of  data  integrity.  Following  this,  all

eFaxed data was transcribed into a digital case report form held in a commercial sur-

vey platform Wufoo. 

 3.7.2 PARTICIPANT REPORTED DATA COLLECTION PHASE

During  the  treatment  application  period  participants

were required to complete a daily diary to record compli-

ance, pain and cold sore stage each day at 6pm. This was

preferentially  delivered  digitally  to  facilitate  live  time

data integrity checks and ensure that data entered was

chronologically  relevant,  compared  to  paper  diaries

which are able to be completed at any point in the data

collection phase. The interventional, participant reported

data collection phase of the study used Wufoo, which al-

lowed delivery of electronic diaries via a short messaging

service ‘SMS’ service,  ‘BurstSMS’.  This required manual

scheduling of each day’s text message containing an em-

bedded hyperlink for the relevant day’s diary to be de-

livered to each active participant (Figure 14 and 15). 
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Due to the increasing logistical complexities of managing multiple and increasing sim-

ultaneous recruits, each requiring 16 individual SMS messages to be triggered, the ap-

proach evolved to use an application programming interface (API), ‘Sequencer’, which

allowed a predefined schedule of SMS to be triggered upon enrolment and stopped on

completion. Each participant was also supplied with a back-up, paper version diary,

for use in the event of system or device failure or indeed for those participants with no

internet connectivity or mobile phone access. Prepaid and addressed envelopes were

also supplied to maximise return of used paper diaries. In case of dual input for a par-

ticular data point, the digital entry was used for analysis. 

 3.7.3 VISIT TWO

The final study contact for participants was the follow-up assessment, scheduled for

the first working day after study day 14. This was initially attempted as a telephone call

from a study nurse based at a clinical trials unit in Auckland. Adverse events, accept-

ability, concomitant medication use and narrative feedback were collected and a re-

quest for paper diary return made, if used (Appendix 9). In the event of contact failure,

two further telephone calls were attempted by the study nurse, a second the following

working day and a third at day 22 or the next working day. Failing this, the MRINZ

central study team attempted further follow-up contact via telephone, email and/or

SMS, up to study day 35. After this time point a participant was classified as lost to fol -

low-up. There was no requirement for return of investigational product.  

 3.8 SAMPLE SIZE

A number of relevant past studies were reviewed in order to estimate the appropriate

sample size for a definitive randomised controlled trial of Honevo compared to 5%

aciclovir for the treatment of HSL, discussed in detail in chapter two. 
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The lack of definition of a minimally clinically important difference, or justification of

the differences used across most studies was problematic. The reported outcomes ten-

ded to demonstrate an improvement between one half and one day in time to healing

compared to control with the most efficacious treatments, currently used in clinical

practice. In order to have statistical confidence in the power prior to commencement,

a defined difference in effect was required to accurately calculate the sample size. The

kānuka honey trial presented in this thesis assumed a median duration of lesion in the

aciclovir control group of five days, aiming to achieve a median reduction in healing

time of one day for the active kānuka honey treatment resulting in a HR of 1.25. 

This decision was based on a number of factors. Three comparable studies of aciclovir

reported mean times to healing of 4.3, 4.6 and 5.85 days respectively, leading to an es-

timated time to healing in the aciclovir control group of five days. 127,138 The clinically

important difference in time to healing suggested in a 2017 meta-analysis of all pub-

lished data on the use of nucleoside analogues compared to control in HSL was  0.8

days (95% CI -1.15 to -0.45) for all topical nucleoside analogue drugs. 136 For combined

study data for aciclovir administered both topically and systemically the reduction was

0.79 days (95% CI -1.12 to 0.46). Al-Waili reported a difference in mean time to healing

between honey and aciclovir of 3.28 days suggesting a difference well in excess of one

day was achievable with kānuka honey138. Finally, the study team consensus was that a

one day reduction in the time to healing would be a meaningful effect size for a non-

pharmaceutical, natural product. 

The Gehan method was used with an assumption of a reduction from 5 days to 4 days in

the kānuka honey arm and median difference of one day, an HR of 1.25 and a total of

423 participants per group (846 in total) were required with 80% power and a 5% type I

error rate to determine this difference. Incorporating an attrition rate of 10%, 950 parti-

cipants were therefore required to be randomised between treatment groups. 
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 3.9 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis was by intention to treat. Those participants who provided time-to-event data

but did not provide the primary end point were censored and those with no time-to-

event data were excluded from the analysis. For all time to outcome variable analysis

(healing and pain), Kaplan-Meier plots with associated product-limit based estimates

of median time to event and HR, calculated using Cox proportional hazards were used

with a random effect for participants to take into account the parallel design. Sensitivity

analysis was performed for both primary and secondary outcome variables, considering

important potential confounders such as age, time to presentation from reported onset

of symptoms and stage of cold sore at presentation. Interaction analysis was performed

for primary and secondary outcome variables, to assess potential differences in treat-

ment effects due to baseline stage at randomisation. Maximal pain between groups was

assessed using a paired  t-test and for acceptability left skew required the use of  the

Mann-Whitney test with Hodges-Lehmann estimator of location. 

It was also intended to undertake analysis by protocol principles. There were, however,

very few protocol violations that would have distinguished these populations with five

participants, one in the kānuka honey and four in the aciclovir group, receiving the in-

correct treatment post randomisation. In lieu of the large sample size it was decided

that a per-protocol analysis would not add to the assessment of bias within the inten-

tion to treat analysis. 

SAS 9.4 was used for analysis. 
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 3.10 SAFETY

 3.10.1 ADVERSE EVENTS

The International Council for Harmonisation of  Technical Requirements of  Pharma-

ceuticals for Human Use (ICH) defines adverse events (AE) as ‘any untoward medical

occurrence in a patient or clinical investigation subject administered a pharmaceutical

product and which does not necessarily have a causal relationship with this treatment ’

within their Good Clinical Practice  (GCP) guidelines.174 All occurrences meeting this

definition were reported at the follow-up telephone call, via direct contact by the parti-

cipant with a central MRINZ investigator or upon presentation to the study pharmacy.

At each reporting point full details of the event were collected by the investigator for re-

view by the study  physician who directly followed up with the participants to assess

severity and causality.  

 3.10.2 SERIOUS ADVERSE EVENTS

Serious adverse events (SAE) are defined by ICH as ‘any untoward medical occurrence

that at any dose results in death, is life-threatening, requires inpatient hospitalisation

or  prolongation  of  existing  hospitalisation,  results  in  persistent  or  significant

disability/incapacity or is a congenital anomaly/birth defect.174 These events required

reporting to the study coordinating centre at the MRINZ within 24 hours and to the ap-

proving regulatory bodies. 

 3.10.3 DATA AND SAFETY MONITORING BOARD

A data and safety monitoring board (DSMB) was appointed as a condition of study ap-

proval to meet and review the first 100 participants data for AEs and SAEs. This com-
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prised of two physicians independent of the study, with experience in clinical  trial

conduct and reporting (Dr Phillipa Shirtcliffe and Dr Kyle Perrin, Capital and Coast

District Health Board).

 3.11 REGULATORY

 3.11.1 HEALTH AND DISABILITY ETHICS COMMITTEE AND STANDING COMMITTEE

ON THERAPEUTIC TRIALS

A submission to the New Zealand Northern B Ethics Committee was made on the 21st of

May 2015 and formally approved on 9th of June (Appendix 10). SCOTT approval was re-

quired and granted on 3rd of June 2015 (Appendix 11). Both committees deemed that the

risk to participants was low and the setting appropriate. Locality authorisation was ob-

tained for each individual site, prior to local recruitment commencing at a pharmacy.

Participants were reimbursed at an approved rate of $25 via cheque, on completion of

the study. Pharmacies were reimbursed at an approved rate of $40 per recruitment. 

 3.11.2 AUSTRALIAN NEW ZEALAND CLINICAL TRIALS REGISTRY

The study was registered at the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (AN-

ZCTR) on the 23rd June 2015 reference: ACTRN12615000648527. 

 3.12 FUNDING

The study was funded by Honeylab, Tauranga, New Zealand who had no involvement

in the design, conduct, analysis or reporting of the study.
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 3.13 PROTOCOL AMENDMENTS

The following protocol amendments were made and approved by the regulatory bodies

throughout the course of the study period. 

1. 15th July 2015: 

The  PISCF  was  adjusted  to  clarify  data  storage  on  an  offshore  server,  located  in

Sydney, Australia. 

2. 8th June 2016: 

An exclusion criterion for allergy to bees was added to the protocol and PISCF follow-

ing the DSMB review of the first 100 participants. The block size for randomisation was

updated to four to account for a required increase in allocation codes to compensate

for high variability in recruitment rates between individual sites. 

12th June 2017: 

Three additional secondary outcomes were added to the protocol  a priori  to analyse

specific stages of HSL episode time to healing: 

- Time to stage four from randomisation

- Time to stage seven from stage four

- Acceptability of treatments

An additional sensitivity analysis was added to the statistical analysis plan to consider

the important confounders: age, time to presentation from reported onset of symp-

toms and stage of cold sore at presentation. This was an interaction analysis for all

primary and secondary outcome variables to assess potential differences in treatment

effects based on these confounding factors. 
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 4 CHAPTER FOUR: DATA

 4.1 THE RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL

 4.1.1 TOTAL STUDY DURATION

Between the 10th of September 2015 and the 13th of December 2017, 952 participants, 475

randomised to aciclovir active control and 477 to kānuka honey, were recruited to the

trial from 76 community pharmacy research localities. 

 4.1.2 CONSORT FLOW DIAGRAM

Of the 952 participants recruited, 91 were lost to follow-up (49 aciclovir and 42 honey)

and nine withdrew due to adverse events (three aciclovir, six kānuka honey). The res-

ultant 852 participants provide data for the primary survival analyses, with degree of

censoring indicated below (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: CONSORT study flow diagram. Reproduced from Semprini et al.14 under the Creative

Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC BY-NC 4.0) licence. 



 4.1.3 PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS

Participants  were  predominantly  middle  aged,  female  and  well  matched  between

treatment groups for all categorical descriptive variables (Table 1).

Median (IQR)
Continuous variables Aciclovir n=475 Honey n=477
Age (years) 42 (30 to 54) 43 (29 to 55)
Time since last HSL episode (months) 3 (1 to 7) 3 (1 to 6) 
Episodes of HSL in previous year (N) 3 (1 to 5) 3 (2 to 5)
Pain score at baseline 2 (1 to 4) 2 (1 to 4)
Time from onset of symptoms to

randomisation (days)

1 (0 to 1) 1 (0 to 1)

Categorical variables N/475 (%) N/477 (%)
Female sex 364 (76.6) 350 (73.5)
Ethnicity 

• NZ European 360 (75.8) 354 (73.5)
• Māori 62 (13.1) 66 (13.8)
• Other 53 (11.1) 57 (11.9)

Table 2: Participant characteristics
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 4.1.4 PRIMARY OUTCOME VARIABLE

There was no difference in time from randomisation to stage seven (return to normal

skin) between aciclovir and kānuka honey. Kaplan-Meier based estimates (95% CI)

were 8 (8 to 9) days for aciclovir  (33 participants  censored in that some data was

provided for inclusion, however the primary end point was not met) and 9 (8 to 9)

days for kānuka honey (44 censored); HR (95% CI) 1.06 (0.92 to 1.22), p = 0.56, (Figure

17). An interaction analysis was performed treating stage at randomisation as a con-

tinuous variable in order to highlight any potential relationship between this and ran-

domised treatment. No interaction was seen, p = 0.49.

Figure 17: Kaplan-Meier survival plots for time for skin to return to normal, stage 7.
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 4.1.5 SECONDARY OUTCOME VARIABLES

 4.1.5.1 HEALING TIME

 4.1.5.1.1 RANDOMISATION TO STAGE FOUR

There was no difference in the median estimate of healing time from randomisation to

stage four (open wound) of 2 days for aciclovir (3 censored) and 2 days for kānuka

honey (9 censored): HR (95% CI) 1.05 (0.92 to 1.20), p=0.46, (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Kaplan-Meier survival plots for time to ulceration of HSL lesion, stage 4.
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 4.1.5.1.2 STAGE FOUR TO STAGE SEVEN

For time from stage four to stage seven, there was no difference between aciclovir, 7

days (35 censored) and kānuka honey 7 days (40 censored); HR (95% CI 1.03 (0.90 to

1.19), p = 0.66 (Figure 19).

Figure  19: Kaplan-Meier survival plots for time from ulceration of HSL lesion to return to normal

skin, stage 4 to stage 7.
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 4.1.5.2 PAIN

 4.1.5.2.1 TIME TO PAIN RESOLUTION

All pain related outcome variables were similar between treatment groups. Estimated

median time (95% CI) to resolution of pain was 9 (8 to 9) days for aciclovir (36 cen-

sored) and 9 (8 to 9) days for kānuka honey (42 censored); HR (95% CI) 1.04 (0.91 to

1.20), p=0.56 (Figure 20).

Figure 20: Kaplan-Meier survival plots for time to pain resolution.
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 4.1.5.2.2 MAXIMAL PAIN

The median (inter-quartile range, IQR) maximal pain for aciclovir was 3 (2 to 5) and

for honey 3 (2 to 5), with a difference (95% CI) for aciclovir minus honey of -0.02 (-0.32

to 0.28), p = 0.90 (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Box plots for maximal pain recorded during the study period.
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 4.1.5.2.3 ACCEPTABILITY

There  was  no  difference  in  participant  reported  acceptability  between  treatments

(honey N=381; aciclovir N=380), with the median (IQR) score for aciclovir 9 (8 to 10)

and honey 9 (8 to 10), p=0.12. (Figure 22).

Figure 22: Box plot for treatment acceptability.
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 4.1.5.3 POST HOC ANALYSES

 4.1.5.3.1 TIME TO STAGE SIX

A post hoc analyses was performed in order to benchmark the healing used in the major

aciclovir studies, defined as loss of hard wound crust, with residual erythema permitted to the

equivalent healing time reported as stage six. There was no difference between the aciclovir,

5 (5 to 6) days (7 censored) and honey treatments, 5 (5 to 6) days (17 censored); HR (95%

CI) 1.06 (0.93 to 1.22), p = 0.39 (Figure 23).

Figure 23: Kaplan-Meier survival plots for time to loss of hard crust, stage 6.
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 4.1.5.4 PROPORTIONS OF ABORTED HSL EPISODES

43/421 (10.7%) met the definition of aborted HSL episode (baseline stage of three or less and

reaching the primary endpoint with no recorded wound stages)  in the aciclovir group and

45/421 (10.7%) in the kānuka honey group; relative risk (RR) (95% CI) 0.93 (0.63 to 1.39), p

= 0.73.

 4.1.5.5 SAFETY

Two  SAEs were recorded, hospital admissions for atrial fibrillation and urinary retention,

both deemed unrelated to the investigational product by the study physician. 

There were 17 AEs reported that were classified as ‘definitely, probably or possibly’ related

to the study treatments, six for aciclovir and 11 for kānuka honey (Table 2).

Pain Swelling Worsening HSL
Aciclovir (n = 6) 0 2 4
Honey (n = 11) 3 2 6
Table 3: Adverse events for each treatment group. 
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 5 CHAPTER FIVE: ASSESSING THE PHARMACY RESEARCH NETWORK

Various metrics were explored in order to assess the effectiveness of the PRN as a clin-

ical trials methodology. The following data describe and quantify the development of

the PRN over the kānuka honey trial, although were not pre-defined outcomes and

can be considered exploratory in nature. 

 5.1 THE ‘BURN IN’ PERIOD

A pharmacy local to the MRINZ main office agreed to be the first locality (John Castle

Chemist, Newtown Wellington, site A) providing an invaluable opportunity to test and

hone study site initiation processes and respond in person to any initial complications

with  recruitment  and  study  resources.  Each  site  is  required  to  have  a  regulatory

approved locality PI responsible for all study conduct. In order to gain approval from

SCOTT, an individual must provide an up to date curriculum vitae, evidence of GCP

training and agree to the terms and details of  the clinical trial. The vast majority of

clinical sites activated throughout the clinical study had little or no research experience

and consequently formal  knowledge of  GCP was lacking.  Fortunately,  a number of

online modules are available for introduction to the principles of  GCP and provide

certification on completion. The Honevo study used a resource provided free of charge

by Roche and approved by Transcelerate, a non-profit body that promotes the quality of

clinical  research through standardised training materials.175 Site A was approved by

SCOTT to receive investigational product on the 19th of June 2015 and, following delivery

of  investigational product, agreements and site initiation, the first recruitment took

place on 10th of September the same year. Subsequent pharmacy sites were staggered as

the study recruitment progressed  and data management process evolved  becoming

established with a total  of  76 study localities approved over the two-and-a-half-year

data collection period for 952 participants (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24: Pharmacy locality and participant recruitment over the study period

 5.2 STUDY SCALE, LOGISTICS AND RECRUITMENT

 5.2.1 SITE COORDINATION AND TRACKING

The sample size and number of  trial sites  required to complete the study presented

complexities  in  organising  the  participant  data  and  ensuring  traceability  to  the

individual  investigator  responsible  for  its  collection. Each  site  was  allocated  a

sequential ID, consisting of a capital letter that cycled through the alphabet prior to the

addition of a second cycle, e.g. A, B, C… Z, AA, BB and so on. The final locality code

used  was  XXX representing  the  76th pharmacy based  in  Gisborne.  This  allowed  a
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nationwide recruitment net,  further increasing the generalisability of  results (Figure

25).

Figure 25: The location of all 76 Pharmacy Research Network study sites throughout NZ
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 5.2.2 INVESTIGATIONAL PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND

To mitigate the variance in recruitment rates between individual pharmacies and thus

avoid  the  need  for  redistribution  of  a  finite  investigational  product  supply,  a  1:1

randomisation schedule was chosen that generated 78 possible site codes, each having

30 codes to allocate, using a block size of four. For the nine sites that recruited the 30

allocated  participants  (Figure 27),  a further set  was provided  by the blinded study

biostatistician  and  couriered  within  sealed  opaque  envelopes  to  the  pharmacy.

Fortunately, there was large amount of investigational product stock available for the

study,  and redistribution was further avoided  through the initial  supply of  a small

amount of each allocation at site initiation, with further supplies being couriered on an

as needed basis.  

 5.2.3 PHARMACY RETENTION

Retention of individual sites posed difficulties, with high staff turnovers apparent in the

community pharmacy sector, many investigators leaving post, retiring, moving overseas

or to another pharmacy. Often these investigators would implement the trial in their

new site, and a new investigator would  require training to  maintain the study at the

previous pharmacy. One investigator relocated three times over the course of the study

but continued the trial in each new pharmacy under a new locality authorisation. In

order to maximise the availability of  study staff  for recruitment,  Medsafe approval

allowed for appropriately trained pharmacy technicians and retail staff to conduct all

study activities. For those pharmacies involved in the trial for longer periods there were

clear  signs  of  recruitment  fatigue  which  was  actively  managed  through  targeted

retraining  visits  by  me,  involvement  in  media  interviews  (section  6.2.2.5) and  the

introduction  of  study newsletters  listing  individual  pharmacy recruitment  rates  to

promote competitive edge. 
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 5.2.4 RECRUITMENT

Recruitment rates were relatively consistent over the three-year period, with an overall

rate of 1.1 participants per day from the first to last enrolment and a monthly high of 100

(Figure 26). This contrasts with the MRINZ general practice-based pilot study which re-

cruited 0.03 participants per day over its respective study period.38

Figure 26: Overall monthly recruitment for the study period.

At the individual pharmacy level, recruitment was fluid throughout the trial period.

New sites continued to be set up almost through to study completion with the 76th site

initiated in Gisborne on the 24th November 2017 and the final participant enrolled on

13th December 2017. Recruitment statistics by site varied tremendously (Figure 27; Table

3), with a range of zero to 62 and median number of participants recruited per site nine.
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Overall Number of recruits Number of pharmacy localities

0 11

1 to 9 32

10 to 19 16

20 to 29 8

30 + 9
Table 4: Distribution of study pharmacies recruiting within specified overall milestones.
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The median (mean) time to first recruitment from SCOTT pharmacy approval across

sites was 42 (67) days, ranging from six to 438. Many factors influenced this period,

such as unforeseen staffing issues requiring the rebooking of training slots or sudden

departure of the pharmacy PI and need to recruit a replacement.  The strongest influ-

ence was likely to be site confidence in conducting the initial participant visit. Once the

first participant had been successfully enrolled at a site the median (mean) number of

days until the second recruit was 7.5 (23) days, (range 0 to 245), suggesting the key step

in the study pharmacy development process was to encourage immediate engagement

through early enrolment post initiation.  

Of the 952 participants recruited overall, 120 (12.7%) were lost to follow-up of whom 91

(9.6%) were uncontactable, the rest either excluded for baseline ineligibility or with-

drawing due to adverse effects or worsening symptoms. This was encouraging in the

context of a recent systematic review which found a median (IQR) of 6% (2 to 14%) loss

to follow-up in 191 analysed trials, taken from the top five medical journals by impact

factor from 2005 through 2007.176 A highly conservative estimate of maximal loss to fol-

low-up was defined a priori within the sample size calculation for the Honevo trial at

10%, replicating the generally accepted upper limit of introducing a high risk of bias

and impacting the validity of  results.177 This was based on established assumptions

around participant attrition and aimed to account for the unknown recruitment mech-

anism, no benchmark for the quality of inclusion criteria assessment by the pharmacist

investigators, potential barriers to participant retention within an entirely remote data

collection capacity and no face to face follow-up. Importantly, the attrition rate and un-

derlying reasons were consistent between randomised study arms, meaning any bias

was likely to be equal between groups.  
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 5.2.5 THE HIGH PERFORMING NETWORK

There was a striking variation in the rates and volume of recruitment between pharma-

cies as shown in figure 31, highlighting the need to also consider the rate of individual

pharmacy recruitment when ranking performance. The first site initiated, A, illustrates

this well, having recruited the eighth highest number of participants overall, but ranked

25th over the time from each site’s first recruitment to the formal conclusion of  the

study. 

At a more granular level, it was apparent that interest in the concept of pharmacy-based

research varied tremendously between both owners and the staff delegated to conduct

the study. The most successful sites were of course those that had a drive from both,

and these quickly sparked the concept of a high performing network (HPN). The initial

definition of the HPN was total recruitment over the course of  the study, highly ad-

vantaging the PRN member sites that had been active longest and not considering rel-

ative rate of recruitment as illustrated in figure 28.  
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Other factors also presented as potential confounding influences. For the kānuka honey

study there was a statistically significant association between recruitment rate, season

and region (Tables 4-5). Comparing all regions to Wellington and winter as a baseline,

recruitment in Auckland, Tasman and Waikato was inferior and Manawatu-Wanganui,

Northland, Southland and Taranaki superior and there was no overall seasonal differ-

ence in recruitment nationally. Whilst this analysis was exploratory and not predefined,

it shows the value to a wide geographical recruitment net with quality in regional per-

formance variable dependent on season. 
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REGION ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR T VALUE PR > |T|
INTERCEPT 0.0500 0.0032 15.6300 <0.0001
AUCKLAND -0.0300 0.0052 -5.9000 <0.0001
BAY OF PLENTY 0.0100 0.0056 1.8700 0.0600
CANTERBURY -0.0100 0.0059 -1.6300 0.1000
HAWKE’S BAY -0.0100 0.0129 -1.1600 0.2500
MARLBOROUGH -0.0100 0.0094 -1.2500 0.2100
MANAWATU-WANGANUI 0.1000 0.0072 14.0900 <0.0001
NORTHLAND 0.0200 0.0066 3.1000 0.0020
OTAGO 0.0100 0.0099 1.1900 0.2300
SOUTHLAND 0.0900 0.0085 10.1500 <0.0001
TARANAKI 0.1300 0.0060 20.7900 <0.0001
TASMAN -0.0300 0.0107 -2.5300 0.0116
WAIKATO -0.0300 0.0107 -3.0200 0.0026
WELLINGTON 0.0000 - - -

Table 5: Variation in recruitment by region. Wellington is the reference for region.

SEASON ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR T VALUE PR > |T|

AUTUMN 0.0034 0.0041 0.8300 0.4059

SPRING -0.0058 0.0048 -1.2100 0.2280

SUMMER 0.0023 0.0051 0.4500 0.6503

WINTER 0.0000 - - -

Table 6: Variation in recruitment by season. Winter is the reference for season.
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 6 CHAPTER SIX - DISCUSSION

 6.1 THE RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL

 6.1.1 SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES

There  was  no  significant difference  between  5%  aciclovir  cream  and  90%  kānuka

honey/10% glycerine formulation for the topical management of HSL across any out-

come variable tested. All measures of time to complete healing, onset of wound stage,

healing from wound to return to normal skin, pain resolution, proportion of aborted

episodes,  maximal  pain and participant acceptability were similar between the two

treatment groups. The study was adequately powered to detect a one-day difference in

time to healing between treatments.  Importantly, the upper 95% confidence limit for

the primary outcome variable HR was within the pre-specified superiority boundary of

1.25. allowing confidence in excluding a significant difference of this magnitude.

 6.1.2 THE ADDITION OF REAL-WORLD EVIDENCE

This study represents one of the largest single clinical trials of HSL ever undertaken and

provides evidence for the use of medicinal kānuka honey as a viable alternative treat-

ment option to aciclovir for HSL.173 The large sample size randomised within the novel

research infrastructure provided adequate power, allowed recruitment of a representat-

ive,  national  cohort of  New Zealanders,  mitigating the jurisdiction bias usually en-

countered through the geographical limitations of traditional research models that re-

quire participants to attend specific, most often urban, clinical trials units.178 Capturing

the heterogeneity of  presentation and progression of HSL manifestation in the com-

munity setting is a strong benefit to this approach and ensured outcome data was rep-
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resentative of  usual  treatment access.  Furthermore,  the study avoided the need for

highly inefficient and costly pre-randomisation to ensure treatment was commenced

within the prodromal phase. 

The use of  the clear, written and photographic scale for HSL lesion assessment, de-

livered via smartphone removed the need for expensive and burdensome clinic visits

with participants able to self-report  standardised  outcomes within their usual  daily

routines. This also allowed for real time data collection to ensure maximal recall accur-

acy, monitoring and immediate follow-up by the study investigator minimising missing

data. This approach complements the traditional RCT approach essential to establish

efficacy, safety and regulatory data for novel therapeutics within a controlled and super-

vised, but artificial environment. However, prior methodologies have been  limited in

their ability to provide external validity and definite measures of drug performance in

highly diverse, real-world settings.179 Importantly, for manufacturers of  such classes of

over-the-counter treatments that do not command the budget for cost-prohibitive, tra-

ditional drug development processes36 the inaugural PRN study has demonstrated the

feasibility of conducting a large scale, comparative RCT utilising a cost and time effect-

ive, compliant community-based infrastructure able to provide robust outcome data.

The finding that a medical grade, 90% kānuka honey/10% glycerin formulation might

be considered as an acceptable therapeutic alternative to aciclovir is particularly valu-

able to more vulnerable, minority groups of HSL sufferers. It was anticipated that the

over-the-counter availability of an evidenced treatment such as Honevo would be of in-

terest to pregnant or breastfeeding women, given the lack of  conclusive evidence for

safe use of aciclovir and patients allergic or sensitive to it. Since the completion of the

study and publication of the results, I have fielded a number of calls in this regard from

PRN pharmacies.14 There may also prove to be a case for use in immunocompromised

individuals amongst whom a significant rising  rate of  aciclovir resistance has been
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shown, from 3.8% to 15.7% in a nine year period, thought to be due to the increasing vi-

ability of allogenic stem cell transplants.180 Importantly, the results have allowed phar-

macists to directly draw on robust evidence in the recommendation of a CAM, a class of

product which is too often purchased at a premium without evidence of efficacy.

 6.1.3 TIME COURSE OF EFFECTS

 6.1.3.1 PRE-WOUND STAGE

Our expectation was that the potent anti-viral activity of aciclovir would result in an in-

creased proportion of aborted episodes compared to kānuka honey, however this was

not the case  with the study showing no difference in the proportion of  episodes not

progressing beyond the vesicular stage to an open wound but returning to normal skin.

This suggests that the magnitude of anti-viral effects of kānuka honey may be similar to

aciclovir or alternatively that the clinical benefit of the antiviral effects of aciclovir may

be attenuated by the time a person presents with an established coldsore.

The HSV replication cycle, once triggered in the centrally located dorsal ganglion, mi-

grates to the skin epithelial surface where the process continues in conjunction with a

host inflammatory response and associated symptoms (Figure 3). By the point at which

an HSL sufferer is aware a recurrent episode has triggered, the infective cycle has often

become established, with a viral load sufficient to precipitate the wound-based stages.

Given the fast increase in viral load and the highly efficient acquired immune response

to this, targeted anti-viral therapy such as topical aciclovir may have limited efficacy on

increasing the rate of aborted lesions, as suggested in the literature.181 Likewise, whilst

the intended action of such antivirals might result in a reduction in viral replication and

thus load, once the inflammatory response has been triggered there will be limited ef-

ficacy in abrogating this. Consequently, any anti-viral activity that may be present in kā-
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nuka  honey,  as  suggested  by  various  preclinical  experiments  with  mānuka  honey

against influenza, varicella zoster and rubella viruses, would be subject to the same con-

straints of efficacy.159,161,162

 6.1.3.2 WOUND STAGE

Considering the known positive effects of honey on wound healing processes such as

angiogenesis, granulation, epithelialisation, reduction in oedema and debridement, our

expectation was that the wound-based stage of HSL would resolve faster in the group

randomised to the kānuka honey treatment compared to aciclovir.  This was not the

case, with no difference between the treatment groups demonstrated in the time from

ulcer development at stage four to return to normal skin at stage seven.19 It was con-

sidered whether variation in stage at enrolment influenced the time to healing between

treatment groups, however an interaction analysis showed no evidence of such an ef-

fect.

Reasons for this may be that once the host inflammatory response has been triggered,

the continued presence of HSV maintains this activation signal and cytopathic damage

continues. The positive effects of honey on healing are therefore potentially attenuated

until this replication phase is complete. Alternatively, any reduction in the length of the

HSV viral replication phase induced by aciclovir may lead to a beneficial effect in late

healing stages, similar to that observed with kānuka honey. 

 6.1.4 THE PRIMARY OUTCOME DEFINITION IN CONTEXT

The PRN is a highly generalisable clinical trial infrastructure with the capacity to recruit

and collect both objective and subjective data from heterogeneous participants reflect-

ive of  a broad population. Considering this unique capacity, the known aesthetic con-

sequences and associated psychological stigma felt by many HSL sufferers, it was more
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appropriate to report to participants a meaningful outcome of return to normal skin. 15

This was in contrast to the bulk of the published literature which tended to use a more

virologically defined end point of loss of crust, used as a proxy for the end of the viral

replication cycle, after which visual evidence of  the HSL and symptoms  can still  re-

main.46,54,182–185 A post-hoc analysis for time from randomisation to stage six was however

performed in order to provide some context which demonstrated a reduction in healing

time to this stage of median five days for both aciclovir and honey. Whilst this appears

in line with the most highly cited, previously reported data, 127 it should be noted that

the appropriate analysis for Kaplan-Meier derived time to event data is estimated medi-

ans, allowing for the accommodation of censored data and for the highly skewed nature

of such datasets. Many of the previous studies report mean values which cannot be ac-

curately compared to similar interventional study designs reporting medians. 

 6.1.4.1 A DEEPER REVIEW

A deeper review of the HSL interventional literature described in chapter two was un-

dertaken, filtering out non comparable end points such as clinic reviews for healing

stage over one day apart and studies recruiting non-equivalent participant groups to the

kānuka honey such as paediatric patients or the immunocompromised. Each remaining

study is summarised  below  for healing definition extrapolated to the pictorial stages

used in the kānuka trial, times to healing for the active treatment and placebo are con-

verted to days where required and  highlighted as to whether this time to event end

point was reported as a mean or median value (Table 6). Three studies have data points

for both times to stage six and stage seven, and one for stages five and six which are in-

cluded respectively.
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Study Stage Intervention Outcome Active 
(Days)

Placebo 
(Days)

Formica et al76 5 DSS Mean 3.5 4.9

Godfrey et al80 5 Zinc oxide Mean 5 6.5

Honarmand et al184 6 ACV Mean 3.4 4.3

Hull et al183 6 ACV Mean 5.7 6.5

Evans et al182 6 ME609 Median 5.4 6.8

Raborn et al186 6 PCV Median 4.6 5.4

Sacks et al54 6 Docosanol Median 4.08 4.8

Kaminster et al88 6 Tetracaine Mean 5.1 7.2

Shafran et al93 6 Undecylenic acid Mean 6.9 6.4

Spruance et al187 6 PCV Median 4.8 5.5

Habbema et al55 6 Docosanol Mean 4.7 8

Lawee et al95 6 Foscarnet Median 6.1 7

Shaw et al188 6 ACV Median 5 5

Van Vloten et al131 6 ACV Mean 5.7 8.3

Femiano et al45 6 ACV Mean 6 0

Femiano et al45 6 ACV Mean 4 0

Evans et al182 7 ME609 Median 9 10.1

Shaw et al188 7 ACV Median 9 10

Fiddian et al133 7 ACV Median 4 6

Fiddian et al133 7 ACV Median 6 8

Spruance et al135 7 ACV Mean 7.8 7.3

Boon et al44 Not stated PCV Median 7 8

Spruance etc al130 Not stated ACV Median 6 5.2

Table 7: Variability in healing definitions for comparable studies of HSL treatments. ACV = 

aciclovir; PCV penciclovir; DDS = dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate

The variation in reported time to healing is marked between studies. By far the most

commonly used definition is time to loss of crust (stage six), rationalised by represent-

ing the completion of the viral replication cycle and therefore the therapeutic window

in which an active therapy can potentially provide an effect. For this group, time to heal-
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ing for placebo ranges from 4.3 to 8.3 days with the afore mentioned caveat of variable

use of mean and median, which renders precise comparison difficult due to the pres-

ence of normal and non-normally distributed data. The extreme values of this range,

however, are both reported means and highly illustrative of the variability in study out-

comes for HSL. 

There is inconsistency in the healing times reported between studies conducted by the

same investigators over time. An early study of aciclovir versus vehicle control found no

statistical difference in time to loss of crust (stage six) between groups (7.2 and 7.3 days

respectively,135 yet two studies of the same active and comparator reported by members

of the same group 20 years later demonstrated marked differences in healing times to

the same end point (stage six) of 4.3 and 4.8 days for study one and 4.8 and 5.2 days for

study two, respectively.127 A point of difference appears to involve a shorter time to treat-

ment initiation in the latter study of mean 0.6 hours, with the first reporting 58% of

participants initiating therapy in the initial eight hours from onset and the remainder

within nine to 25 hours. In addition, the base composition of aciclovir cream was vari-

able between the first and latter studies, using polyethylene glycol and propylene glycol

respectively, which may contribute to the discrepancy through differences in effective

drug penetration through the skin barrier. Closer review of other similar studies yields

longer times to the same healing end point, with a study of penciclovir reporting  six

days for its active comparator aciclovir, in propylene glycol base (Zovirax)  with treat-

ment initiation defined as from onset of prodrome.45 For context within this thesis, the

large kānuka honey study presented reported a median of five days to loss of crust, or

stage six,  for the 5% aciclovir comparator,  Viraban,  which contains both propylene

glycol and poly-ethylene glycol (Figure 23).14

Another consideration in the interpretation of previous studies is the potential benefi-

cial effect of ‘placebo’ treatments comprising the vehicle base of the active intervention.

This issue was investigated in the relatively small  and minimally cited study  of  5%
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aciclovir in propylene glycol compared to placebo (propylene glycol vehicle) and no

treatment.188 This  trial  highlighted  that  both  the active and  placebo interventional

groups healed faster than no treatment at all with median time to complete healing

(stage seven)  of nine days for aciclovir, 10 days for placebo (propylene glycol vehicle)

and 13 days to complete healing for no treatment. This suggests that the regular applica-

tion of a topical substance comprising the vehicle control may enhance the healing pro-

cess. Recognition of  this property is the rationale for the Compeed® cold sore patch,

which comprises a hydrocolloid dressing and is widely used as an over-the-counter

treatment of  HSL.74 The potential for such ‘placebo’ topical  controls  to  affect wound

healing has  been established  in pre-clinical  studies with demonstrable influence on

specific  aspects of  physiological processes, such as DNA synthesis,  angiogenesis and

epithelial surface migration rates.189

The apparent superiority of  multi-floral  honey from the United Arab Emirates over

aciclovir in reducing HSL healing time, reported by Al-Waili et al was not confirmed in

the kānuka honey community pharmacy-based study and there are some clear explan-

atory  differences between the two.138 Firstly,  the small sample size  in this cross-over

study of eight participants receiving aciclovir and multi-floral honey rendered the study

vulnerable to type I error, the rejection of the null hypothesis when it is in fact true. 190

This possibility is supported by the magnitude of the reduction in mean healing time to

normal skin reported for honey (2.57 days) compared to aciclovir (5.85 days) which is

not consistent with the magnitude of effect reported for the wide range of pharmaceut-

ical and CAM treatments studied to date.136 Second, the study designs differ, with physi-

cian reported outcomes obtained in the Al-Waili study compared to patient reported in

the PRN trial. Another difference is that the composition of specific honeys is likely to

differ greatly, with the United Arab Emirates multi-floral honey potentially containing

more potent anti-viral, pro-wound healing immunostimulatory and/or anti-inflammat-

ory factors not present in kānuka honey, leading to the markedly different outcome in

terms of time to healing to the kānuka study presented. Further research is required to
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both understand specific differences in composition between the honeys through labor-

atory analysis,  and the conduct of  an adequately powered RCT testing both for the

treatment of HSL.

Such inconsistency in reported outcomes, likely influenced in part by design factors

such as lack of vehicle control, physician versus patient reported assessment, variable

use of healing definition and assumption of zero effect placebo creams highlight the

importance of adequately powered,  RCTs conducted in community,  real-world set-

tings. To date, the pharmacy-based study presented in this thesis is the sole clinical

trial in the literature to offer generalisable data as to how therapeutic agents, in this

case kānuka honey and aciclovir cream, perform in a more representative patient pop-

ulation, during their individual,  heterogenous daily routines.  The data reported for

topical kānuka honey in a 10% glycerin base can be interpreted as offering no greater

benefit in time to healing compared with aciclovir, and conversely no greater benefit is

seen for aciclovir compared to kānuka honey.  

 6.1.5 THE PARTICIPANTS VIEW

The participant feedback from the 761 acceptability scores reported a median 9 (out of

a maximum 10) for both aciclovir and honey, indicating that both topical treatments

represent a positive treatment experience for HSL sufferers. 

 6.1.6 STUDY LIMITATIONS

 6.1.6.1 DATA SEMANTICS

There are a number of statistical considerations relevant to the interpretation of the

data. The study was designed to determine if  either treatment was superior to the

other, and whilst tempting to interpret the results of the study to show equivalence, or
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non-inferiority of effectiveness between topical kānuka honey and 5% aciclovir this

was not the predefined analysis. Inclusion of a non-inferiority analysis in the a priori

statistical plan would have allowed a valid additional analysis through the predefinition

of a non-inferiority bound. A decision was made to not retrospectively undertake this

analysis  due to the inherent risk of hypothesis switching.  However, there is some ra-

tionale for considering non-inferiority between kānuka honey and aciclovir is likely. For

the primary endpoint, time to healing, the 95% CI for the difference between kānuka

honey and aciclovir was very narrow at 0.92 to 1.22. The upper 95% CI limit of 1.22 was

within the pre-specified superiority boundary of 1.25, allowing confidence in excluding

a significant difference of this magnitude.

 6.1.6.2 CHOICE OF CONTROL

The decision to use an active comparator was based on the  previously demonstrated

efficacy for aciclovir  and  other nucleoside analogue drugs  compared  to placebo  in

earlier studies.127,136,173 In addition, the 2017 FDA guidance pertaining to clinical trials of

recurrent HSL states ‘in addition to placebo-controlled trials, sponsors could also con-

sider superiority trials against an active control’.191 Certainly, the preferable study design

for the study of  kānuka honey discussed would have been a three way, vehicle con-

trolled randomised trial incorporating a glycerin topical as the control group. This sub-

sequently was highlighted in discussions with tier one pharmaceutical companies inter-

ested in the results of the trial with a view to licensing of the product. Whilst this limit-

ation was recognised from the outset, and notwithstanding the complexities in calcu-

lating an adequately powered three arm sample size for time to event analysis, the sheer

numbers required for this were not considered feasible or proportionate to the available

study budget. Encouragingly it is now clear that such a study would be a realistic under-

taking in the PRN, given the performance and scalability of the PRN demonstrated. 
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 6.1.6.3 BLINDING HONEY

Masking a honey-based treatment at a concentration of 90% is impossible due to the

physical characteristics such as viscosity, taste and smell  which are vastly different to

the white, scentless cream formulation of topical 5% aciclovir. Both participants and

consenting pharmacy-based investigators were therefore privy to allocation, whilst the

central MRINZ investigator remained blinded unless unmasking was required due to

AE or SAE assessment and reporting. This is a clear potential source of selection bias al-

though unavoidable. Interestingly, there is debate as to whether participants in clinical

trials alter self-reported data dependent on knowledge of the treatments they have re-

ceived, in oncology trials at least.192

 6.1.6.4 A RELIANCE ON SUBJECTIVE OUTCOMES

A study reliant on a self-reported  primary outcome is  subject to the limitations of

factors such as a social desirability bias, in which a participant might want to offer the

response to trial questions that they perceive the investigators are seeking.193 This can be

further compounded by decreasing response bias over time, as the participant settles in

to the trial  process  and becomes familiar with the study team.  However,  the large

sample size with the fully automated and impersonal nature of self  data entry likely

mitigates this. Whilst the pharmacy investigators are provided a detailed, pictorial sta-

ging chart and trained to assess baseline  HSL lesions, this is not equivalent to other

studies that incorporate a specific dermatologist assessment and thus may be a source

of variability. In addition, there was no objective visual corroboration of the participant

reported return to normal skin,  adding further potential for variance in primary out-

come. Mitigation of these two limitations is currently being tested within a subsequent

PRN study that incorporates clinical photography for remote, blinded assessment by an

academic dermatologist in addition to the pharmacy investigators with a view to intra-

class correlation analysis. 
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 6.2 THE PHARMACY RESEARCH NETWORK

The successful completion of a RCT within a network of 76 pharmacies demonstrated

the feasibility of the approach and has created a facility to produce high quality evid-

ence for therapies used outside of traditional clinical trial infrastructure. 

 6.2.1 THE NEED FOR A PHARMACY RESEARCH NETWORK

The modern paradigm of the RCT is still recent with the first reported study enacted by

the United Kingdom’s Medical Research Council in 1943 for use of streptomycin for pul-

monary tuberculosis.194 A number of interesting historical approaches paved the way to

this contemporary standard, dating back as far as the biblical reign of King Nebuchad-

nezzar who compared the impact of two diets, meat and wine versus vegetables and wa-

ter, finding that the latter group were in better health after 10 days. Two millennia later

the  famed  physician  James  Lind  assigned  various  dietary  treatment approaches  to

scurvy patients in a rudimentary, parallel arm study in which he found the group alloc-

ated a citrus component returned to full health.195 Today, necessary and stringent regu-

latory requirements have resulted in a high quality and effective clinical trials industry

allowing  evidence-based  healthcare systems to flourish and provide ever increasing

standards of care. Models of clinical research thus naturally evolved into well-funded

major units, often based within, or close to hospital premises resulting in a resourced

but relatively high cost and geographically limited capacity to conduct formal random-

ised controlled trials. Globalisation of clinical research programmes has increased with

a new standard of multi-centre, international studies often expected and a requirement

to be conducted in line with harmonised regulatory processes and methodologies. This

process is, as previously discussed in chapter one, extraordinarily expensive and con-

sequently reserved for pharmaceutical companies who focus investment on potentially

high value drug development with a view to licensed, prescription products or over-the-

counter therapies suited to a global market, highly likely to offer return on the signific-
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ant capital required to develop them. Topical treatments for HSL are a good example of

this, with a number of major, high cost studies conducted in the traditional clinical tri-

als unit setting the claims from which underpin a substantial global market value for

products such as Abreva (docanosol) and Zovirax (aciclovir).54,127 However, these are the

exception to the rule, which sees the vast majority of accessible, over-the-counter treat-

ments marketed to patients unable to provide robust efficacy claims due, in part, to lim-

ited or no access to the appropriate research infrastructure necessary to achieve this.

Developing an evidence base for CAM therapies therefore represents a challenge for a

number of reasons. 

 6.2.1.1 COST

Recent analysis attempts to quantify the average costs for clinical trials have estimated a

randomised trial incorporating active or placebo comparators  costs a median of $35.1

million  USD.196 The  paucity  of  clinical  evidence  directly  funded  by  smaller

pharmaceutical and CAM manufacturing companies is therefore unsurprising. Clinical

research organisations around the world  with the expertise to conduct informative

clinical trials consequently focus on high value study contracts, needing to develop and

maintain the operational capacity to meet standards required for regulatory submission

of data to bodies such as the FDA and European Medicines Agency (EMA). Many CAM

products  are produced  by small,  independent manufacturers  that  do not have the

financial  means  to  fund  such  research  and  development  programmes,  although

investment opportunities are on the rise for such companies recognising the potential

for ‘out-licensing’  or on-sale of  their products.  However,  comprehensive clinical  and

marketing  data  is  usually  required  and  costly  attendance  at  relevant  business

partnering forums essential to gain an audience with prospective investors and high tier

pharmaceutical  company  representatives.  This  has  resulted  in  small  organisations

seeking  out clinical  trial  capacity to provide pre-pivotal  study data as the basis  of

negotiations, an area where a capacity such as the PRN is proving attractive.  
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 6.2.1.2 REGULATORY BARRIERS

Production standards for CAM products vary  in New Zealand  with some produced

under  food  and  safety  certification  in  line  with  the  1985  Dietary  Supplements

Regulations,197 some under cosmetic GMP and fewer yet under pharmaceutical GMP,

the  latter  usually  by  manufacturers  of  both  prescription  medicines  and  consumer

brands.  Consequently,  medicinal  or  therapeutic  claims  are  not  permitted  for  the

majority of CAM products in NZ, even if they have undergone a suitable clinical trials

process. Clinical trial applications to the New Zealand regulatory committee, SCOTT,

for products such as Honevo that do not meet the pharmaceutical GMP standard, but

are demonstrably produced in line with equivalent guidelines, have been approved on a

case  by  case  basis,  the  data  from  which  has  allowed  discussions  for  registration

pathways to international markets and a degree of confidence around efficacy. 

As the number of enquiries pertaining to clinical research of CAM products continues

to rise, the lack of a formal process to assess appropriate therapeutic claims for them in

New Zealand requires urgent resolution.  In the absence of this, opportunities to gain

robust evidence to inform the many consumers that purchase these products continue

to be lost, due to the high and prolonged expense of RCTs. Despite a legislation prohib-

iting manufacturers from making therapeutic claims, the reality of consumer use is of-

ten with a view to a specific therapeutic effect, despite what is stated on the label. Fur-

thermore, inadequate enforcement of the current regulations is an issue, as illustrated

by high profile cases of the promotion and sale of unevidenced and clinically dangerous

‘cures’  in NZ.  One recent example containing sodium chlorite which has been pro-

moted as a cure for many ailments, including COVID19 infection.198 In Australia the

Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) have a pathway for assessment complement-

ary therapies, under which the products are specifically assessed for safety, quality and

efficacy, a sensible approach that should be considered in the New Zealand context.199
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 6.2.1.3 ACADEMIC CAPACITY AND COLLABORATION

In  addition to the financial,  regulatory and  commercial  barriers  there  is a relative

scarcity in academic interest and capacity to research CAM therapies. This  situation

persists despite the formation of dedicated agencies such as the United States National

Centre for Complementary and Alternative Medicine in 1998, the Australian National

Institute  for  Complementary  Therapies  in  2007  and  the  British  Foundation  of

Integrative Medicine in 1997. Reasons for this are complex and multi-faceted but can

perhaps be distilled to two primary barriers: funding and cultural. 

Research funding is a contentious issue, hugely variable between countries and highly

dependent  on  the  incumbent  priorities  of  government  and  peer  review.  Funding

systems prioritise conditions that are associated with high morbidity and mortality and

impact  on  wider  healthcare  infrastructure.  Consequently,  a focus  on  therapeutic

potential of products such as CAMs to relieve non-life-threatening symptoms tends to

be under resourced, with a cascade effect on educational opportunities, career pathways

and development of  field expertise. Many sources of support are thus outside of  the

traditional  competitive  funding  rounds  of  national  research  programmes,  usually

through direct funding from manufacturing companies, as per the kānuka honey HSL

study, many of whom must balance the risk of negative results and benefits of positive

outcomes from a commercial perspective. 

A  robust  clinical  trials  process  is  highly  dependent  on  a  multidisciplinary  team

encompassing regulatory, ethical, statistical, methodological, pre-clinical and clinical

expertise relevant to the area of interest. There exists a clear cultural barrier between

‘mainstream’ clinicians, most often medically qualified physicians, and practitioners of

more  traditional  therapeutic  approaches,  exacerbating  the  polar  debate  and  non-

holistic parallel approach to many patients management.200 Formal assessments have
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shown that clinicians are highly aware of CAM therapy use amongst their patients and

have an interest in formal training the field, however current inclusion into university

and medical school curricula is minimal if at all, although on the rise.201 Ideally research

priorities and subsequent funding allocations should encompass both the acute and

long  term  clinical  needs of  a  population  whilst  considering patterns  of  self-

management in order to constantly enhance the scientific evidence base and maximise

overall health care delivery. It is hoped that formalising a research infrastructure such

as the PRN will support this aim. 

Despite the widespread and increasing use of CAM therapies, the actual prevalence of

clinical research for them is near impossible to quantify, firstly complicated by the lack

of a universal definition as to what constitutes a CAM and in part due to such research

taking place in a wide range of countries and reported in a multitude of languages. A

2014 review of  all  historical randomised trials into CAM therapies from Korea alone

yielded 360 studies but also found systematic omission from formal  internationally

recognised meta-analyses, leading to a high probability of bias, particularly considering

that the preponderance of  CAM therapies originate from non-Western, non-English

speaking countries.202 In this review poor study quality was often highlighted, in terms

of non-adherence to the essential components of RCT reporting, detailed in standards

such as CONSORT.203 

Even if this array of barriers was overcome, the issue of research infrastructure capacity

and appropriate methodological  approaches remain. Traditional models and clinical

interfaces are not suited to the effective recruitment of a representative population in

which to assess the generalisable efficacy of CAM therapies, as evidenced in our group’s

pilot  study of  Honevo for cold  sores  in  general  practice.38 This  is  fundamental  to

understanding the evidence for potential use with, not instead of, mainstream clinical

treatments, a conundrum ongoing since the dawn of evidence-based medicine. And so,
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the concept for a community pharmacy-based approach to the  RCT was developed,

leveraging  the  experience  and  capabilities  of  an  internationally  recognised  clinical

research institution with a track record of generating mainstream, level one evidence

and the unique structure, accessibility and collegiality of the New Zealand healthcare

system.

 6.2.2 DEVELOPING THE PHARMACY RESEARCH NETWORK

Development of the PRN began early 2015 in preparation for regulatory approvals and

trial  initiation.  There  were  a  multitude  of  pre-defined  considerations  requiring  a

paradigm shift in traditional  trial  design,  such as approaches to informed  consent,

recruitment strategy,  case report  form delivery and  outcome reporting.  It  was also

recognised that there would be many unknowns, requiring the project to have broad

oversight and hands on supervision from the coordinating centre at the MRINZ facility

located within Wellington Regional Hospital, NZ. 
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 6.2.2.1 THE PHARMACY LOCALITY

 6.2.2.1.1 PHARMACY RECRUITMENT AND REIMBURSEMENT

The first stages of development involved canvassing pharmacies for interest in research

and  establishing  appropriate  financial  reimbursement  for  involvement  on  a  per

recruitment basis. Interest was high from pharmacies that were successfully contacted,

although often difficult to get to that point of engagement due to the sheer volume of

marketing and sales requests each facility receives. Interestingly, once the study was

established with recruitment momentum and parallel  media exposure this issue of

engagement eased with pharmacies actively seeking out the study team and applying to

join the network of sites. 

It was realised that an essential component of successful pharmacist engagement and

retention was adequate and early consideration of the underlying community pharmacy

business model. Whilst pharmacy investigators were not salaried research staff, their

time and expertise required appropriate reimbursement and a small group of pharmacy

owners was canvassed by the study Sponsor Honeylab prior to commencement. The

general feedback was that $40 NZD per participant recruited was adequate to cover lost

profit  from  a  missed  sale  of  HSL  treatment  and  staff  time  spent  conducting  the

enrolment study visit.  In  subsequent PRN studies this was realised  to be a drastic

underestimate  when  the  resourcing  requirements  for  set  up,  site-initiation,  GCP

training, monitoring and study close out were fully understood.
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 6.2.2.1.2 THE PHARMACY ENVIRONMENT

Gaining  an  in-depth  knowledge  and  experience  of  the  community  pharmacy

environment  was  essential  to  ensure  research  sites  met  privacy,  security  and

investigational  product  storage  requirements.  A clear  benefit  in  terms  of  seeking

approval from Medsafe and SCOTT was the ability for all pharmacies to demonstrate

an appropriate environment for the receipt,  handling and dispensing of  medicines.

Interestingly, the presence of  an appropriate consultation room in which to conduct

confidential study visits was variable with a number of study pharmacies using a private

office and  some unable  to meet  the requirements  at  all.  The  mapping  of  suitable

pharmacy localities actioned during the kānuka honey study has proven essential to the

planning of subsequent PRN trial designs that are incorporating clinical photography

capacity potentially involving intimate areas of skin.  

 6.2.2.1.3 PHARMACY LOCATION

Initially the location of study sites was considered to be ideal if situated within a high

foot traffic area, such as a mall or central business district and major cities were thus

initially targeted for pharmacy recruitment. Generally, the opposite was true, with the

highest performing sites located outside of  the three largest New Zealand cities of

Wellington, Auckland and Christchurch. In addition, the initial pharmacy recruitment

strategy  involved  the  targeting  of  multi-pharmacy groups  such  as  the  Countdown

supermarket chain, Green Cross (Unichem and Life pharmacy store brands) and other

private  conglomerates  overseeing  a  number  of  corporate  and  franchised  stores.

Although partially  successful,  the highest performing  stores  tended  to be privately

owned, with the owner heavily involved in the clinical aspects of operations and the

HSL trial itself.  As reported in the exploratory analysis of recruitment rate by region

and  season in  chapter five,  there appear to  be a  number of  influencing  variables,
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including location by season, that need to be considered when selecting pharmacy sites

for specific study designs. 

 6.2.2.2 REGULATORY APPROVALS AND REGISTRATIONS

 6.2.2.2.1 ETHICS

The administrative burden of clinical trials is high, particularly combined with the tra-

ditional paper-based requirements for data collection and study documentation. It was

correctly anticipated that in a community-based, multitude of satellite research localit-

ies this would be  significantly  exacerbated. The traditional consent process incorpor-

ates an extensive PISCF, as demonstrated by a recent programme exploring a potential

biomarker of asthma, periostin, comprising a number of clinical trial unit based, tradi-

tional studies. Each of these randomised trials were approved to use a lengthy PIS with

word counts of  2254,  2556,  2477,  2728 and 2519  respectively and initial  study visits

scheduled for around one hour.204–208 Given the time constraints on both pharmacy staff

and potential participants, a consolidated version was developed (Appendix 6) contain-

ing  1296  words.  This was subsequently approved after extensive deliberation at the

HDEC  which recognised both the lower risk nature of the study and the unique de-

mands of the research environment.  

 6.2.2.2.2 STANDING COMMITTEE ON THERAPEUTIC TRIALS 

As Honevo contains honey, a foodstuff that is routinely consumed, specific approval

from SCOTT was required, being considered a new medicine under Part 11, Section 2.4

of the Medsafe guideline on the regulation of therapeutic products in New Zealand.37 It

is now realised that the SCOTT approvals for the HSL and prior Honevo pilot studies set

an interesting  precedent for low-risk,  over-the-counter products.  Section 5.3  of  the

guideline on the regulation of therapeutic products in New Zealand sets an expectation
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for all investigational products to be manufactured in accordance with applicable GMP

standards, which, in the case of SCOTT approved investigational products are classified

as medicines as per the 1981  medicines act.37 The pharmaceutical  GMP certification

required for a medicine is expensive, difficult to achieve and rare in over-the-counter

product manufacturers, for whom the requirement does not apply from a commercial

perspective, often already permitted to sell their product in settings such as community

pharmacy. Honevo is produced in a ‘nutraceutical’ environment under GMP as assessed

and certified by the CTFA of New Zealand (Appendix 2) and therefore distinct from a

Medsafe  approved  drug,  defined  under  the  code  of  GMP  for  manufacture  and

distribution  of  therapeutic  goods.  Strictly,  this  precludes  Honevo  and  many  other

highly utilised  over-the-counter and alternative medicine products produced under

similar certified standards from engaging in the New Zealand clinical trials process,

severely impacting the evolution of a much needed, high quality evidence base. Indeed,

subsequent applications to SCOTT for investigational products to be tested within the

PRN have been scrutinised  for lacking  pharmaceutical  GMP certification.  This  has

required extensive rebuttal and provision of detailed documentation to the committee

around the production standard operating procedures. To date all have been approved

by SCOTT with special  dispensation from Medsafe,  but with the condition that no

medicinal claims can be made. This highlights significant barriers to promoting the

evidenced use of  CAM therapies and risk of  losing potential research investment to

New  Zealand  from  manufacturers  who,  if  wanting  to  make  medicinal  claims  for

products,  must seek  an isolated  small  batch manufacture from one of  16  Medsafe

approved  sites,  many of  which do not  have  the production capacity  for  a  specific

formulation or charge  a  prohibitive  premium.  This  is  despite  all  products  seeking

approval for assessment in a PRN study being produced to a standard in line with an

equivalent GMP deemed appropriate for commercialisation  and already widely used

over-the-counter for various ailments. The PRN infrastructure has highlighted the issue

and created the opportunity to engage directly with Medsafe to address it.
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To further complicate matters, Honevo was subsequently argued to be a medical device

under current  New Zealand legislation  based  on  the acceptance of a  non-specific,

physicochemical  therapeutic  mode  of  action.  In  turn,  this  has  promoted  the

exploration  of  conducting  systemic  or  topical  clinical  research  on  similar  ‘devices’

without SCOTT review, potentially risking an undermining of the regulatory process for

clinical  trials  that  fundamentally  exist  to  keep  participants  and  future  consumers

informed  and  safe.  This  adds  further  urgency to the review of  regulations  around

approval of clinical trials for CAM products to allow this research to be conducted in

New Zealand within a robust and transparent system that maintains an emphasis on

appropriate quality standards relative to the risk of the product under scrutiny. With

the  evolving  demand  for  evidenced,  non-prescription  therapeutics  growing

internationally,  New Zealand also risks  losing  the opportunity to attract associated

funding pipelines.  

 6.2.2.2.3 MĀORI RESEARCH REVIEW

A further requirement for appropriate registration of the kānuka honey HSL trial  was

obtaining a review of the research proposal from a Māori perspective, a crucial stage in

all  clinical  trial  development  in  NZ.  For  a  typical  single  centre  RCT,  the  local

Wellington  Hospital  Research  Advisory  Group  Māori  (RAG-M)  offer  a  facility  for

protocol  and  associated  study  documentation  review,  providing  recommendations

around  cultural  issues  that  arise.  For  the  Honevo  study  in  HSL  two specific

considerations were clear around the head being considered tapu (sacred)  with the

requirement for the investigational product to be delivered to it and the use of kānuka

derived honey, a traditional medicine forming part of  Rongoā Māori.  At the time of

application RAG-M refused review given the volume of intended clinical trial sites in

community pharmacies throughout NZ, recommending that locality approval would be

required  from  equivalent  bodies  within  each  Iwi  jurisdiction  involved.  This  was
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logistically unfeasible, compounded by a paucity of such bodies that were actually able

to provide review and so the HDEC application proceeded with individual review from

a Māori researcher and General Practitioner, Dr Matire Harwood (Ngāpuhi). This was

rejected  by  the  Māori  ethics  committee  representative  who  requested  a  central

organisation as a contact point for Māori support. This was not a capacity that existed

within  New  Zealand at  that  time  and  led  to  significant  delay  in  study  approval.

Fortunately, a charitable health organisation, Tui Ora agreed to act in this capacity on a

case by case basis, however, none of the 952 recruited participants accessed this service,

including the 13.5% of participants that self-identified as Māori. 

 6.2.2.2.4 REGULATORY REPORTING

An unforeseen barrier to study administration were the logistics of  registering  and

obtaining authorisation for individual investigators and sites to commence the trial.

The online systems used in New Zealand are functional but not optimal for conduct of a

clinical study incorporating 76 localities, all of which required specific authorisation by

the  regulator.  Medsafe  have  confirmed  that  the  number  of  participating  sites  was

greater than in any previous clinical trial in NZ. In addition, the Principal Investigator

(PI) at each study site was required to register online  and seek  approval  within the

system prior to being initiated as a recruiting centre. Interestingly, the usual profile of a

PI representing a study locality in human clinical trials is a practicing medical Doctor,

but key to the success of the PRN model was the ability for a pharmacist to assume this

role. Fortunately, Medsafe were satisfied with the presence of multiple Pharmacist PIs,

given the entire trials process was overseen by a medical  doctor (myself) based at the

MRINZ, an approach which has been successfully replicated in the Australian Pharmacy

Research Network. 

The regulatory reporting requirements proved complex due to the size and number of

study  sites  involved.  The  biannual  and  annual  reports  for  SCOTT  and  HDEC
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respectively require levels of  detail  for per site recruitment encompassing the total

number of  participants enrolled,  loss to follow-ups,  number of  withdrawals due to

adverse events, safety data and all deviations and violation in a tabular form, a process

which  became challenging  for  76  sites  recruiting  up  to  100  participants  a  month

combined. 

 6.2.2.3 REPRESENTATIVE PARTICIPATION

Under-representation of  ethnic minority patient groups in clinical research is a long

established issue.209 In this study 13.5% Māori  were  recruited to the kānuka study of

HSL (Table 1) close to the 2018 census complied shortly after study completion which

reported 18.5% of New Zealanders identified as being of Māori ethnicity, across all ages.

This is an important finding in the consideration of optimal approaches to reducing

inequities  in  research  participation with  an  overarching  aim  of  representative

participant groups for all studies conducted within NZ. Reasons for this are unclear but

may be due to the increased geographic recruitment scope of the PRN infrastructure in

contrast  to  the highly localised,  traditional  clinical  trials  units  across  the  country.

Furthermore, the community pharmacy represents a familiar and trusted interface that,

for most, is accessed more frequently than general practice or hospital settings and also

offers  a  more  convenient,  walk  in, opportunity  for  participation  in  research.  The

relatively high use of  social  media also likely influenced representative recruitment

though both increased  outreach  and the unique ability to hold  conversations with

potentially eligible participants using a ‘safe’, semi-anonymous line of communication

with opportunities to confer directly with family and friends in a non-time pressured

setting. 
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 6.2.2.4 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

The overall cost per participant for the study was a fraction of  an equivalent within a

traditional study construct. As the study was established in part to assess the efficacy of

medicinal honey and in part to test the feasibility of a PRN these study costings are not

precisely indicative of the established model, which has since added significant value in

reducing human error and increasing data precision through use of custom developed,

highly efficient digital capabilities. The inaugural trial has been highly informative for

subsequent budgeting templates for the next generation of PRN trials, which are able to

be conducted at considerably lower rates per participant than centre-based studies. 

 6.2.2.4.1 SITE TRAINING

There was significant time and financial investment in the set-up phase of the study. As

the lead MRINZ investigator, the burden in terms of travel was 124 separate domestic

flights over the active study period to initiate sites, train/retrain staff and conduct study

close out visits.  Personal attendance to each of the 76 sites for an initiation visit  was

critical to the PRN development success in order to ensure the suitability of facilities,

deliver study materials, investigational product  and most importantly forge a profes-

sional relationship with the pharmacy team through the training. The locality PI  was

able to train and authorise sub-investigators however, the ‘train the trainer’ model has

since been removed for subsequent studies in order to demonstrate a more robust pro-

cess for regulatory submissions. Commonly, a group of pharmacy staff were trained in

staggered groups to allow full staffing of the dispensary and maintain usual business

activities. On central investigator attendance, a general review of the pharmacy infra-

structure was undertaken to ensure an area was available to provide adequate privacy

for consultation and  that investigational product storage facilities were sufficient and

accessible. Training was delivered to all available  pharmacy investigators face to face,

recapping the general study design and outcomes, the need to apply GCP during all
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study related activities and maintain sufficient documentation on site. A full enrolment

role play was then undertaken, allowing time at each stage to discuss the clinical ra-

tionale and highlight any potential or indeed previously encountered pitfalls. On com-

pletion of the initiation visit, the training and delegation log was signed, investigational

product reconciled and logged and approved advertising placed in the HSL product

areas. All site master file documentation was paper-based and stored within a dedicated

folder that was kept in a secure pharmacy location. The pharmacy was  then deemed

active and authorised to begin recruitment. 

 6.2.2.4.2 PARTICIPANT MANAGEMENT 

Ongoing trial management was solely undertaken by me until a critical point, around

300 recruits, when up to 40 concurrent participants were submitting data to the online

system. At this point a research assistant was employed, to assist with the daily monit-

oring of  participant responses,  investigational product stock management, mainten-

ance of study documentation within the hybrid digital and paper structure, data entry

for returned paper study diaries and reimbursement of participants on study comple-

tion  via posted  cheque.  Each participant’s  progress  through the study was tracked

within an excel spread sheet, listing the data points required each day and allowing the

monitoring of missing data from the Wufoo digital database and immediate follow-up.

This was the primary benefit of digital participant reported outcome measures via the

smart phone system, promoting highly accurate and chronologically relevant data. The

system also ensured that both the overall loss to follow-up rate was minimised and non-

continuance for reasons of adverse events or technological failure were established and

rectified immediately. 

 6.2.2.4.3 GENERAL STUDY ADMINISTRATION

The hybrid paper/digital approach to the trial was novel to the MRINZ and developed

to meet the relatively unique needs of the PRN. Traditional study conduct to that point
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in time had been entirely paper-based, in line with the contemporary industry standard

and centred around a hard copy folder per participant with a large, complex trial master

file located in a secure location within the MRINZ and any external collaborating clin-

ical trials units nationally or around the world. The challenge in maintaining such doc-

umentation according to the principles of ICH GCP, across such a large number of ex-

ternal study sites was significant and a number of  strategies evolved for the kānuka

trial. These included use of pre-collated participant packs provided in batches of 20 to

each pharmacy,  approaches to prevent unnecessary use of  screening documentation

through the generic statement read out to all potential participants and conduct of all

subsequent study visit points through a remote data collection mechanism. 

These small, but cumulative efficiencies were critical to the successful conduct of  the

PRN setting, however were not without consequences such as precluding the collection

of proportionate data related to screen fails and a very large courier focused undertak-

ing to replace updated protocol versions and study packs for the bee allergy exclusion

amendment.  In this regard study close out  required specific consideration, with the

need for in person visits to each locality to scan source documentation onto a secure,

digital memory stick along with all generic study documentation contained within the

master site file. This was left on site to meet the GCP requirement for investigator reten-

tion and access to source data over the subsequent required period of 15 years. This was

a relatively costly endeavour given the number and spread of pharmacies throughout

NZ however further supported a move to the entirely digital PRN platform, allowing an

entirely paperless and mostly remote approach to all of these aspects.
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 6.2.2.5 MAINSTREAM MEDIA

The media was well utilised as a tool to promote recruitment of participants and phar-

macies and introduce the concept for clinical trials methodology (Figure 29).210–215
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Dr Shaun Holt, founder of Honeylab gave a 2016 TEDx talk in Wellington that gave fur-

ther coverage to the ongoing study.216 In order to enhance the validity of the PRN within

the community pharmacy sector and attract new sites, a series of articles was run in

the New Zealand Pharmacy Today magazine. 

A similar approach was adopted to disseminate the results through the media, import-

ant for coverage of the PRN and to promote the capacity for high quality evidence to

be collected for commonly used over-the-counter products.217–222 Some international

reporting also resulted with a British newspaper, the Daily Mail, and the United King-

dom National Health Service ‘Choices’ service publishing on the study results.223,224

 6.2.2.6 SOCIAL MEDIA

Use of social media, in particular Facebook, was critical to the successful recruitment of

the kānuka honey study.  A relatively  unused  strategy  for the MRINZ,  there was a

significant input into wider Institutional promotion to provide a base validity for study

advertising using the platform. A major drive to increase the number of MRINZ page

‘likes’  was undertaken in parallel  with regionally based adverts that listed the local

study pharmacies able to recruit into the kānuka honey trial. At peak recruitment this

strategy generated many hundreds of leads per week from direct messages,  referrals,

shares and  post comments,  allowing potentially eligible participants to be informed

and ready to present to their local study pharmacy for a subsequent HSL episode. This

also  provided  valuable  insights  into  potential future  regions  for  new  pharmacy

localities. On study commencement in 2015 the MRINZ Facebook page was followed by

around 60 individuals, many of  which represented employees and close contacts,  in

2017 this had increased to 5,200 and currently in 2020 sits at over 7,800.  The process

that evolved for the PRN HSL study formed the basis of many other MRINZ studies and

is now a highly effective standard recruitment mechanism and dissemination of results
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and  publications,  staffed  by  a  dedicated  resource  including  an  in-house  medical

illustrator to further enhance visual content (Figure 30).

Figure 30: A medical illustration used to disseminate the kānuka HSL study results. Reproduced with

permission, credit to Cilein Kearns - Artibiotics

 6.3 TOWARDS AN ESTABLISHED MODEL FOR COMMUNITY PHARMACY

RESEARCH

As the Honevo trial progressed the potential was realised for a formal, embedded trials

network in community pharmacy that could stack multiple randomised trials and act

as a data collection conduit for qualitative research, device piloting and quality and

improvement. The initial randomised trial of kānuka honey with a sample size of 952

and 76 study sites proved an excellent opportunity to both develop and demonstrate
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the robust capability of the PRN, from protocol to publication and highlight post-

study marketing opportunities for potential study sponsors.

The data from the first PRN RCT presented in this thesis indicated that the most pro-

ductive pharmacies appear to be based outside of  the major urban centres, in more

rural areas with a strong sense of local community engagement.  For the next three ran-

domised PRN trials in eczema, HSL and acne, all but one of the recruiting pharmacy

localities are outside of  the three most populous cities in NZ. Further assessment of

similar regional performance patterns within these next studies will  be insightful to

gauge if there is varied prevalence of specific diseases and consequent implications for

targeted recruitment. This is important, as for a condition such as HSL, prevalence in a

large city such as Auckland (population 1.6 million) is likely to be at least equal if not

considerably higher than a more rural setting such as Waitara (population 7000) and

would present an obvious choice in focusing recruitment. However a Waitara pharmacy

was the top rural performer, second highest recruiter overall and recorded the highest

recruitment rate between first participant and study closure at 0.18 participants per day

(Figure 28). This highlights the importance of  community engagement, with specific

feedback around the apparent lack of interest and time paucity of potentially eligible

HSL sufferers declining the study in Auckland in particular. Furthermore the indicative

variance in recruitment by season and location, described in chapter five, may prove in-

formative in targeting specific pharmacies when required study sample sizes are small

and expected to complete over one or two seasonal periods.

As the PRN transitioned into the next generation of studies, the HPN assisted greatly

in defining a formal operating procedure for the network and novel areas of develop-

ment to support educational and professional development in the sector. For each fu-

ture study, a HPN PI is listed as a senior study team member in order to assist in de-

veloping the optimal approach to study design, ensure appropriate pharmacy reim-
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bursement and to act as a named co-author for the publication output. Also support-

ing this steering committee approach, is the ongoing support and engagement of the

Pharmacy Guild of New Zealand who provide invaluable introductions to innovative

and engaged pharmacy business owners to further expand PRN membership. Ring fen-

cing opportunities for non HPN pharmacies to join the PRN ensures an element of

competition for study selection, casts a net for undiscovered research talent and most

importantly increases access to research for the wider community. 

 6.3.1 EMBEDDING A RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY WITHIN COMMUNITY PHARMACY

The sample size for the Honevo study mandated a large number of pharmacies were

initiated as study sites across New Zealand and subsequent insights into the various

traits that appeared to influence research success have been critical to establishing the

model. As an industry subject to the pressures of business management and profitabil-

ity, certain criteria needed to be met in order to create a viable process for trial recruit-

ment and develop an overarching priority to continue to engage in research. Central to

this were considerations of data collection logistics, efficiencies in use of digital sys-

tems, time management, finance and investment in longer term skill sets to support a

PRN pipeline.  

 6.3.1.1 TRAINING, EFFICIENCY AND THE PAPER PARADIGM

Adopting a successful community-based approach to the randomised trial must begin

with a pragmatic assessment of logistics and efficiency. Previous trial constructs in busy

front line clinical settings such as general practice have failed due, in part, to a lack of

consideration of basic strategies to counter the paucity of time available for opportun-

istic consent, governance considerations and investigator attrition.225 Listening to both

the frustrations, commendations and recommendations of the community study team

was critical in addressing these and ensuring the establishment of a longer term PRN
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strategy. During the kānuka honey study the process for research site set up and regis-

tration was based on the traditional research initiation paradigm  used by dedicated

clinical trial units. This generated a wealth of feedback which has formed the basis of

the next PRN methodological iteration.

Pre-trial initiation requirements involve the collation of an appropriate CV, current

annual practicing certificate (APC) for site PIs, contract review, signing and counter-

signing by the central institution and Sponsor representative, protocol acceptance and

demonstration of GCP training. Perhaps the most widely problematic for the PRN was

the ambiguous process  for each PI  in signing digital  authorisations for  HDEC and

SCOTT locality approval; more than one pharmacy investigator reported this as a deal

breaker for participation, requiring this to be undertaken face to face at the start of the

site visit. This highlighted the fundamental importance of logistical efficiency and re-

tention at the investigator level, not just that of the participant, and that an accumula-

tion of inconveniences presents significant risk to the conduct of non-traditional em-

bedded clinical research. Most pharmacy PIs responded positively to an acknowledge-

ment of limitations and iterative approach to overcoming them. Investigator sign on,

for example, was immediately consolidated into a pictorial, stepped guide and specific

feedback provided to the Ministry of Health responsible for the online system.

For the kānuka honey study presented, the vast majority of the administrative, non-

participant facing process, bar the electronic signature authorisations from HDEC and

SCOTT, was entirely paper-based, requiring couriering or in person exchanges of doc-

uments followed by complex filing systems and duplication between the Master and

individual site study folders. A formidable knock on effect of this inefficient standard

was made apparent when the DSMB required the addition of a specific exclusion cri-

teria for those with bee allergies. This substantive amendment was quickly approved

by the HDEC committee, allowing the newly versioned protocol to be implemented
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and actioned for the study, however, all 50 or so of the pharmacies recruiting across

New Zealand at that time required delivery of a hard copy new protocol, new parti-

cipant packs containing the updated PISCF and the locality PI to sign and return an

updated protocol acceptance form. This was progressively achieved at a significant ad-

ministrative resource, and led to multiple protocol deviations with the inevitable, erro-

neous use of previous study document versions for recruitment during the transition

phase. The contemporary, fully paperless PRN has been able to action similar amend-

ments within 24 hours using a centralised update to the online study document portal

and provision of digital surveys for signed acceptance. 

The study required a large, heavy and complicated physical master study folder to be

stored at each pharmacy site  which contained all  relevant superseded and current

study paraphernalia such as advertising, contracts, protocols, regulatory approval doc-

umentation and any other associated material. In addition, pre-collated recruitment

packs required storage in an accessible location with the opaque sealed envelopes con-

taining the randomised allocations for each participant enrolled. A relatively common

deviation encountered was the disordered use of randomisation codes with sites pick-

ing a random number or mistakenly starting at the last available identifier code. A

move to electronic randomisation has removed this source of human error and further

minimised problems of access. 

The collection of participant reported data relied heavily on parallel use of the Wufoo

survey platform and burst SMS/sequencer with a central investigator reviewing and re-

conciling each data entry point to ensure accuracy and timeliness with the ability to

stop unnecessary diary deliveries once the primary outcome was met. Whilst not op-

timal in terms of a singular integrated approach, the impact of the digital methods tri-

alled in the kānuka study was apparent, with all of the human error deviations related

to completion of the paper forms during visit one and encompassing missed signa-
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tures, erroneous dates, unchecked boxes for recruitment criteria and others. The ma-

jority of these were benign and consequently easily remedied, however errors of inclu-

sion through missed assessments and delay in central review of documentation requir-

ing manual faxing can, and did, lead to ineligible recruitment. This introduced a risk

to study data integrity and an increase in administrative burden through the addi-

tional requirement to appropriately document and report the event. It was also learnt

that green ink, the colour of choice for pharmacy, is not transcribed during faxing!

Collectively the issues encountered in the kānuka honey PRN trial highlighted the gen-

eral deficiencies in paper-based study management, particularly in a remote research

infrastructure reliant on a clinical  workforce for whom research would form only a

minor proportion of daily activity. A priority for PRN evolution has thus been to de-

velop a fully paperless approach, facilitating a more defined and guided process ensur-

ing all aspects of study data collection and administration are sufficiently addressed to

guarantee quality in study conduct, effectively eliminate many protocol deviations and

violations due to human or systems error and minimise the risk of investigator attrition

due to complexity in system use and study participation. This aligns with a general but

slow migration to the digital interface by the research sector, that increasingly recog-

nises the benefits in terms of quality, participant diversity and expediency.226 

Consequently, a second-generation PRN has been established, utilising a dedicated cus-

tom-built research portal delivered through digital, internet connected tablets provided

to each study pharmacy. The associated benefits of this novel, customised system mit-

igate all the deficiencies in process discussed previously and create a highly robust and

auditable methodology for the community-based conduct of randomised trials. Each

research pharmacy is assigned a perpetual, specific identifier used across all trials they

participate in and investigators  registered to their  specific site  with relevant docu-

mentation either created directly within or uploaded to the system. Associated materi-
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als previously required to be stored at each site within the physical master file are now

centrally managed and delivered digitally to the investigators via the study portal, re-

moving any need for manual replacement of updated versions. Signatures for training

logs, documents and study eCRFs are all digitally actioned. All paper-based, site re-

lated case report forms have been transcribed to a digital format, allowing automated

source data verification in each individual field (for example, mandating numbers in a

mobile phone field or preventing recording of a follow-up visit date that is before the

first) and all study diaries are emailed to participants automatically on completion of

the digital enrolment forms. To facilitate senior oversight by the PI, a capacity to feed

live study data into an automated ‘dash’ enables prompt review of adverse events, con-

comitant medications, up to date reporting to sponsors and promotes the timeliness of

regulatory reporting.  Currently  this  novel  data capture  system is  being adapted to

meet international regulatory submission standards such as the Clinical Data Inter-

change Standards Consortium (CDISC), a terminology standard that requires data to

be transformed into a format suitable for formal applications to agencies such as at the

FDA and EMA, an end research outcome intended by many CAM therapy manufactur-

ers. 

Additional features in development include a dedicated PRN app from which all re-

minders, notifications and data collection forms/diaries are delivered within a con-

trolled centralised research portal directly to participants. Clinical photography has

been developed, embedded within the portal capacity allowing PRN investigators to

take and provide images for remote, blinded assessment by dermatologists. Ensuring

transparency in the investigational product supply chain and matching the participant

ID with  the  randomised  treatment  is  crucial  yet  a  common source  of  error  using

manual methods reliant on visual corroboration by an investigator. Matrix bar codes

are pattern images that encode limited amounts of information that can be read by a

scanning device such as dedicated handheld equipment linked to a computer or via
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the camera function of a tablet device. Leveraging the utility of the PRN portal tablet

in reading such a ‘QR’ code has potential to streamline the matching of randomised

study stock to data collected in study visits. In addition, a QR code can ensure use of

the  correct  participant  ID  for  follow-up  visits  linking  to  a  participant  study  card

provided on enrolment. 

 6.3.1.2 FINANCIAL ASPECTS

Core to the founding of the PRN was the financial barrier to conducting quality re-

search on the efficacy of over-the-counter products, widely sold for therapeutic pur-

poses. Ensuring a sustainable model that met the operating costs of the coordinating

centre and pharmacy research sites whilst enabling a viable programme for potential

sponsors was therefore a high priority. 

The core operating costs for the Honevo trial were not reflective of future budgets, be-

ing an intentional loss leader to build and test infrastructure and processes. However,

key personnel and budgetary line items became apparent that allowed for more accur-

ate costings of future protocol designs. From a coordinating centre perspective, the

overheads and staffing required to run a 76 site, near 1000 participant randomised trial

were minimal compared to a fully resourced clinical trials unit-based approach requir-

ing multiple physicians, research coordinators and assistants to conduct study visits

onsite. Whilst the ‘back room’ roles of monitoring, data management, statistics, ac-

counting and senior programme oversight remained unchanged in delivering the PRN

approach they were also subject to efficiencies derived from the use of direct digitally

entered source data from the electronic diaries. This allowed the monitoring of data

points in live time compared to awaiting the traditional process of double data entry

transcription from paper case report forms.  The statistical analysis was able to be pre-

pared in a matter of hours from the direct export of formatted data points from the

Wufoo system, requiring only minimal  data cleaning. The most significant impact,
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however, was the reduction in core study staff required to initiate and manage the

study of 952 requiring only a medical monitor who was also the coordinating investig-

ator (myself) and a research assistant mid-way through. 

For the peripheral  pharmacy sites however, it was apparent that the reimbursement

structure needed substantive review to recognise the significant, unforeseen resource

required to register investigators, organise and attend in person training and host the

monitoring and close out visits. One of the most successful approaches to site initiation

and investigator training involved a formal presentation to all staff prior to pharmacy

opening hours, followed by staggered small group training throughout the day. This ap-

proach was optimal for staff engagement however required them to attend an overview

presentation outside of their contracted hours, followed by specific rostering of face to

face training in order to maintain retail and dispensary cover. The initial PRN reim-

bursement survey did  not consider this significant time commitment,  which many

pharmacies paid staff additional time for. It was therefore determined that an exclusive

per participant fee was not an adequate approach to study site reimbursement and a

defined recompense for site set up, initiation and training was required for future stud-

ies. Reflecting this, all PRN studies now begin with a specific discussion with a nomin-

ated PRN locality PI to establish a benchmark value for all other study input required

from a pharmacy perspective. Promoting an inclusive, ongoing assessment of the finan-

cial structure will be essential to maintaining the pharmacy investment in the PRN. 

The need to ensure appropriate recompense is proving particularly true in light of the

recent New Zealand market entry of discount branded chains from the Australian mar-

ket, able to undercut the costs of medicines and retail products such as toiletries. This

sector disruption is forcing an unprecedented evolution of the traditional  community

pharmacy model in New Zealand and the proactive seeking of additional health related

services able to be offered. It is encouraging that the work of the PRN is considered one
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such avenue of service delivery, with pharmacies in affected areas such as Auckland in-

creasingly approaching the  MRINZ for study participation.  The  creation of  a viable

source of  research income and surety in pipeline for pharmacy sites in turn helps en-

sure engagement and quality of output. This re-energised focus on community phar-

macy service delivery has also formed the foundation for discussions with the Phar-

macy  Guild  with  a  view  to  actively  supporting  various  diagnostic  screening  pro-

grammes, strategies to collect qualitative data and the development of quality and im-

provement projects. There is an exciting opportunity for the non-commercial applica-

tion of the PRN methodology to contribute directly to population health. 

To support and coordinate the development of  a research trained community phar-

macist role and ensure longevity in capacity and implementation of  evidence-based

outcomes a ‘PRN Axis’ concept has been developed. The Axis will place geographically

targeted research pharmacies across New Zealand with each providing a PRN PI that

has undertaken a deeper clinical research training programme and receives additional

full time equivalent research funding. These anchor points of the network will  under-

take regional responsibility for non Axis site coordination, sit on the PRN steering com-

mittee, aid in the development and recruitment for all studies and have an active role in

the dissemination of study results. 

 6.3.2 AN INTERNATIONAL MULTI-CENTRE PROGRAMME

The publication of the kānuka honey HSL study methods in the British Medical Journal

Open in 2017 led to communications from researchers at  a CAM focused institute in

Sydney, Australia who were facing similar logistical challenges to conducting a similar

HSL study of  an over-the-counter  topical therapy.227,228 The team requested more in-

sights into the feasibility of setting up a PRN research model and the progress in terms

of recruitment at that time for the Honevo study. The labour intensive experience of es-

tablishing the network and its maintenance so clearly reliant on forging relationships
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with community pharmacy and associated stakeholders was protection enough of the

‘intellectual property’ represented by the PRN process, furthermore it is highly unlikely

that a more traditional university-based organisation would justify the loss leader re-

quired to pilot the concept for the purposes of a solitary randomised trial. In the in-

terests of  the core mission of  the PRN to enhance the evidence base for over-the-

counter and CAM products, it was essential to collaborate with like-minded researchers

and  organisations  in  order  to  develop  an  international  capacity  with associated

pipelines. The immediate expansion of the PRN was thus explored and soon formalised

its Sydney-based, Australian counterpart in 2018 under a collaborative study of a second

HSL CAM product. 

Since the publication of the kānuka honey study for HSL, exploratory discussions have

been undertaken with major Clinical Research Organisations around the Australia and

New Zealand PRN capacity to support pharmaceutical RCTs and generalisable data gen-

eration for traditional medicines undergoing a mainstream drug development process.
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Recently,  overseas industry sponsors have registered interest in the development of  a

United States network.

 6.3.3 BUILDING A PIPELINE

As the PRN established through the kānuka honey study and associated media promo-

tion, industry interest into the novel capacity gained momentum. Regular requests for

discussion are received around potential programmes for both small start-up compan-

ies through to established larger brands looking for a marketing edge via demonstrable

clinical efficacy. Assumptions held by the smaller manufacturers with no or limited re-

search and development experience  around the cost of  conducting clinical  research

were surprising with budgets of $20,000 NZD commonly allocated for a definitive study.

There was a poor knowledge of specific, supportive funding mechanisms in New Zeal-

and such as Callaghan Innovation project grants.229 Indirect exposure to these commer-

cial research and development opportunities by the PRN has built a wealth of know-

ledge that enhances initial consultation around clinical research possibilities for com-

panies, further building the reputation and track record of the network as a capability

of the MRINZ. 

In 2017 the PRN concept was taken to Bio Europe, one of two major biotechnology re-

search expositions held annually with 4,000 attendees and 24,000 partnering meetings.

This was a scoping opportunity to understand any equivalent international capacity and

to gauge interest around bringing research programmes to the New Zealand PRN. De-

livering broad paraphernalia around the network (Appendix 13) and a number of part-

nering meetings both the novelty of the methodology, its affordability and ability to re-

cruit from traditionally hard to reach groups was attractive to industry. However, it was

also apparent from discussions with higher tier pharmaceutical companies that a mul-

tinational  approach to PRN data,  ideally using  replica studies in either the United

States or Europe, would likely be required to support out licensing negotiations. 
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In turn this has led to a gap analysis of the overall MRINZ capacity to meet the regulat-

ory standards required for direct submission to agencies such as the FDA and EMA with

a view to implementing a digitally based system specific to the PRN that conforms to

these. This programme is now well advanced with clear benefits to all studies being

supported by standard operating procedure documentation and specific adoption of

the European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network (ECRIN) and CDISC standards

that help demonstrate this level of compliance.230 Subsequent attendance at Bio meet-

ings in the United States as part of the New Zealand pavilion has resulted in wider net-

working nationally, with the MRINZ formally being invited to join Biotech New Zeal-

and and the Wellington Health Tech Network based, in part, on achievements from the

CAM and PRN programmes of research.

 6.3.4 CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION

From the outset the wider potential for a formal community pharmacy member-based

network were considered and investigators canvased as to their priorities in being part

of this initiative. A common theme involved meeting requirements for continuing pro-

fessional  development  (CPD) via  the New Zealand ENHANCE programme, admin-

istered via the Pharmaceutical Society of New Zealand. For the kānuka honey HSL trial

this learning was conducted independently by the participating pharmacists due to re-

source constraints, although the site initiation training delivered by a physician en-

compassed detailed teaching around HSL from a mechanistic and clinical perspective.

The potential to formally map a PRN study to online educational modules and journal

papers that would meet defined CPD points was often discussed and has been success-

fully implemented for the subsequent HSL PRN study with positive feedback.  
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 7 CHAPTER SEVEN - CONCLUSIONS

Herpes simplex labialis is a highly prevalent, recurrent and incurable condition which,

for a third of those infected inflicts a lifetime of episodic physical and psychological

discomfort. The severity of clinical manifestation between individual sufferers varies

enormously and has resulted in a multitude of acute therapeutic strategies from li-

censed pharmaceuticals through to entirely un-evidenced CAM approaches. Review of

the current literature for such strategies has highlighted a diverse range of reported

efficacy in the topical management of HSL with limited data directly generalisable to

the patient using it, at their own expense, in the community. The high prevalence of

CAM use globally without a supportive body of high-quality evidence highlights the

need for robust and accessible mechanisms to conduct research for these products.

However, traditional models of randomised clinical trials are prohibitively expensive

and often incapable of establishing evidence with high external validity. 

 7.1 IS KĀNUKA HONEY MORE EFFECTIVE THAN ACICLOVIR IN THE TOPICAL

TREATMENT OF HSL?

This thesis centred on an RCT of Honevo, a topical CAM comprising 90% medicinal

grade kānuka honey and 10% glycerin, for the treatment of acute HSL compared to an

active comparator 5% aciclovir in 952 participants. The study showed no superior ef-

fectiveness, for either topical treatment, for any outcome variables including time to

healing,  pain  resolution  and  proportion  of  aborted  episodes  between  treatment

groups. Both treatments were considered highly acceptable by participants. 

For the primary outcome variable of time to complete healing (stage seven) there was

no difference between the randomised treatments, with a HR of 1.06. The upper 95%

confidence limit of 1.22 was within the predefined bound of superiority of 1.25.
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Kānuka honey did not reduce the healing time in HSL lesions from stage 4 (ulceration)

compared to aciclovir. This was unexpected, given the known positive effects of honey

on wound healing processes such as angiogenesis,  granulation, epithelialisation, re-

duction in oedema and debridement.19 It  was also hypothesised that  aciclovir  may

provide greater early benefit through inhibiting the viral replication process to abort

the natural history of the HSL episode. This was not supported by our finding that the

proportions of lesions between groups that did not progress to the ulcerative stage and

beyond (stage four) were similar. Interaction analysis of lesion stage at study baseline

provided no evidence that the effect of randomised treatments were dependent on this

clinical characteristic. There was no difference in pain severity between treatments. 

There are a number of statistical considerations. The outcome variables were of a non-

normal distribution and thus underwent non-parametric analysis with medians repor-

ted. For time to event outcome variables, data from ongoing episodes were censored

and incorporated into the survival analysis. The definition of time to healing used was

time to return to normal skin (stage seven) to allow a more complete data set, where

as previous studies have defined this as time to loss of crust, allowing for residual

erythema (stage six). For reasons of consistency and context, a post-hoc analysis for

time from randomisation to stage six was performed demonstrating a reduction in

healing time to this stage similar to the evidence base, with a median five days for

both aciclovir and honey. There was no ability to mask the treatment allocations, po-

tentially resulting in a degree of response bias.

The kānuka honey study presents a number of additional strengths in adding to the

current evidence base for both topical use of aciclovir and honey for HSL. This is one

of the largest single studies of HSL undertaken and the only adequately powered real-

world trial providing sufficient power to conclude that there is no difference between

aciclovir and honey in healing time. This large sample size together with the novel
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study methodology allowed recruitment of a representative New Zealand cohort from

76 pharmacies both within and outside of traditional, usually urban, research centres,

mitigating the jurisdiction effect of traditional research models and capturing the het-

erogeneity for HSL manifestation and progression in the community. 178 Using smart

phone-based diaries containing photographic standards of lesion progression, it was

possible to both facilitate study participation within usual daily routine versus costly

and burdensome clinic  visits  and maximise  chronologically  accurate  data  capture.

Overall  this  allowed the  definitive  assessment  of  kānuka  honey and aciclovir in  a

highly diverse real world setting, representing the only randomised, real-world assess-

ment of HSL management that can be directly extrapolated to the community phar-

macy setting through which HSL treatments are predominantly accessed. 

These findings suggest that medical grade kānuka honey may be employed as a thera-

peutic alternative to aciclovir cream, for the treatment of HSL. This alternative thera-

peutic approach is important not only for those who prefer CAM, but also in view of

the emergent issues of drug resistance and the needs of particular patient groups un-

able to use current pharmacological therapies due to allergy and lack of safety data in

pregnancy and breastfeeding. 

The priority now is to investigate whether an aciclovir/honey combination cream in

HSL might have greater efficacy than individual components, and whether medical

grade honey might have similar efficacy and acceptability in paediatric HSL, a group

from which we received much guardian led interest during the study period. Investiga-

tion of the efficacy of medical grade honey in other herpetic indications such as herpes

zoster is also warranted. 
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 7.2 IS THE PHARMACY RESEARCH NETWORK A VIABLE INFRASTRUCTURE TO

CONDUCT A RANDOMISED INTERVENTIONAL TRIAL?

The feasibility in conducting a large scale, comparative RCT utilising a cost effective,

regulatory compliant and time efficient community-based infrastructure, whilst main-

taining robust outcome data was demonstrated through the PRN. This provides a sig-

nificant, previously unmet capacity to enhance the evidence base for non-prescribed

medications such as CAM by overcoming the limitations of cost-prohibitive traditional

models.

Previous  research  incorporating  community  pharmacists  has  been  focused  around

qualitative surveying or recruitment  into a  wider traditional  clinical  research unit-

based study. The kānuka study required pharmacy investigators to meet the regulatory

standard for both a study investigator and locality setting prior to undertaking all as-

pects of a complex interventional trial. This directly resulted in the establishment of a

globally unique capacity in the PRN, to conduct randomised, interventional studies for

therapeutic products otherwise unable to access traditional models of research due to

barriers of cost and difficult to recruit patient populations. 

Subsequent momentum in PRN study throughput has allowed evolution of the system

to incorporate entirely digital approaches, further enhancing efficiency and allowing

the use of specialist data standards traditionally such as a CDISC, usually reserved for

internal  pharmaceutical  data management teams,  global  clinical  research organisa-

tions or specialist ad hoc data transformation providers. Since completion of its inaug-

ural RCT the PRN has initiated three further fully funded studies, established an Aus-

tralian arm in collaboration with a specialist institute in CAM therapies and has form-

alised an embedded education programme for research pharmacists with the support
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of the Pharmacy Guild of NZ. Furthermore, the study Sponsor Honeylab has publicly

reported the out-licensing of the kānuka honey product to a global pharmaceutical

company based on the supportive clinical evidence provide by the RCT, for the treat-

ment of HSL in the United States, Canada and Israel.231 

The PRN methodology conceived, developed and tested within this thesis contributes

to a much-needed paradigm shift in the approach to and capacity for level I evidence

generation for CAMs and over-the-counter therapeutic products. Uniquely embedded

within the community setting, the PRN allows representative recruitment of hard to

reach  patient  populations  to  provide  robust,  generalisable  data  with  high external

validity. Through the continued development of track record through subsequent tri-

als and active promotion of the network as a reliable, affordable and quality resource

to conduct clinical research, there is exciting opportunity to establish this methodo-

logy as a viable resource for all tiers of industry research and development. 
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Background

Herpes Simplex Labialis (HSL) is endemic worldwide causing characteristic blisters on

the lips: ‘cold sores’.1 Recurrent episodes cause considerable pain and discomfort and

risk auto-inoculation to different sites of the body and transmission to other people.

Topical antiviral treatments such as aciclovir can reduce illness duration,3 although

the therapeutic benefit is modest, reducing the time to healing by about half a day.4

Honey is a potential topical treatment for HSL as it has antimicrobial, anti-inflammat-

ory, and immunomodulatory effects.5,6 A small randomised controlled trial (RCT) from

Dubai in 16 adult patients with recurrent attacks of herpetic lesions found topical ap-

plication of honey was more effective than 5% aciclovir cream for HSL and genital

herpes.7 A recent feasibility study from our group identified that topical pharmaceut-

ical grade kānuka honey for the treatment of HSL was highly acceptable to patients for

the treatment of HSL.  However, our experience suggests that future RCTs of honey

versus aciclovir require a parallel group rather than crossover design, alternative sites

of recruitment such as pharmacies rather than medical centres, less restrictive inclu-

sion criteria, and both closer ongoing supervision of treatment and documentation of

outcomes than that utilised in our study.  

Objective

To investigate the effectiveness of 5% aciclovir versus a Honevo™ in the topical treat-

ment of cold sores.

Design

Open label, randomised, 2-way active comparator, parallel group trial.

Subjects

950 participants, aged 16 years or over, presenting to a pharmacy for treatment of a

cold sore.
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Inclusion criteria

● Aged 16 years or over at the time of enrolment

● Presentation to a pharmacy for treatment of a cold sore

● First cold sore symptoms (including prodromal symptoms e.g. tingling/

pain) within 72 hours

Exclusion criteria

● Pregnant or breastfeeding

● Known or suspected allergy to honey, bees, aciclovir (Viraban) and/or

glycerin

● Any other condition which, at the investigators’ discretion, it is believed

may present a safety risk or impact the feasibility of the study or the study res-

ults.

● Patient has used oral aciclovir or other antiviral medicine, or any topical

treatment, medical or complementary, on the current sore

● Patients  planning to take/use any concomitant medications,  which in

the opinion of the investigator, could affect the cold sore during the course of

the trial. This includes any topical product, medical or complementary, on the

cold sore, oral aciclovir or other antiviral medicine, oral complementary medi-

cines for cold sores, eg. lysine supplements, any other medication 

Study Procedures

Visit One

Recruitment and consent

Potentially eligible patients will be identified at the time of presentation to their phar-

macy for treatment of a cold sore.  Participants who potentially meet inclusion and ex-

clusion criteria will be offered the opportunity of taking part in the study.
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The study will be explained to the subject and written information, approved by the

relevant Ethics Committee, will be provided. If the participant chooses to take part in

the study, he/she will sign the consent form prior to any study procedures, having had

an opportunity to ask the pharmacist any questions. 

Participants may withdraw consent at any time, without having to provide a reason. If

a participant wishes to withdraw from treatment they may do so at any time. If a parti-

cipant wishes to withdraw from the Day 15 follow-up phone call (Visit Two) they may

contact the study Investigator to end their participation.  

Randomisation and treatment

Participants will be randomised 1:1 to topical treatment with either:

 5% aciclovir (Viraban) or

 Honevo™

The randomization list  will  consist  of  letter  groups  representing  recruitment  sites,

with each letter  preceding sequential three digit numbers (A001, A002 etc), which will

correspond to one of two treatment groups, of which there will be an equal number.

Allocation will be concealed by sealed envelopes to be opened in sequence at the time

of randomization. Randomisation will be blocked by numbers of 4. Each study parti-

cipant will be allocated a three digit participant code (randomisation code) preceded

by the recruitment site’s letter. The digit code will be used on the CRF and the patient

diary for the duration of the study and will be obtained from the randomisation envel-

ope  at  the time the  participant  is  randomised  to  receive  study treatment.  Subject

screening and randomisation information will be collected by study sites. Data will be

collected on the number of potential participants who are screened but do not meet

the entry criteria, or who meet entry criteria but decline to take part after discussion. 
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Visit One Data Collection

The participants and pharmacist will complete a worksheet on Visit 1 to collect in-

formation including demographic data, history of cold sores and duration of current

episode. This worksheet will also ask for the exact time of onset of symptoms (to the

nearest hour) and the current state of the cold sore ie. prodrome/ tingle; erythema;

blister; ulcer; crusting; healing, healed (see appendix 2).

Duration of Intervention

Participants will be instructed to apply their respective treatment creams five times

per day for 14 days, or until the lesion completely resolves, whichever occurs first. Par-

ticipants should not use any other topical or systemic treatment for cold sores as part

of the trial (See Concomitant Medication).

Intervention Period

During the treatment period, participants will complete a diary recording compliance,

pain symptoms and cold sore stage each day (see appendix 3). The diary should be

completed at the same time of day if possible, near the end of the day, with the final

application of treatment. Participants with internet access will be asked to enter the

information each day online via an e-diary. People without internet access will com-

plete a paper diary only. All participants will receive a paper diary and for those using

the e-diary, the paper diary will constitute a back-up, should the system fail or they do

not have access to the internet at the time they wish to complete the diary. Return en-

velopes for the diaries will also be provided.

Participants with a mobile phone will receive a daily text message to remind them to

complete the study diary, with a link to the e-diary for those able to complete it.

Participants will  be given the phone number of the Pharmacist/ Investigator and a

study Doctor/ Investigator at the Co-ordinating Centre in case they have any ques-

tions about the study, or diary card entry. 
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Diary data will be combined as necessary by the Co-ordinating Centre and according

to prescribed data management guidelines.

Visit Two

Participants will be contacted by phone by a study nurse from the Follow-Up Centre

or MRINZ on the first working day following Day 14 (the final day of diary recording)

and asked that their paper diary be returned to MRINZ by post (a paid, self-addressed

envelope will be supplied). If a participant does not answer a second call will be made

the following working day and then a third attempt at day 22 (or the following work-

ing day if a weekend or holiday). Further attempts to contact a participant may be

made after this by MRINZ staff via text, email or telephone call within three weeks of

day 14. Follow-up data may be collected by any of these media.

Participants will also be asked about Adverse Events (which will be recorded and re-

ported as per the ‘Safety Monitoring’ section), concomitant medication use and narrat-

ive feedback will also be recorded in relation to the study treatment (see appendix 4).

If  a participant has withdrawn from their study treatment they will  be asked for a

reason for their withdrawal, though they do not have to provide one. 

Once the study is completed and the subject has completed the follow-up call, they

will  not be required to return their allocated study treatment.  Study treatment ac-

countability will be performed at a dispensing level and by subject reported applica-

tion as per the study diary.

Study Event Schedule

Visit No. Visit 1

PHARMACY

Treatment  Period

(until  resolution

of cold sore)

Visit 2 

PHONE CALL

Day No. 0 1-14 15  (+  further  at-

tempts  as  de-
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tailed above)

Informed consent X

Inclusion/exclusion  criteria

check

X

Randomisation X

Dispense study medication X

Dispense patient diary X

Demographics  /  question-

naire

X

Commence  patient  diary

(electronic and/ or paper)

X

Text message diary reminder

(participants  with  mobile

phone only)

X

Reminder to post diary X

AE assessment X

Narrative feedback X

Blinding

Due to the physical characteristics of honey it is not possible to blind subjects to the

treatment they are receiving. The randomised treatment will be revealed by opening a

sealed  opaque  envelope.  Investigators  will  not  have  access  to  the  randomisation

schedule during the study.  The statistical  analysis  will  be undertaken blind to the

treatment allocation.
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Outcome Measures

Primary:

● Healing time from randomization to the return to normal skin.

Secondary:

● Total healing time, defined as the time from development of first sign or

symptom to the return to normal skin. 

● Total healing time stratified by stage of the lesion at onset of treatment.

● Highest pain severity. 

● Time to pain resolution (defined as the time from first experiencing pain

to total resolution of pain)

● Time to stage 4 from randomisation

● Time to stage 7 from stage 4

● Acceptability of treatments

Sites & Recruitment

Up to 100 community pharmacies in New Zealand will take part in the study. Sites will

be initially allocated a 20 participants after which further randomisation codes will be

provided. It is anticipated that the study will take up to 36 months to complete after

regulatory approvals are obtained. Sites will be visited by an investigator from the Co-

ordinating Centre before the start of the study for a start-up meeting and to provide

GCP training and a study file. This will include logs of enrolment and also the poten-

tial participants who are screened but do not meet the entry criteria, or who meet

entry  criteria  but decline to take part  and all  other  essential  documents.  Ongoing

monitoring by the Co-ordinating Centre will take place throughout the study, both re-

motely and on-site, according to the study monitoring plan. 
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Concomitant Medications

The following concomitant medications are not allowed during the study, and if taken

or required, the participant must stop the study treatment:

● any  topical  treatment,  medical  or  complementary,  on  the  cold  sore

within the last 2 weeks (prior to enrolment)

● oral aciclovir or other antiviral medicine within the last 2 weeks (prior to

enrolment)

● oral complementary medicines for cold sores, e.g. lysine supplements. If

participant is taking these they must not have been taken for the current cold

sore, but there is no washout period.

● any other medication which in the opinion of the investigator, could af-

fect the cold sore

● participants  will  be  asked  where  possible  not  to  apply  any  makeup,

foundation or other masking product to cover the cold sore. If they so use it, it

should be removed before the cold sore stage is assessed for the daily diary

entry

Participants who cease treatment due to the above will remain in the study for follow-

up purposes and will complete Visit Two as per their follow-up schedule.

Data will be analysed for all participants randomised into the study via both per pro-

tocol and intention to treat principles.
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Safety monitoring

Adverse Events

An adverse event is any untoward medical occurrence in a study subject temporally as-

sociated with participation in the trial and the administration of study medication,

whether or not considered related to the medicine. An adverse event can therefore be

any  unfavourable  and unintended  sign,  symptom or  disease  temporally  associated

with the use of the study treatment.  

Adverse event data will be collected and analysed with efficacy data at the end of the

study. Serious Adverse Events will be notified to the ethics and regulatory committees

according to their current guidelines.

Serious Adverse Events (SAEs)

For the purposes of this study the following events will be considered to be SAEs:

● Death

● Life-threatening event

● Permanently disabling or incapacitating event

● Hospitalisation  or  prolongation  of  hospitalisation.  Hospitalisation  for

the purposes of SAE reporting is defined as an admission to hospital and does

not include a presentation to the Emergency Department followed by discharge

without admission or an admission for elective reasons 

● Any event considered serious by the study investigator

Reporting of SAEs to the Ethics and Regulatory Committees will take place in accord-

ance with the conditions of ethical and regulatory approval for the study. Serious Ad-

verse Events will be reported to MRINZ within 24 hours of study staff becoming aware

of the event. SAEs will be reviewed by an independent Investigator (at MRINZ), on an

ongoing basis, within 7 days of the event being reported. There will be no formal in-

terim analysis or safety review during the study, due to the low risk of the investiga-

tional  products.  Should  the  independent  Investigator  perceive  any  ongoing  or  in-
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creased risk to participants,  the Sponsor will  be made aware and the trial  may be

ceased for safety reasons. Should a female subject on the trial become pregnant during

the course of the trial, the pregnancy itself will not be regarded as an SAE. The subject

will be asked to contact the researchers after the birth of the baby and any congenital

anomaly or birth defect will be considered to be an SAE.

Collection of Adverse Event Data

All Adverse Events (AEs and SAEs) will be elicited and recorded at Visit Two by the

Follow-Up Centre and sent to the Co-ordinating Centre for data entry and analysis,

unless a participant contacts a study Investigator during the intervention period, in

which case the events will be recorded at that time.

Follow-up of SAEs will take place as far as possible, by the Co-ordinating and Follow-

Up Centres. Should it be necessary, the participant will be advised to contact their GP

to receive any further care or assessments as part of their usual healthcare. 

General Health Care

Participants will receive usual general practitioner care during the study.  

Potential risks

Honevo™ - In general, honey is well tolerated for daily consumption and has generally

recognized as safe (GRAS) status in the United States. It has been in widespread gen-

eral usage, as a food and as a medical product for centuries. Honey is extremely safe to

use for nutritional and medical purposes. In the 500-plus cases reported in publica-

tions on using honey on wounds, and the 140-plus cases reported of using honey in

ophthalmology, there has been no mention of any serious adverse effects. With honey,

there are no reported cytotoxic effects that would slow the healing process, whereas all
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antiseptics in common use can be harmful to body eg. silver as released from nano-

crystalline silver dressings.

Potential adverse effects of Honevo: 

● Pain - there have been reports of honey causing a stinging pain when ap-

plied to wounds. This appears to be due to the acidity of honey, as pain is not

experienced when neutralised honey is used.

● Allergies - the components of honey responsible for allergic reactions are

thought to be pollens, glandular secretions and bee body material. There are

rare reports of occupational asthma, urticaria on the hands and angioedema.

● Disease worsening – there is no reason to expect topical honey to cause

disease worsening but this could occur as an unexpected adverse event. 

Topical aciclovir - side effects may include mild pain or stinging at the site where it is

applied. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved aciclovir cream to

treat recurrent cold sores in people older than age 12. The cream may cause temporary

skin irritation.

In the event of any adverse events these would be treated according to usual care by

the primary care practitioner. The subject or primary care practitioner can chose to

withdraw the participant from the trial if felt appropriate. Reporting would be as out-

lined above.

Power and Statistical methods

Sample Size

Assuming that the median control duration of symptoms is five days and looking to

achieve a one day median difference, with associated Hazard ratio of 1.25, 423 parti -

cipants would be needed per arm of treatment, therefore the total required is 846. As
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this is a short study lasting only for the duration of one cold sore episode, then dro-

pouts from the study should be low, and so assuming that the dropout rate is around

10%, then 950 participants will be randomized 

This study size is consistent with similar 2-arm or 3-arm cold sore studies have re-

quired around 300-350 patients per treatment arm.4

Statistical Methods

Kaplan-Meier survival plots and estimates of median healing times and Cox Propor-

tional Hazards with a random effect for participants to take into account the parallel

design, compared time to healing and pain duration between treatments.  Paired t-

tests will be used to compare the continuous variables. Sensitivity analysis will be per-

formed for both primary and secondary outcome variables, considering important po-

tential confounders such as age, time to presentation from reported onset of symp-

toms and stage of cold sore at presentation. Interaction analysis will be performed for

primary and secondary outcome variables, to assess potential differences in treatment

effects.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 – Cold sore stages

Appendix 2 – Visit 1 Data Collection

The following information will be recorded on the Visit 1 worksheet:

 1 Age

 2 Gender
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 3 Initials

 4 Ethnicity

 5 Number of cold sores per year, on average

 6 Months since last cold sore

 7 Exact time of onset of symptoms (to the nearest hour - participants will  be

asked to give their best guess) 

 8 Current state of cold sore

Appendix 3 – Patient Diary

The patient diary will collect the following information:

How painful has the

cold  sore  been  on

average over last 24

hours? (Circle answer)

How  many  times

have  you  applied

treatment in the last

day

What is the stage of

the  cold  sore?  (1-7,

see photos)

Day 1 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10

Day 2 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10

Day 3 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10

Day 4 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10

etc to Day 14 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10

Pain: Score 0-10, where 0 = no pain at all, 10 = severe pain
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Stage: use the number that correlates with the pictures that you were given. If com-

pletely healed, record as “7”

Appendix 4 – Follow-up phone call (Visit Two)

 Thank participant for participation

 Ask that the diary is posted or emailed to the research centre

 Record any Adverse Events (which will  be recorded and reported as per the

‘Safety Monitoring’ section) 

 Record any use of concomitant medications

 Obtain narrative feedback including would you use this product again

 Advise that a copy of the results will be emailed to them (or if no email address

a hard copy can be posted)

 Advise that their General Practitioner will be posted a notification of trial parti-

cipation and progress report
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 9.2 APPENDIX 2:  COSMETIC TOILETRY AND FRAGRANCE ASSOCIATION
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